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A B S T R A C T
There is a growing trend towards integrating physical data into the In­
ternet w hich is supported by sensor devices, smartphones, GPS and 
m any other sources that capture and communicate real world data. 
Cyber-Physical Data describes the type of data that represents obser­
vations and m easurem ents gathered by sensor devices. These sensor 
devices are capable of transform ing physical inform ation (e.g. light, 
tem perature, coordinates) into digitised data.
With trem endous volumes of Cyber-Physical Data that are created, 
novel m ethods have to be developed that facilitate processing and pro­
visioning of the data. A utomated techniques are required to extract 
and infer meaningful abstractions for the end-user a n d /o r  higher- 
level knowledge.
Investigation of the related work leads to the conclusion that there 
has been significant work on communication and processing aspects 
of Cyber-Physical Data, however, there is a need for integrated solu­
tions that contemplate the workflow from data acquisition to extrac­
tion and knowledge representation.
We propose a set of novel solutions for Cyber-Physical Data com­
munication and inform ation processing by providing a m iddleware 
component that contains managem ent and communication process­
ing capabilities to deliver actionable knowledge to the end-user and 
services.
We have developed a novel data abstraction m ethod for Cyber-Physical 
Data. The abstraction method is based on a probabilistic graph model 
and machine-learning techniques to extract relevant inform ation and 
infer knowledge from patterns that are represented by the abstracted 
data.
The proposed approach is able to create hum an-readable/m achine- 
interpretable abstractions from numerical sensor data w ith  precision 
rate of 79% and recall of 94%. The autom ated ontology construction 
algorithm has a success rate of 84% of representing occurred events 
in the ontology.
Finally, an integrated software system is introduced that uses the m id­
dleware and the inform ation processing techniques to provide a com­
plete workflow from data acquisition to knowledge acquisition and 
representation.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Data is not information, 
information is not knowledge, 
knowledge is not understanding, 
understanding is not wisdom.
— Clifford Stoll and Gary Schubert [71]
We are surrounded by a deluge of data. With the emersion to use 
devices for observing and m easuring the physical world in order to 
communicate the sensory data over the Internet, trem endous volumes 
of data are created constantly.
This growing trend towards integrating real world data into the In­
ternet, w ith support by sensors, RFID tags, sm art phones, GPS and 
other sensory sources that capture and communicate real world data, 
is referred to as Cyber-Physical Data and by including communication 
and networking aspects, actuation and services, it is referred to as 
Internet of Things (loT).
The data, however, is heterogeneous by essence. It ranges from tem ­
perature readings from meteorological sensors to location data from 
GPS to price inform ation from RFID tags. Raw data is mostly num er­
ical and is not as easy interpretable for a hum an as could be a text 
docum ent, video or other data available on the Internet.
It is usually a specific abstraction process that can make the connec­
tion between the raw  data and something meaningful that ultim ately 
can lead to actionable knowledge. A hum an can abstract from a small 
am ount of inputs to something s /h e  can understand by incorporating 
context inform ation and experience. However, the volume, the variety 
and dynamicity of the data makes it impossible to do this manually. 
As a result, m any emerging research areas such as the loT w ith its 
goal to connect and link devices to a ubiquitous com puting platform, 
and the Big Data challenge to deal w ith the trem endous volume of 
data, gain attention.
The process taking place between data collection and knowledge ac­
quisition involves m any steps in between. In this work we explore the 
steps required to abstract from raw data to inform ation and eventu­
ally provide new  insights. This work has two m ain focuses: (1) Intel­
ligent Communication and (2) Information Processing:
I. The analysis of technical requirements that are needed to gather 
and link the data from various sources and the provisioning of 
a unified software component that allows the access to the data.
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2. The provisioning of analytical methods to abstract from raw 
data to m eaningful inform ation that provide new  insights based 
on the raw  data.
1.1 D E F I N I T I O N S
In the following chapters and sections, we use term s that are defined 
ambiguously in the literature. Some terminology is used differently 
in certain research dom ains depending on the respective objectives. 
To ensure a common understanding, we provide definitions of the 
term s as they are used and understood in this work, more detailed 
descriptions can be found in the respective chapters.
C Y B E R -P H Y S IC A L  D A T A  is also referred to as Real-World Data and 
describes data that represents physical inform ation gathered by 
sensor devices that have the capabilities to transfer physical in­
formation (e.g. light, tem perature, coordinates) into machine- 
readable data.
THE IN T E R N E T  OF T H IN G S  has the aim to represent and interact 
w ith objects in the Internet. Sometimes, the term  has been syn­
onym ously used w ith  pervasive and ubiquitous computing and 
Cyber-Physical Systems.
M ID D L E W A R E  is a Software com ponent that connects the devices 
used in sensor networks and hides their complexity for the ease 
of application programm ing. The com ponent spans over the het­
erogeneous devices from sensor nodes, gateways and worksta­
tions.
1.2 R E S E A R C H  C H A L L E N G E S
The complex process of inform ation abstraction can be divided into 
two categories; Com m unication and D issem ination Challenges, and 
Inform ation Processing Challenges. Whereas communication tasks 
focus on how  to retrieve and forward the data from sensor nodes 
to end-users or higher-level applications, inform ation processing fo­
cuses on w hat to do w ith the data in order to make it understandable 
a n d /o r  machine-interpretable and facilitates the process of abstract­
ing from inform ation to knowledge. The m ain research challenges for 
each category are listed below.
1. Comm unication and Dissemination Challenges:
a) There is a vast variety of data sources. The heterogene­
ity  has m any facets ranging from different hardw are inter­
faces and communication protocols on the sensor side, to 
different notations and data formats that hinder the inter­
operability between data producers and data consumers.
1.2  RESEARC H  CHALLENGES
M ost available m iddleware solutions focus only on certain 
hardw are and solutions platform s . This task makes it diffi­
cult to have one integrated solution that is able to use and 
integrate the data in heterogeneous environments.
b) Sensor nodes are often resource-constrained devices w ith 
small m em ory and com puting facilities. This limits the use 
to algorithms and techniques that have been developed for 
constrained environments.
c) Sensor networks consist of different types of nodes w ith 
different capabilities. Communication and dissemination 
mechanisms have to adapt to the infrastructure and d is­
tribu te  the load on the network.
d) Wireless sensor devices can be mobile. Similar to cellular 
networks, wireless sensor networks contain base stations 
that cover different areas. However, m obility  hand ling  re­
quires m ethods that facilitate the communication and data 
dissem ination in hand-over scenarios to sustain and pro­
vide reliable data flows.
e) The complexity of sensor networks due to their heterogene­
ity makes it difficult to program  single nodes, as each node 
can vary in hardw are and software. In m ost cases it is not 
possible to m anually  control a network and adapt to it 
to its changes and therefore a hardw are abstraction layer is 
required that hides the complexity of the underlym g infras­
tructure and facilitates the development of methods from 
a high-level service or application perspective.
f) Sensory data, especially from wireless sensor networks is 
unreliable. The battery can be drained or natural phenom ­
ena can destroy nodes in the network. This leads to a con­
stant flow of nodes that join or leave the network. This 
requires a reliable information structure that can handle 
the dynamicity of the network.
2. Information Processing Challenges:
a) The deluge of data leads to an inform ation overload. M an­
ual analysis methods are not suitable anym ore and new  
(semi-)automatic techniques are required to find the de­
sired inform ation a n d /o r  reveal new  insights from the data.
b) Real-world information is nowadays captured in real-time. 
This dem ands platforms that can handle the constant flow 
of data and facilitate the (near) real-time analysis.
c) Cyber-Physical Data is gathered from different sources w ith 
diverse m eta and context inform ation.
d) Cyber-Physical Data does not have a standard ised  m odel 
for meta-information. For example, data can be m easured
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in Celsius Degree or in Fahrenheit, however, the hetero­
geneity of the data can lead to interoperability issues in 
the data processing.
e) Cyber-Physical Data is prone to natura l changes and im­
pacts from the environment. The heterogeneity of the data 
dem ands m ethods that can cope w ith  the m ultim odal na­
ture of the input sources. Algorithms are required that can 
work on different types of data.
f) The m eaning of data is dependent on tem poral attributes. 
An observation during w inter time can lead to different 
interpretations than in  sum m er time. The time axis as con­
text inform ation has to be considered and incorporated in 
new  methods.
g) The m eaning of data is dependent on spatial attributes. 
An observation in  England can lead to different interpreta­
tions than in Germany. The spatial inform ation as context 
inform ation has to be considered and incorporated in new 
methods.
1.3 R E S E A R C H  OBJECTIVES
The m ain goal of this work is to make Cyber-Physical Data available 
and understandable for the hum an a n d /o r  machine-interpretable for 
services and applications. Indicated in  Section 1.2, the process starts 
in gathering the data from various sources and its communication, 
to the processing of data towards meaningful information. We break 
this complex task dow n into a finer-granular list of objectives that are 
sum m arised below:
• O bjective 1: To develop a m iddleware component providing 
a unified layer that enables the access to heterogeneous data 
sources. The m iddleware com ponent runs on sensor nodes w ith 
constrained capabilities, gateways w ith better processing capa­
bilities and workstations w ith interfaces for the end-user and 
higher-level applications. The m iddleware has to hide the com­
plexity of the underlying networks and data sources and adapt 
itself to changes in the environment.
• O bjective 2: The m iddleware com ponent has to incorporate the 
dynam ic nature of Cyber-Physical Data and provide com muni­
cation and mobility support for data sources that are prone to 
changes and failures in the environment. In particular, a mech­
anism to handle appearing and disappearing sensor nodes and 
the mobility of nodes between different base stations (e.g. gate­
ways) is developed.
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• Objective 3: Based upon the unified access layer provided by 
the m iddleware component, processing m ethods that are de­
veloped for Cyber-Physical Data are required. The processing 
m ethods provided in  this work allow abstract from raw data to 
higher-level abstractions that are human-readable a n d /o r  machine- 
interpretable.
• Objective 4: The developed processing algorithms used to ab­
stract from raw Cyber-Physical Data to higher-abstractions have 
to be autom ated in order to cope w ith the large am ount of data 
gathered by the m iddleware component.
1.4 A S S U M P T I O N S
Throughout this work, we m ade some assum ptions that are listed 
below.
• Sensor nodes and Cyber-Physical devices use communication 
protocols on different layers of the OSI model. In our work, we 
focus on the application layer and assume that efficient routing 
and energy optimisations, as well as security aspects are m an­
aged and im plem ented on the lower-layers.
• In our work, we provide and develop novel autom ated algo­
rithm s to create meaningful abstractions of the data to make 
them  understandable by h u m an /an d  or machines. This pro­
cess describes the creation of semantic representations of the ab­
stractions that can be read and understood by hum ans or used 
by higher-level applications that support semantic queries and 
models described by the semantic web standards.
• The definition of real-time can vary in processing large-scale dis­
tributed Cyber-Physical Data. The processing of inpu t to out­
p u t has technical limitations that often lead to delays making it 
impossible to im mediately present ou tput results. Therefore, it 
m ight be more correct to refer to nearly real-time systems in this 
context. However, to stress the point that we focus on systems 
and approaches that deliver immediate results (within technical 
boundaries), we use the term  real-time throughout this thesis.
1.5 C O N T R IB U T IO N S
This work assembles the contributions m ade to address the objectives 
stated in Section 1.3 and to overcome the challenges that emerge de­
scribed in  Section 1.2. A sum m ary of the contributions are listed be­
low.
1. We provide a m iddleware component that hides the complex­
ity of underlying sensor networks and different hardw are and
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protocol architectures. The m iddleware supports various sensor 
platform s such as CrossBow TelosB nodes and Oracle SunSpots 
using IEEE 802.15.4 communication standards. The m iddleware 
is able to detect the context inform ation of the nodes includ­
ing battery level, distance from the node to a gateway and sig­
nal strength. The inform ation is used to adapt the com muni­
cation patterns to save energy consumption. A protocol simi­
lar to the IEEE 802.11 standard is introduced that allows dy­
namic association of nodes. The design of the protocol follows 
a zero-configuration approach w ith the goal to m anage a large 
am ount of heterogeneous sensor nodes. The m iddleware offers 
functionalities for the autom ated semantic annotation of the sen­
sor nodes' capabilites and values to provide a knowledge base 
for further processing methods.
2. Initially, the m iddleware component has been developed for 
single-gateway setups. In Section 4.1 we address the mobility 
of sensor nodes between distributed gateways and provide new 
mechanism to overcome the problems that arise during hand­
over between different gateways. We provide caching and infor­
m ation dissemination mechanisms to m aintain a reliable data 
flow between data producer and data consumer. Whereas Sec­
tion 4.1 describes the communication required to support the 
mobility of nodes. Section 4.2 introduces an overlay network 
form ed by the gateways for intelligent query processing and 
forw arding using a gossiping method.
3. In order to reduce the communication overhead, we introduce 
a data aggregation and compression mechanism called Sensor­
SAX  in Section 4.3. SensorSAX aggregates the raw  sensor data 
to discretised string representations. Most of the common ap­
proaches create and transm it the raw  sensor data constantly, 
even in  times where no interesting events occur. Therefore, novel 
m ethods are required to provide m ulti-resolution data transm is­
sion that allows the communication of high-resolution data (i.e 
raw  data) m  times of high activity and aggregated/com pressed 
data in time w indows where no events occur. In this section, we 
propose an approach to create and transm it aggregated patterns 
of data by applying Symbolic Aggregate A pproximation (SAX) 
[82] to the sensor data unless higher-resolution data is required. 
We store the raw  data in a ring buffer on the local sensor node to 
provide high-resolution data, if required, bu t only transm it ag­
gregated patterns to a gateway node in times of low activity. We 
define a messaging form at that includes aggregated patterns. 
These patterns represent the m ost interesting features and its 
context inform ation and are used as the fundam ental step for 
the following data processing techniques. SensorSAX achieves
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a data reduction up  to 80% in constrained environm ents com­
pared  to the SAX algorithm.
4. To process the data towards something meaningful, we created 
an abductive reasoning m odel based on the Parsimonious Cov­
ering Theory (PCT) I108] in w hich sensors report different data 
that serve as the input for our m odel in Chapter 5. An abduc­
tive m odel has been chosen rather than an inductive or deduc­
tive approach to address the challenge of inform ation incom­
pleteness. In sensor environments, not all observations m ight 
be available during the reasoning process. Based on the avail­
able data obtained from sensors, we abductively rule out the 
m ost unlikely phenom ena that could have been caused by the 
sensors observations. The model is used to infer from the sym ­
bolic representation (SensorSAX) of the sensor data into higher- 
level abstractions such as "warm", "dark" or "no-attendance" in 
a sm art office environment. We use the outcome of the extended 
non-tem poral PCT into the tem poral dom ain by introducing a 
H idden Markov Model (HMM) that includes the tem poral di­
mension of the data. By taking the changes of states over time 
into the abstraction process it is possible to detect events that 
occur over time. The model creates abstractions from numerical 
sensor data w ith precision rate of 79% and recall of 94%.
5. The abductive m odel introduced above does not support au­
tom ated processing by default. We therefore introduce a novel 
rule-based system that designates the relationships between dis­
cretised symbolised data and semantic concepts that is described 
in Chapter 6. We provide an autom ated approach for a real 
world data driven topical ontology construction that represents 
the perceptual view of the collected data and relationships be­
tween different concepts. We have developed a KMeans clus­
tering algorithm to group similar discretised patterns that later 
represent nam ed concepts in our ontology.
To discover relations between related concepts, we use a M arkov 
chain m odel to find the most frequent tem poral occurrences be­
tween patterns and nam e them after their occurrence. The au­
tom ated ontology construction algorithm has a success rate of 
84% of representing occurred events m  the ontology.
1.6 T H E SIS  O U T L IN E
The thesis is organised in four parts divided into 8 Chapters. The 
first part (Prologue) - this section - introduces the research challenges, 
objectives and the contributions m ade to the scientific com munity 
and provides an analysis and discussion of the current state of the 
art. In particular:
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C H A P T E R  1 (Introduction) introduces the thesis w ork and describes 
the research challenges, objectives and also assum ptions made 
in this work. Furtherm ore, a sum marised list of the scientific 
contributions is presented.
C H A P T E R  2  (Background) provides an introduction into wireless sen­
sor networks that serve as the building block of Cyber-Physical 
Systems and are the m ain source of data in this work. In this 
chapter, we provide a state-of-the art analysis of different m id­
dleware solutions. We also provide an overview of the com­
m unication mechanisms and describe common data processing 
techniques that are used in sensor networks and middleware 
solutions.
The second part (Communication for Cyber-Physical Data) introduces 
our m iddleware com ponent that supports heterogeneous sensor nodes 
and provides enhancements for the requirements of Cyber-Physical 
Data. In particular:
C H A P T E R  3  (A Context-Aware Middleware) g i v e s  a n  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f
our m iddleware com ponent and provides an architectural overview. 
The m iddlew are com ponent serves as a building block for the 
further sections. The middleware is developed for resource-constrained 
sensor nodes and nodes w ith higher processing capabilities called 
gateways or base stations.
C H A P T E R  4 (Enhanced Data Communication for Middleware) extends 
the m iddlew are com ponent explained in Chapter 3 w ith mobil­
ity support of nodes between different gateways. Seamless com­
m unication between several setups of sensor nodes and gate­
ways via an overlay network and m ulti resolution communica­
tion approach called SensorSAX for sensors to reduce the traffic.
The th ird  part of this thesis is based upon the m iddleware com­
ponent from part two and the underlying communication m ethods 
introduced, to abstract the data to m eaningful information. In partic­
ular:
C H A P T E R  5  (Abstraction for Cyber-Physical Data) provides the theoret­
ical models to abstract from data to meaningful information.
This Chapter relies on the SensorSAX algorithm introduced in 
Section 4.3. The chapter introduces an abductive reasoning model 
based on the Parsimonious Covering Theory and extends it to 
the tem poral domain.
C H A P T E R  6 (Automated Ontology Construction) focuses on the automa­
tion  of the abstraction process from raw data to a semantic rep­
resentation of the inferred information. The chapter provides an 
autom ated m ethod for data-driven ontology construction using 
abstraction methods.
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C H A P T E R  7  (An Integrated System for Knowledge Acquisition) introduces 
a toolkit that bridges the gap between the m iddleware and pro­
cessing methods. The knowledge acquisition toolkit serves as a 
client to the m iddleware com ponent and provides an interface 
to apply the discussed and introduced m ethods from Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6
In the last part we conclude the thesis.
C H A P T E R  8  summarises the research achievements obtained in this 
thesis and concludes them. Finally, an outlook for future work 
is presented and we discuss how this research can be further 
extended.
B A C K G R O U N D
The communication and processing of Cyber-Physical Data into m ean­
ingful and interpretable inform ation for hum ans a n d /o r  machines is 
facilitated by a chain of activities. Starting off as m easurements ob­
tained by sensors capturing physical attributes from the real world, 
sensor devices convert them  into data available for the cyber world. 
The obtained data has to be communicated from the single sensor 
device through networks of nodes to reach base stations and eventu­
ally server/w orkstations that provide the means to process the data 
to meaningful information.
Sensor nodes, base-stations and server/w orkstations are the physical 
building blocks that are used to enable the flow of inform ation from 
its raw state to actionable knowledge. However, the glue that binds all 
the components together and hides the complexity of program m ing, 
communication and provisioning of the data is provided by the m id­
dleware.
In this chapter we present the necessary components and methods. 
Beginning from the basic step of gathering physical observations by 
sensor nodes, to abstract and hide the complexity of such components 
and gluing them  together w ith m iddleware solutions and processing 
the data w ith  inform ation processing techniques to become knowl­
edge that helps to find new  insights in the data.
We first provide an overview of the building blocks, nam ely Wire­
less Sensor Networks (WSN), nodes and base stations (e.g. gateways) 
in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we introduce the concept of m iddle­
ware and solutions w ith various features that abstract from the hard­
ware layer and hide the complexity of sensor networks. We introduce 
the communication and inform ation dissemination aspects of Wire­
less Sensor Networks and middleware in Section 2.3. Afterwards, we 
present inform ation processing techniques that can run  on the sensor 
network and the m iddleware component to acquire knowledge from 
the captured data in Section 2.4.
2 .1  W IR E LE SS S E N S O R  N ET W O R K S
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are one of the key enablers for 
Cyber-Physical Data and the Internet of Things. WSNs facilitate the 
connection of the physical world w ith the virtual world and allow 
interaction between the real world and the virtual world entities. A 
WSN contains several wireless sensor nodes that consist of processing- 
, storage-, power- and wireless networking-units and sensing devices
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that provide observation and m easurem ent information.
Sensor networks gained significantly in  importance as production 
costs of sensors decreased and thereby favour deploym ent in large 
areas. Ease of use and rapid  application development are also con­
tributing factors in increasing num ber of WSN-based applications 
and services. In the beginning of the WSN era, low level program ­
ming languages had  to be used to im plem ent applications on them; 
it is now  possible to use high-level program m ing languages such as 
Java to program  them  in a highly abstracted manner. However, the 
distributed nature of large-scale networks and the constrained capa­
bilities of those low-level devices require support for development, 
m anagem ent and execution for high-level applications and services. 
To bridge the gap between these low-level devices and high-level ser­
vices, m iddleware solutions can be used. M iddleware is commonly an 
abstraction layer from the underlying technologies. In WSN, a m iddle­
ware provides interfacing and interaction functionality and integrates 
the low-level device capabilities and data w ith higher-layers, applica­
tions and services.
Middleware hides the complexity of the distributed network and en­
ables applications and users to access the data offered by the devices 
w ithout being involved in  the details of underlying technologies. The 
m iddleware design for WSN ranges from approaches w hich are not 
far away from operating systems and provide very fundam ental ab­
straction functionalities up  to solutions that are very close to applica­
tions that provide functionalities for special purposes.
Depending on the purpose, m iddleware is mostly deployed on dif­
ferent components of the network such as the sensor node, the gate­
way and the backend. Its application also depends on the underlying 
hardw are and resources and thus needs to be adapted to diverse re­
quirem ents as e.g. resource constrained devices.
Several survey articles provide an overview of m iddleware and the 
WSN research areas. We extend the existing survey work (e.g. [94], 
[129], [56], [61], [95] and [42]) and present a focused overview on at­
tributes related to m iddleware design a n d /o r  im plem entation and 
discuss a broad range of existing approaches w ith different goals. 
In this section the WSN m iddleware design and implem entations 
from data-centric, agent-based, service-based, deployment and devel­
opment, large-scale and quality of service views are described. Differ­
ent features and ideas that contribute to address the gap between ca­
pabilities and data offered by low-level devices and the requirements 
of high-level service and applications are discussed.
2.1.1 Architecture of Sensor Networks
The wireless sensor networks architecture can be divided into a three 
tier architecture as shown in Figure 1: a) Sensor nodes form  the capil-
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lary network which is sometimes also referred to as Sensor Island, b) 
Gateways or base stations that receive data from the sensors and pro­
vide data for c) the back-end or core network. Sensor nodes provide 
observations and m easurements data and forward it to other nodes 
for further processing. If the processing is perform ed inside the net­
work, the term  in-networking processing is used.
In the capillary networks, data is received a n d /o r  aggregated by more 
powerful nodes in the network (i.e sink nodes) which are attached 
to gateway devices. They act between the capillary network and the 
core network. The gateway can be a workstation or mobile node w ith 
higher processing capabilities. The data can be send to the sink node, 
if the sending node has a direct connection to it. If a node is not 
directly connected to the sink node, data is sent through neighbour 
nodes until the initial data reaches the sink node. This type of com­
munication is called multi-hop connection and is mostly handled by 
the lower-network layers. The advantage is that large distance nodes 
can be connected to the gateway or high-level networks. However, the 
nodes in-between have to send messages and therefore they consume 
power which affects their lifetime (if they are battery powered).
The routing and message forwarding in sensor networks is an on­
going research area; the routing challenges and tasks are not in the 
scope of this thesis. Further information regarding routing protocols 
can be found in [78] and [4].
The gateway provides communication between low-level devices and 
high-level networks. In large-scale WSN and in case thousands of low- 
level nodes have to be integrated into the IP-based internet, gateways 
help to provide IP-connectivity for the underlying sensor device.
The gateway nodes are usually equipped w ith two network interfaces.
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one for the capillary com munication and one for the external commu­
nication. The gateway or m iddleware provides abstraction and ser­
vice provisioning functionalities which are leveraged by external ap­
plications and users to communicate w ith low-level devices. In the fol­
lowing section we briefly introduce common hardw are devices used 
in sensor networks and then describe the gateway and middleware 
requirem ents for WSN.
2.1.1.1 Sensor Nodes
Sensor nodes or sometimes referred to as '"motes'" m ainly consist 
of a micro-controller, transceiver, sensors and a power source. The 
micro-controller manages the node and processes the data captured 
by the sensors. It also manages sending and receiving data to and 
by other nodes. The controllers mostly differentiate in term s of pro­
cessing power and m em ory size. The controllers range from low-cost 
micro-controllers such as the Atmel Mega Series^ up  to high-capable 
A rm  Scale^ processors. The trade-off between power consumption 
and processing power plays a role in selection of the right controller 
for a sensor node.
The m em ory of the node is used for running the application logic and 
saving interm ediate results. Nodes w ithout contact to a central base 
station are usually equipped w ith external flash storage for long time 
data operations in which sensors in large-scale networks process the 
data and forw ard it to a central point for storage.
The transceiver operates usually in the license-free bands: 915 Mhz 
and 2.4 Ghz were several standards and protocols such as IEEE 802.15.4 
[54] and the Zigbee [142] standard, establish the connections on the 
higher layer protocols. Depending on available transmission power 
and antenna design, the communication range is up  to 25 km. De­
spite the IEEE 802.15.4 based transceivers, sensors can be extended 
by other (air-)interfaces. There are extension boards that enable IEEE 
802.11 WLAN or cellular network communication via GSM, 3G or 
LTE for different sensor nodes.
The sensing devices are usually attached to a sensor board. The 
sensing devices range from temperature, light and accelerometer sen­
sors to more complex devices such as gas and radiation detectors.
The software and program m ing languages running on the nodes range 
from prim itive ones such as the C program m ing language and its spe­
cial variation nesC, developed to fully integrate into the sensor node 
operating system TinyOS [77] and fulfil the special needs of sensor 
networks, up  to high-level program m ing languages such as Java, run ­
ning natively on the nodes. The m ost well-known node that natively 
executes Java Mobile Edition code is the Oracle^ SunSpot [122] node.
1 http://www.atmel.com/products/microcontrollers/
2 http://arm.com/products/
3 Former Sun Microsystems, Inc
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Figure 2: Oracle SunSpot and CrossBow TelosB
TinyOS and the nesC program m ing language are used in Crossbow 
[23] nodes such as the TelosB and Mica2 depicted in Figure 2. Table 1 
shows some of the commonly used sensor node platforms.
Sensor N ode Microcontroller M emory Transceiver Sensors Programming Language
Crossbow  
Telos/M oteiv  
Tmote Sky
8 MHz TI MSP4 3 0 10KByte Ram IEEE
8 0 2 .1 5 .4 /Z ig -
Bee
Optional sensor 
suite including 
hght.temperature 
and hum idity
TinyO S/nesC/Contiki
Crossbow 4  M Hz ATmega 1 0 3 L 4  Kb Ram + 
1 2 8 Kb Flash
9 1 6 M Hz radio 
transceiver
Several optional TinyOS/nesC
Crossbow Atmega 1 2 8 L 4  Kb Ram + 
1 2 8 Kb Flash
8 6 8 / 9 1 6 MHZ,
433 or 3 1 5 MHz 
multi-channel
Several optional TinyOS/nesC
Oracle
SunSpot
4 0 0  M Hz ARM gzSej-S 8 Mb Flash + 
1 Mbyte Ram
8 0 2 .1 5 .4
Transceiver
Several Java (Java ME)
WaspMote
[1 3 1 I
ATm egaizBi 8 MHz 8 Kb Ram+ 1 2 8 Kb 
Flash +2Gb SD 
Card
8 0 2 .1 5 .4  /Z ig ­
bee Pro/RF  
8 6 8 M hz/B lue- 
too th/GSM
Several W aspm ote/c#
Table 1: Commonly used sensor nodes
2.1.1.2 Gateways
Gateways can be nodes or workstations w ith high processing capa­
bilities and interfaces that enable communication between sensor net­
works and external applications. Gateways are used to translate be­
tween different low-level and high-level protocols such as 6LowPAN 
[96], CoAp [67] on the node side and TCP/IP or SOAP on the exter­
nal side.
In addition to this translation and connectivity tasks, gateways can 
be also used to enhance the overall network perform ance with their 
resources. Caching and other m ethods used to reduce response time 
and save energy are some of the common capabilities that can be in­
cluded in the gateways. Sometimes in the literature, gateways are also
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referred to as cluster heads'^. Some tasks can be delegated to these 
nodes to enhance the netw ork communications and accessibility.
2.1.1.3 High-level Services /  Backend
To use the sensor observations and measurem ent data in  different sce­
narios, applications and users require to retrieve the inform ation from 
the underlying sensor networks. This can be achieved by providing 
a graphical user interface for the end-user or interfaces for software 
components to communicate w ith the nodes. The interfaces can be 
im plem ented by leveraging existing standards such as SQL and Web 
services.
In the next section we introduce key components and challenges in 
designing m iddleware for wireless sensor networks.
2.1.2 The Role of Middleware
M iddleware provides connectivity and interoperability between dif­
ferent layers and is usually used to hide complexity from lower tech­
nologies to ease the application development and integration for de­
velopers and end-users. In communication networks, it acts as a ser­
vice provider built on top of the network layer to abstract from the 
low-level communication layers.
The Comm on Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is one of 
the first [126] m iddleware solutions to connect different applications 
from finance, medicine, m anufacturing and other areas w here various 
software components are used. CORBA uses interfaces to exchange 
objects. The interfaces are not bound to specific software architectures 
bu t can be extended by request brokers. The brokers can be imple­
m ented m  different languages. CORBA is used in workstations and 
traditional networks. This limits CORBA-based m iddleware for the 
use in WSN. WSN require m iddleware solutions adaptable to the re­
quirem ents of ad-hoc, low-processing and power limited devices. In 
this section we categorise the different challenges in designing and 
utilising m iddleware solutions for WSN.
2.1.2.1 Hardware Abstraction
Sensor networks can include a large num ber of nodes. The network 
size usually ranges from small networks w ith less than 10 nodes up 
to large-scale networks w ith  several thousand nodes. In ad-hoc net­
works, nodes can join and leave due to natural obstacles or mobil­
ity reasons. Despite the fact that the underlying wireless network is 
volatile, the network consists of heterogeneous sensor nodes. Sensor
4 There could be some variation in defining the role of cluster heads in different sce­
narios. In this work, we refer to those that act as a gateway between different nodes, 
capillary networks and the core network.
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nodes have different hardw are and support different communication 
protocols. A solution for integrating heterogeneous hardw are is p re­
sented in Chapter 3. Some nodes have stronger processing capabili­
ties; some have more sensing devices which can be accessed by ex­
ternal applications. This complexity of sensor networks requires an 
abstraction which hides the network and access details and provides 
a generic access mechanism to the network. A hardw are abstraction 
layer is needed to represent different hardw are nodes and to pro­
vide mechanisms to ensure seamless access to the WSN resources. As 
shown in Figure 1, the abstraction layer hides the complexity of the 
underlying network and provides a generic access to the data (la) 
and allows to refer to a particular node and retrieve their inform a­
tion (lb). In the existing research, hardw are abstraction is interpreted 
in different ways. Some researchers see abstraction as the abstraction 
from the hardw are platform  to create a unified access layer. Some 
others provide abstraction from complex program m ing languages. In 
sensor networks, both  concepts are needed and are discussed in the 
following sections.
The Internet relies on the TCP/IP protocol to ensure connection be­
tween different nodes. M ost of the sensor devices are not able to fully 
support the TC P/IP  stack, due to the lack of required protocol stacks, 
different communication interfaces or having limited processing fa­
cilities. O ther solutions such as 6LowPAN [96] are required to estab­
lish a communication framework for constrained devices. 6LowPAN 
is an approach to port the TCP/IP stack to resource constrained de­
vices. However, due to different hardw are device requirements not 
all devices can support this new standard. M iddleware needs to sup­
port several low-level protocols by using w rappers and adapters that 
create unified connectivity.
2.1.2.2 Data Processing
The sensor observation and measurem ent data should be processed 
by the nodes a n d /o r  communicated to other nodes and application­
s /n o d es that will use the data. The inform ation gathered by sensors 
can be compressed and aggregated locally to save transm ission en­
ergy. The data can be aggregated in the netw ork (in-network pro­
cessing) in a distributed fashion. Central approaches in which the 
processing is done by a central instance are used w hen the nodes 
are not able to perform  the task. The aggregation usually contains 
the mathematical operators such as SUM, MIN, MAX and AVG to 
com pute data. The data processing can include advanced tasks such 
as event detection, clustering, outlier detection, knowledge detection 
and other intelligent algorithms. But this is not the m ain goal of m id­
dleware and is of more interest if the applied technique is used to 
enhance the service provisioning or the data abstraction.
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2.1.2.3 Monitoring and Management
To observe and control the status of the connected sensor devices 
and the connected applications, a m iddleware should introduce m on­
itoring and m anagem ent functionalities. This allows the application 
developer or the end-user to debug applications and identify possi­
ble errors either in  the network or the used application. To adapt 
to changes or failures in the WSN, it can be re-configured by the 
use of adm inistrations tools. To ensure that all applications and ser­
vice consumers receive the right am ount of information, even w hen 
the architecture is exhausted. Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms 
should be introduced to guarantee the performance of the overall 
system. The m iddleware can, for example, define rules to prioritise 
different requests. In addition to the managem ent functionalities, the 
m iddleware should offer self-organising facilities such as self-healing, 
self-configuration and self-adaption to work w ith as less hum an inter­
action and maintenance as possible.
2.1.2.4 Programming
Program m ing abstraction is one of the m ain pillars of middleware. 
Middleware should seamlessly allow developing and deploying al­
gorithms which are then distributed and applied to the overall net­
work. Sensor devices are typically program m ed in device-level by us­
ing low-level program m ing languages such as C or Assembly. Some 
middlew are approaches introduce abstractions to those low-level lan­
guages.
2.1.2.5 Provisioning
To provide access to the data gathered by the sensors, m iddleware 
introduces common interfaces that are accessed through other nodes 
a n d /o r  software components. Some middleware approaches provide 
interfaces according to common standards. This can be also called ab­
straction bu t this abstraction occurs in the data access and functional­
ity level. Declarative Languages such as SQL were the first interfaces 
exploited to abstract and access data from the underlying sensor net­
work. SQL is a common language to query for data; however in WSN 
middlew are Publish/Subscribe approaches are required to define ac­
cess m ethods to the data and are described further in Section 2.3.3.
2.1.2.6 Security
Using sensor devices to connect physical objects to high-level services 
dem ands secure communication. Device and inform ation sharing in 
sensor networks in some cases is a very sensitive task as those devices 
can be directly integrated in personal life scenarios such as Smart 
H om e Environments and the medical care domain. M iddleware has
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Figure 3: Monitoring Scenarios
to provide security and role m anagem ent functionalities to ensure 
that only applications and users w ith the right access privileges are 
allowed to access the offered data and services.
2.1.3 Use-Case Scenarios and Requirements
WSN is used in several different domains. The cheap and small de­
sign of sensor nodes in recent years has m ade it easy to deploy and 
use them  in different scenarios. M iddleware is used to gather data 
from the sensors, manage it and provide it to other services and users. 
The m iddleware therefore has to be adapted to the different scenarios. 
For example in  scenarios w ith harsh environm ental properties and a 
high failure rate of sensor nodes, m iddleware has to compensate for 
the loss of nodes to guarantee a functional network. In surveillance 
applications the focus is on security related topics. Data gathered by 
the sensors about objects w hich is subm itted to base stations and 
other members of the network has to be encrypted in this type of 
scenarios. Recently, WSN are also used to observe the vital body and 
health signals of hum ans. M iddleware in this dom ain is often used to 
provide real-time inform ation of the data and has to ensure reliable 
access to the data.
In the following, we discuss some common scenarios where WSN are 
used and m iddleware is deployed to m anage the sensors and provide 
interoperability w ith other services and users. The following term s 
are then discussed in the context of different m iddleware approaches.
2.1.3.1 Monitoring
One of the application domains for Wireless Sensor Networks is m on­
itoring and observation. M onitoring can be divided into several as­
pects depending on the spatial properties, e.g. a w ide area to be 
observed or a small location and indoor or outdoor observations as 
shown in Figure 3.
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Forest Fire Tracking and in general Environmental Observation is one 
application field of WSN [112]. Sensor nodes observe light and heat 
level in  large spatial areas. There are several m iddleware approaches 
w ith  the focus on object and event tracking. Nodes have to be m an­
aged, those nearer the fire have higher communication and therefore 
higher energy consumption, nodes farther away could be used as 
relays. As the fire is a dynamic event-based process from the WSN 
perspective, software agents are one approach to cope w ith  this area.
2.1.3.2 Logistics
With the cheaper production costs of sensors and the upcom ing of 
the RFID-technology, warehouse stores start to track their items w ith 
RFID tags. The tags are activated through an induction field or small 
batteries and the ID is sent to the reader. M odern warehouses have 
sensor networks deployed to keep track of the stock and movements 
in the warehouse. This inform ation can be directly accessible in the 
online shops for the end-user. There are several m iddleware approaches 
that gather data and make it available to web-based or other service 
oriented applications.
2.1.3.3 Internet o f Things
The Internet of Things aims the connectivity and interoperability of 
physical devices [135]. A common used example is a light switch; 
its current state is sensed by a sensor and changed by an actuator. 
By m aking this "thing" available to other things, new  use-cases such 
as energy reduction in sm art homes comes up. The interoperability 
dem ands a heterogeneous node support that a w ide variety of sensor 
devices is supported and can be accessed. M iddleware is used to act 
as a translator between different hardw are platforms, protocols and 
standards.
2.1.3.4 Body-Centric Applications
Body sensor networks are used to observe and track the hum an vital 
signals. M iddleware gathers this data and makes it available to the 
end-user. The data has to be subm itted in real-time and some signals 
m ight be more im portant than others. M iddleware needs to support 
the Quality of Service properties in  this type of scenarios. An exten­
sive survey of Body Area Networks Applications has been conducted 
by Seyedi et ah [114]
2.1.3.5 Main Requirements
In this section we identify some key features for wireless sensor net­
work m iddleware and give a brief overview of them.
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SELF-*  c a p a b i l i t i e s : Due to the dynamic topology and environ­
m ent of wireless sensor networks, one can assume that nodes 
can fail or leave during their runtime. The netw ork has to adopt 
strategies either to compensate failures in a distributed way, in 
which for example neighbouring nodes detect a failure or a cen­
tral m anagem ent instance detects and compensates the failure.
O V E R - T H E - A I R  ( o t a ) CODE DE P L OY M EN T :  In some environm ents 
it is expensive and difficult to m aintain and update the applica­
tion code of sensor nodes. M iddleware can be used deploy code 
over the network through air interfaces. This includes code dis­
tribution and version management.
S E N S O R  N O D E  DISCOVERY:  In a dynam ic WSN, nodes can join and 
leave the network in  an ad-hoc manner. M iddleware can be used 
to manage the sensor registry including the discovery of nodes 
w hich are not yet integrated in the network. Base stations or 
gateways w ith different air interfaces can use beacon mecha­
nisms to find new  sensors.
DEC L AR AT IV E  QUERY: To receive and work w ith the data observa­
tion gathered by the sensor nodes, several techniques have been 
established to query the data. In data-centric approaches, SQL- 
like declarative languages are used to provide an easy way to 
retrieve inform ation from distributed networks.
E V E N T - B A S E D  TRIGGERING:  In scenarios w here observations trig­
ger new  actions, the m iddleware also supports event detection 
and dissemination. This support can be achieved by using event- 
based prograrnrning techniques or complex event-processing 
(CEP) or rule-based approaches.
SERVICE OR IE N TE D  D ES IG N :  To integrate the sensor network into 
existing applications and environments, m iddlew are can pro­
vide the interfaces such as web services to enable data interop­
erability between the nodes and the Web based applications.
EN E R G Y -E FF IC IE N T  C O M M U N I C A T I O N :  Sensor nodes are usually power- 
constrained, therefore there is need for algorithm s and tech­
niques to save energy and reduce the processing and radio com­
munication in the network. M iddleware can introduce sm art 
routing and clustering mechanisms to address only the nodes 
which can satisfy a certain query instead of flooding the whole 
network w ith a query. In this context, spatial and semantic h i­
erarchies can be introduced to split the network into different 
groups and reduce the overall traffic. An approach to sem anti­
cally split the network and communicate data only to the rele­
vant groups has been developed in [43]
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P R O G R A M M I N G  A B S T R A C T I O N :  Sensor nodes are low-level devices 
and mostly lim ited to hardw are-near program m ing languages 
such as C and nesC. Program m ing Abstraction can be used to 
hide the complexity of the distributed network bu t also to intro­
duce libraries for the dom ain of wireless sensor networks.
L A R G E -S C AL E  S U PP OR T :  WSN Can consist of several thousand or 
even more sensor nodes. It requires techniques to ensure re­
sponse time, failure compensation, configuration and m anage­
ment, connectivity and interoperability.
DATA AGG R E GA TI ON :  Data aggregation can save radio communica­
tion and processing power due to its distribution in  the whole 
network. M iddleware can introduce centralised and distributed 
aggregation techniques.
ZERO c o n f i g u r a t i o n :  To manage a large num ber of nodes, zero 
configuration approaches can be used to reduce the m anual con­
figuration effort for network adm inistrators. This technique is 
usually used in the IP domain; however they can be used to 
detect and manage sensor nodes.
DIRE CT  N O D E  ACCESS:  M iddleware usually abstracts from the un­
derlying sensor network by introducing groups and other ob­
ject abstractions. Sometimes direct access to the node is needed 
to either check the health status of a node or to obtain sensor 
readings from a particular node.
QU ALITY OF SERVICE SU PPO R T :  Different applications and users have 
different requirem ents in the data gathered by the sensor net­
work. It has to be ensured that queries from high priority appli­
cations are preferred over other queries on the same network. 
M iddleware has to ensure that QoS param eters are adhered by 
different stakeholders.
I N F R A S T R U C T U R E :  The structure and the overlayed network topol­
ogy form ed and facilitated by the m iddleware are im portant for 
the applications w hich run  on the network. If the m iddleware is 
not able to handle mobility of nodes and failure compensation 
it cannot be used in pervasive scenarios. It is also im portant to 
know if there is a central access point to retrieve the data from 
the network, if any node in the distributed network can be ac­
cessed to retrieve information.
2.2 M I D D L E W A R E  A P P R O A C H E S  FOR S E N S O R  NE T WO R KS
While we examined different m iddleware approaches for WSN three 
m ain layers have been identified. These layers are the device manage­
m ent layer w hich bridges the gap between low-level sensor device
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Figure 4: Common Components of Middleware
interfaces and protocols to create a unified access layer. The process­
ing layer gathers the data from the network and offers facilities to 
process the data and the access layer provides functionalities and ser­
vices to retrieve the data and knowledge and makes it available for 
high-level applications or end-users. However, it has to be m entioned 
that not all examined solutions follow this reference model as it is 
displayed in Figure 4.
The middleware can be seen on all tiers of the sensor network in­
frastructure. This implies that parts of the m iddleware run  on sensor 
nodes, gateway nodes and the core network. Due to heterogeneity 
of the devices and platforms, the middleware should be lightweight 
on the sensor nodes to ensure small mem ory footprints and offer 
energy-efficient communication protocols. It should also include ef­
fective networking capabilities and communication mechanisms to 
work w ith the high-level applications and networks. M iddleware en­
ables the connection between functionality of the sensor nodes and 
higher applications and is therefore located in the application layer 
(i.e OSI layer model) w ith access to functionalities of the OS and the 
hardw are devices. Some middleware approaches provide capabilities 
to be similar to an operating system as they offer functionalities to
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run  code and change the network settings. Some provide more high- 
level oriented services and other access interfaces which make them 
more related to applications that run on the network. We examine 
seven m ain categories that are related to the different approaches. 
Some approaches can be categorised differently, however, we consti­
tute their categorisation on their main novelty points. The categories 
m iddleware for Application Deployment, QoS O riented middleware 
and m iddleware for application development are close to the oper­
ating system. They provide abstraction from the OS layer and from 
the hardw are, bu t do not cope w ith the integration into existing en­
vironments. O ther categories including agent-based, large-scale ori­
ented, data-centric and service-based m iddleware are more high-level 
oriented and provide interfaces to interact w ith existing standards 
a n d /o r  make the data gathered by the sensor network available for 
the end-user.
2.2.1 Data-Centric Middleware
Data-Centric middleware m ainly processes the sensor data and com­
municates this data to external applications by introducing generic 
interfaces. Data-Centric middleware can be classified into three main 
categories w ith respect to w here the data processing takes place. Dis­
tributed In-networking processing w here queries and aggregation is 
done in the network itself. This approach is applicable in homoge­
neous networks bu t provides limited flexibility in heterogeneous net­
works where some devices m ight not be able to communicate to each 
other and w here centralised translators are needed.
In centralised systems, it is difficult to m aintain an energy-efficient 
processing as each node has to communicate its data to a centralised 
point w ithout perform ing any data aggregation. In hybrid approaches, 
both solutions are combined. In Figure 6, hybrid and decentralised 
approaches are shown. In the hybrid approach, cluster heads or gate-
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Figure 6: Hybrid vs. Decentralised Middleware Approach
ways w hich collect and aggregate data from their neighbouring nodes, 
split the network into several regions and are responsible for some 
processing in the network and push this data to the user terminal. In 
the decentralised approach all the processing is done in the network 
in connection 1) and in connection 2), a sink node sends the aggre­
gated and processed data to the user terminal. The following section 
describes the related work to data-centric approaches and discusses 
their design capabilities and advantages.
2.2.1.1 Cougar
The Cougar m iddleware [138] introduces a declarative database ap­
proach in which the information gained by the sensor nodes is re­
trieved via declarative queries. The architecture is divided into gate­
ways and sensor nodes. The gateways run a query optimiser which 
generates distributed query processing plans and disseminates them 
to the nodes. The nodes run a query proxy layer interacting between 
routing and application layer. The middleware supports in-network 
aggregation w here for example queries such as avg /m in /m ax  can be 
handled in a capillary network. Cougar leverages a database-like ap­
proach. External Queries are processed by central query optimisers 
which execute the query on the distributed nodes and optimise the 
queries according to aggregation and in-networking attributes. The 
query optimiser running on a gateway is centralised and m ust there­
fore be aware of all the nodes. If any of the nodes fails it has to be 
updated im mediately as query plans could be dissem inated to faulty 
or disappeared nodes. Gossip algorithms are proposed to forward 
the network status to the query optimiser. The prim ary platform of 
cougar is the Mica node running the TinyOS operating system. How­
ever, the evaluation never left the NS-2 [98] simulator. One main goal 
of Cougar is to reduce the communication cost and therefore aggre­
gation and in-networking processing are the main objectives of this 
middleware. In Cougar, gateways are used to distribute the queries 
to the capillary network. Leader nodes are used to aggregate the data 
from other nodes or to push partial data to nodes for further process­
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ing. The data can be accessed through a SQL-like language. Cougar 
introduces long-running queries as they are needed in WSN to m on­
itor phenom ena. These long-running queries usually are not realised 
in conventional systems and are specifically introduced for sensor 
networks.
2.2.1.2 SIN A
SINA [115] is a data-centric middleware. SINA introduces two dif­
ferent ways to interact w ith  the sensor networks. First, a declarative 
language similar to SQL to retrieve data by the network. And sec­
ond, a Sensor query and tasking language (SQLT) w hich is a pro­
cedural program m ing language and enhances the m iddleware w ith 
an event-based approach. Events can be triggered through messages 
sent by other sensors and timers. SINA introduces two following tech­
niques: Hierarchical Clustering and Attribute-based Naming. H ierar­
chical Clustering groups sensor nodes according to power level and 
proximity. This grouping is applied recursively to form  the hierarchy. 
The cluster head aggregates, fusions and filters the data by the group 
to save energy. Attribute-based nam ing introduces abstraction to the 
sensor network in which queries are not limited to querying nodes 
by their nam e bu t also by their context attributes such as geospatial 
area or sensor type. Sensors matching these attributes w ill then form 
a group (e.g. type = tem perature, location = North-East) and cluster 
heads will aggregate the data in the group.
2.2.1.3 TinyDB
TinyDB [89] is a distributed query processor running on TinyOS [77]. 
TinyDB is included in the TinyOS development kit and therefore 
has a huge distribution in the sensor network research com m unity 
TinyDB as a standalone com ponent cannot be considered as m iddle­
ware. However, its data storage and handling can be seen as an in­
term ediary layer that abstracts the data access from underlying WSN 
technologies. TinyDB introduces a SQL-like language w ith the fea­
tures such as SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY. The query pa­
rameters are im plem ented according to the needs of sensor networks. 
Temporal aggregates are used to build an aggregation over a specified 
time period. After this time period, the collected data is aggregated 
and forw arded to the consumer. Event-based queries are triggered 
w hen a certain event happens; events are program m ed on a lower- 
level layer such as the operating system. This im plem entation is done 
on the node itself and no distributed event-based processing is sup­
ported. Lifetime-based queries run  over a long period (weeks, m onths, 
years). The sam pling rate is adapted to this period, the longer time 
range implies less sampling rate to reduce energy consum ption in the 
nodes.
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2.2.1.4 Discussion
Data-centric approaches utilise sensor networks as databases that can 
be queried through SQL-like statements. Sensor data is stored in ta­
bles and can be queried on dem and, on a frequent basis or on spec­
ified events similar to triggers in traditional database approaches. A 
central query processor is usually needed to develop a query plan 
w hich can be distributed over the network and also acts as the ter­
m inal point for user queries. The m ain challenges in this aspect are 
the query distribution and data aggregation. Data-centric approaches 
are useful in m onitoring scenarios in w hich it is more im portant to 
retrieve inform ation than interact w ith  the nodes. Solutions such as 
Cougar can be seen as the first conceptual step into data-centric m id­
dleware solutions for WSN. It is a centralised approach but intro­
duces mechanisms for data-aggregation and in-network processing 
as it can be seen in  Table 3. Solutions such as SINA and TinyDB en­
hance Cougar approach by introducing a procedural program m ing 
language for better event handling. TinyDB is a more complete so­
lution for data-centric approaches im plem ented for the TinyOS oper­
ating system; the others never left the simulator as shown in Table 
2.
Table 2: Data-Centric middleware approaches
M iddlew are Platform
Cougar NS-2
SINA ClomoSim
TinyDB Mica2
Table 3: Features of data-centric middleware
Cougar SINA TinyDB |
1 Self-Healing Backup cluser head N o N o  1
I Ota C ode deploym ent N o N o N o  1
1 Heterogeneous N od e Support N o N o TinyOS ]
1 Sensor Discovery N o N o N o  1
1 Declarative Query Yes Yes Yes 1
1 Event-based triggering Long-running queries Yes Yes 1
1 SOA Integration N o N o N o  1
1 Energy-efficient Communication In-network aggregation Hierachical clustering Yes 1
1 Programming Abstraction SQL-like SQL-like, SQTL SQL 1
1 Large-Scale Support Half, cache Yes Semantic routing protocol |
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion Yes, in-network Yes Yes, in-network |
1 Zero configuration N o N o  1
1 Direct N ode Access Yes Yes 1
1 QoS N o N o  1
1 Structure Hybrid(centralised/decentralised) Dynamic, m obile nodes static 1
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2.2.2 Agent-Based Middleware
In agent-based m iddleware, software agents run  on the entire WSN. 
An agent is a software m odule perform ing a specialised task. Agent- 
based models [133] simulate the interaction and operation between 
autonom ous agents. A n agent usually perform s a specific task inde­
pendent from other agents bu t is able to communicate its outcomes 
to others in so called m ulti-agent system. The agents form an overlay 
network and can copy and term inate themselves based on the current 
topology and environm ental needs of the sensor network. The agent- 
model can provide an architecture in term s of adaption to changing 
environm ents and topological changes. Agents can clone and move 
themselves from faulty, appearing and disappearing node, referred 
to as self-healing capability [139]. The agents are usually platform  in­
dependent as long as the underlying network is able to provide the 
execution framework.
2.2.2.1 Agilla
Agilla [40] is an agent-based m iddleware approach that provides a 
program m ing m odel for self-adaptive distributed application execu­
tion. Agilla operates on sensor networks m  which agents run  on the 
sensor nodes. The agents therefore form  an overlay network and can 
clone and term inate themselves based on the current topology and en­
vironm ental needs of the sensor network. Communication and stor­
age is realised through a tuple-space abstraction, a shared m em ory 
accessible by all agents w here data can be stored in a distributed 
database similar to a blackboard. All nodes serve as mem ory stor­
age for the database. In case that a node joins or leaves the net­
work, the distributed database changes accordingly. The agent sys­
tem  is dynamic and can spaw n new  agents on new  nodes joining 
the network, or on environm ental changes. Agilla is im plem ented for 
TinyOS based devices and tested on Mica2 and TelosB nodes. The 
communication in Agilla is done through the tuple space approach, 
where agents can post and retrieve messages from a blackboard. The 
agents perform  in-network processing according to the functions that 
are im plem ented as part of the agent code, for example aggregating, 
routing and event-detection. The agents are program m ed in an assem­
bler like program m ing language executed on the Agilla middleware. 
A fire tracking scenario is introduced w here a fire tracker agent is 
notified by other agents if they observe a fire. The fire tracker moves 
(clones) to the observing nodes and forms a perim eter around the fire. 
The perim eters shape adjusts itself to the extent of the fire.
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2.2.2.2 A  biologically-inspired middleware architecture for self-managing 
wireless sensor networks (BiSNET)
BiSNET [14] is a sensor network architecture inspired by biological 
principles. The m iddleware runs on top of TinyOS and introduces dif­
ferent agents to focus on autonom y adaptability and self-healing. In 
BisNET, the agents produce a facet that is called ""energy"' to survive.
The "'energy"' is created by processing sensor readings. Boonma et al. 
understand this process similar to the food gathering of bees. Agents 
(bees) read sensor data (nectar) and digest it to energy (honey). If the 
am ount of energy needed to stay alive is higher than the energy har­
vested through sensor readings, the agent dies. With an increasing 
change in the sensor data, the energy level of the agent will rise (as 
there is more to digest) and the agent starts to replicate to its neigh­
bour nodes. This algorithm  can be used for autonom ous trackmg and 
is evaluated in a wildfire detection scenario in  their work.
2.2.2.3 Discussion
Agent-based approaches provide scalability and autonom y as shown 
in Table 5 and are available for different hardw are platform s through 
TinyOS compatibility shown in Table 4. Possible applications and sce­
narios for these systems are harsh environm ents where it is hard  to 
reprogram  the network and the topology is fast changing. In these 
types of environments, certain specialised events have to be observed. 
Agents can m aintain the overall network structure and fulfil their 
tasks according to the current state of the network. Com pared to the 
data-centric approaches agents can be used for special tasks such as 
fire detection, object tracking and other event-based tasks. However, 
this task-specialisation is also the trade-off between flexibility and 
complexity of the m iddleware deployment. In agent-based m iddle­
ware solutions the developers should create new  agents w hen the 
requirements change. In contrast, Data-centric approaches can only 
rectify their query and do not have to redeploy the software over the 
network.
Table 4: Agent-based middleware
M iddlew are Platform
Agilla Mica2, TelosB, TinyOS
BISNET TinyOS
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Table 5; Features of the agent-based middleware
Agilla BisN et 1
1 Self-Healing | Yes Yes 1
1 Ota Code deploym ent | Yes N o  1
1 Heterogeneous N ode Support ] TmyOS TinyOS |
1 Sensor Discovery Neighberhood sicovery N o  1
1 Declarative Query N o N o  1
1 Event-based triggering Notification in tuple space N o  1
1 SOA Integration N o N o  1
1 Energy-efficient Com munication Sleep m ode of agents Biological behaviour |
1 Programming Abstraction Yes N o  1
1 Large-Scale Support N o N o  1
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion Tuple-space operations N o  1
1 Zero configuration N o N o  1
1 Direct N ode Access N o N o  1
1 QoS N o N o  1
1 Structure Dynamic, decentralsied Static, decentralised |
2.2.3 Service-Based Middleware
Service-based m iddleware publishes sensor data to external service 
consumers via service oriented interfaces. There are two different 
approaches which can be observed in this field. Direct Service Ab­
straction w hich provides a proxy or gateway and directly creates a 
service provider on top of a sensor device. The other approach is to 
provide services w hich abstract from the sensor node and give access 
to higher-level functions such as already aggregated data or virtual 
sensors only. The O pen Geospatial Consortium (CGC) [107] defines 
standards for geospatial services and is an example for how generic 
services can be defined. CGC divides its service platform  into differ­
ent high-level services. Sensor Observation Services abstract from the 
underlying network and offer methods to query the network. Sensor 
Planning Service manages the device inform ation about the network 
and defines how to push  tasks to the sensors.
2.2.3.1 ^  service oriented middleware for heterogeneous sensor data man­
agement (SSTREAMWARE)
SStreaMWare [53] utilises the OSGi service framework. SStreamMWare 
does not provide services linked to a particular sensor or a virtual 
sensor group bu t offers services to query and access data streams of 
heterogeneous sensors. To provide an access to different types of sen­
sors, SStreamMWare introduces adapters which translate between the 
proprietary sensor protocols and the middleware. Gateways are used 
to spatially manage the sensor devices in  a particular region. The 
services offered by this approach are integrated into the OSGi frame­
work. This uses available services such as service registry and ser­
vice event-management. SStreamMWare focuses on stream  process­
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ing and data continuously send by the sensors. A declarative SQL-like 
language is used to access the data.
2.2.3.2 An infrastructure for connecting sensor networks and applications 
(HOURGLASS)
Hourglass [117] is a service infrastructure to interconnect sensors 
and applications via services. Hourglass employs a publish-subscribe 
mechanism. The service providers publish their services and con­
sumers subscribe to the relevant services. Hourglass introduces a data 
collection network (DCN) which provides discovery of sensor nodes 
that are not accessible through the internet (e.g. abstraction) and en­
ables interoperability and load-balancing between the heterogeneous 
devices. DCN m aintains several services on dedicated network nodes 
(e.g servers). The service descriptions are published in a service reg­
istry that stores the available services of the network, a buffer service 
which buffers data during reconnection and unavailability of sensor 
nodes, a filter service w hich perform s data processing on streams 
and the circuit m anager which defines the flow from sensor nodes 
through filters to the application endpoint. Hourglass is im plem ented 
in the ModelNet^ Emulator for large-scale networks.
2.2.3.3 Shaman
Shaman [111] is a scalable service gateway which uses proxies to inte­
grate sensor devices into homogeneous platforms. The proxy runs on 
the gateway side and includes drivers to connect to different heteroge­
neous sensor nodes. The proxy acts as a translator between the sensor 
node and external requests. One im portant aspect of Shaman is pro­
viding services w ithout m anual configuration. The identification of 
sensors abilities is provided by the sensor itself. A sensor receives 
a specific lease time and if the lease time is expired and the sensor 
d id  not request a new  lease (similar to the DHCP Protocol), the ser­
vice associated to the sensor is closed. The Shaman service gateway 
uses a boot protocol running on each node. The protocol establishes 
a connection to the nearest gateway. Data gathered by the gateway 
is provided by several interfaces. It provides a Jini interface to inte­
grate the nodes into existing Jini based platforms. Shaman provides 
a Graphical User Interface to access a sensor node for administrative 
purpose.
2.2.3.4 DSWare
DSWare [81] is a service-centric approach w hich provides an abstrac­
tion from the capillary network by introducing services based on a 
group of sensor nodes. A service therefore consists of several nodes
5 http://modelnet.ucsd.edu/
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grouped by specific grouping parameters. These param eters are pri­
marily defined as the observed region bu t they also can be extended 
to other attributes on a semantic level such as type of sensing de­
vices (e.g. tem perature sensor) or same observed phenom ena. The 
group m anagem ent can be used to detect faulty nodes in a group and 
compensate the erroneous devices w ith other devices from the same 
group. In a group, some devices can be set into sleep m ode to save 
energy as long as the overall result is not compromised. To increase 
the response time, a data caching is introduced w hich implies that 
certain sensor values are stored in a cache. To m anage the trade-off 
between the stored value copies and the freshness of the data a feed­
back mechanism is applied. Event detection is used to trigger alarms 
or new  events according to the application logic. However, it seems 
that the im plem entation never left the GloMoSim [140] simulation en­
vironment. DSWare enhances other data-centric approaches such as 
Cougar and SINA w ith  features for event detection, group m anage­
m ent, data caching and data subscription to the topics. To reduce the 
communication traffic, nearby nodes or groups try  to aggregate data. 
Queries are only disseminated to certain groups according to the ap­
plication. With the aggregation and query dissemination, DSWare in­
troduces a subscribe mechanism where a user can subscribe to a cer­
tain event. In case several users subscribe to an event, the middleware 
can cache several values to reduce the energy consumption.
2.2.3.^ SenseWrap
SenseWrap [33] introduces virtual sensors that abstract from the un ­
derlying sensor device. Sensors can be accessed via a generic API. 
The m iddleware supports request/response access via GET/POST 
like methods. It also supports the publish/subscribe mechanism. The 
novelty of this approach is that sensors and their offered services are 
discovered through a Zero Configuration networking. The virtual sen­
sors act as w rappers to the physical devices and offer generic API and 
the ZeroConf [110] discovery protocol support. The use-case scenario 
for SenseWrap is the Smart Home Environment. The authors describe 
that there are less than 100 nodes to be linked together in the sce­
nario. Therefore no special communication protocols for WSN have 
been considered. Accordingly to Evensen and Meling the ZeroConf 
approach limits the num ber of connectable nodes to 1000; therefore 
the approach cannot be used for large-scale environments.
2.2.3.6 Service Approach
The Service Approach [27] focuses on how to enable interoperability 
between WSN and a large range of applications by leveraging the ex­
isting concept of service-oriented architectures. The sensor sink nodes 
play the role as service provider. They provide the description and ac-
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cess of the available services to external service requester. The sink 
nodes also act as an internal service registry; sensor nodes register 
their services to the sink nodes registry. The work uses WSDL [17] 
and SOAP-messages [15] to interact w ith the external environment.
This enables easy integration of sensor networks into existing web- 
based solutions. However, WSDL and SOAP are usually designed 
for heavy-weight internet applications and do not consider the con­
straints and features of WSN such as processing and battery limita­
tions and also high num ber of node distribution.
2.2.3.7 Discussion
Service-based m iddleware enables the integration of the WSN w ith 
existing applications through standard interfaces. This type of m id­
dleware solution relies on webservice technologies such as SOAP 
and RESTful standards to integrate and orchestrate services in the 
business world as shown in Table 7. The use of service oriented ar­
chitectures relies currently on technologies such as SOAP and REST 
that have not been developed for the use in  sensor networks and 
may be unsuitable for the application in constrained environments. 
SenseWrap [33] covers this integration for WSN. Jini is a network 
architecture for m odular co-operative services based on Java. The 
Shaman m iddleware introduces integration for this approach. SStreaMWare 
allows the integration into the OSGi which allows interaction w ith 
other m odules inside the OSGi framework. M ost of the examined ap­
proaches never left the theoretical nor sim ulator stage as shown in 
Table 6.
Table 6: Service-based middleware
M iddlew are Platform
SStreaMWare None
Hourglass M odelNet Simulator
SHAMAN IPaq
DSWare GlomoSim
SenseWrap None
A service approach None
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Table 7: Features of service-based middleware
SStreaMWare Hourglass Shaman DSWare SenseWrap Service Approach |
1 Self-Healing N o N o N o Yes N o N o 1
1 Ota Code deploym ent N o N o N o N o N o N o 1
1 Heterogeneous N od e Support Yes Yes yes N o Yes Yes 1
1 Sensor Discovery N o Yes yes N o Yes N o  1
1 Declarative Query Yes N o Yes ? - N o  1
1 Event-based triggering Yes N o Yes Yes - Yes 1
1 SOA Integration Yes N o Yes N o Yes Yes 1
1 Energy-efficient Communication N o Yes N o Yes - N o  1
1 Programming Abstraction Sql-like - N o ? - Yes 1
1 Large-Scale Support Clustering Yes N o Clustering N o - 1
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion Yes Yes N o Yes - - 1
Zero configuration N o N o Yes N o Yes - 1
1 Direct N ode Access Yes Yes Yes ? - Yes 1
1 QoS N o N o N o N o - N o  1
1 Structure Dynamic, m obility given Static - - - - 1
2.24 Application Deployment Specific Middleware
Middleware used to distribute applications during the runtim e of the 
sensor network is referred to as application deploym ent specific m id­
dleware in this work. Comm on approaches provide not only a frame­
w ork for code distribution, bu t also code execution environments. 
This category of m iddleware discerns itself from the development 
specific m iddleware in  w hich the focus is on how to distribute the 
application logic over the network. The development specific m iddle­
ware solutions often introduce new  development solutions and focus 
how  to program  the network. The following sections discuss some of 
the m ost common application deployment specific m iddleware solu­
tions
2.2.4.1 MacroLab
MacroLab [63] is a deploym ent specific code decomposition approach 
in w hich a single Matlab-like program  is w ritten for the entire sensor 
network. MacroLab introduces an abstract vector based program m ing 
language used to describe the overall goal of the application. The 
macro program  is passed to a decomposer w hich breaks the macro 
program  dow n into several components. It uses the underlying topol­
ogy to distribute the macro program  which can be more centralised 
or fully distributed. The smaller components are analysed by a cost 
analyser which, based on statistical data, related to the nodes such 
as available bandw idth, power and latency develops a deployment 
p lan for the micro components. The code is translated into Embed­
ded Matlab, a Matlab dialect for constrained devices. A compiler from 
MathWorks  ^ is used to compile the Matlab code for TinyOS enabled 
devices.
6 http://www.mathworks.co.uk/
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2.24.2 MATE
Mate [76] introduces a virtual machine as execution environm ent for 
a high-level program m ing interface w ith  only 24 instructions. The 
m ain goal of Mate is to reduce the energy consum ption m  large-scale 
sensor networks. The virtual machine allows reprogram m ing of the 
network during runtime. The small instruction set reduces the overall 
m em ory and transmission footprint. The approach allows to deploy 
the code during runtim e as it is very close situated to the TinyOS 
operating system. New  code is deployed by sending code capsules to 
the nodes. The messaging follows a flooding approach: If a node re­
ceives a capsule w ith  a newer version inform ation it will forward the 
code to its local neighbours. The Mate development aims to provide 
the abstraction for high program m ing languages so that for example 
code from user-land program m ing environm ents can be translated 
into Mate byte code.
2.2.4.3 M agnetos
M agnetos [9] introduces a Java virtual machine which runs on all 
nodes in  the entire network. The application logic is split into several 
program m ing objects which can be moved across the network during 
runtime. Objects that need stronger processing power, or are specif­
ically related to sensing, can be moved to the suitable node. Magne- 
tOS states itself as a distributed operating systems. In comparison to 
Mate, MagnetOs relies on the high-level language Java. The objects 
are translated into byte code for the virtual machine and distributed 
over the network.
2.2.4.4 Impala
Impala [86] is a m iddleware solution for WSN created for the special 
needs of the ZebraNet project 7. Zebranet is a wildlife tracking project 
using its own im plementations of hardw are nodes including GPS 
receiver to retrieve location information. Impala focuses on energy- 
efficient application deployment in harsh environments. The m iddle­
ware is located between the hardw are and the applications, therefore 
Impala is more of an operating system, b u t also provides higher-level 
event filter functionalities. The novelty of Impala is that software u p ­
dates are managed by the m iddleware itself. Applications are pro­
vided as modules. M odules can be updated  on particular nodes, and 
only the changed code is transmitted. This m odularity offers energy 
savings by reducing the size of transmissions. To develop applica­
tions on the Impala middleware, an event-based application program ­
ming model is introduced. One significant drawback in Impala is that 
the im plem entation of the model only supports local states of sensor 
nodes and no global coordination is offered.
7 http://www.princeton.edu/ mrm/zebranet.html
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2.24.5 Discussion
In changing environm ents and w hen new  requirem ents and tasks for 
sensor networks are dynamically introduced, application-deployment 
specific m iddlew are can be utilised to exchange new  application logic 
and code in  the network w ithout redeploying the physical node. Their 
features are shown in Table 9. This type of m iddlew are ensures that 
the new  code is forw arded to the right node and in case of node 
failure, other nodes are used to compensate the functionality a n d /o r  
data. Mate and MagnetOS introduce a network-wide virtual machine 
in which applications from higher languages such as C or Java are 
compiled into optim ised byte code and transm itted to the nodes. 
MacroLab uses Matlab-like program s over the network. The applica­
tion deploym ent specific m iddleware solutions can decide according 
to application-requirements if the deploym ent should be aligned in a 
centralised or distributed way. Impala does not focus on a global goal 
for the application and does not include balancing of code according 
to node capabilities and each node is updated separately. The differ­
ent solutions are mostly available on the TinyOS platform  as shown 
in Table 8.
Table 8: Application-deployment specific middleware
M iddlew are Platform
MacroLab Tmote Sky
Mate TinyOS
MagnetOs TmyOS
Impala IPAQ
Table 9: Features of application-deployment middleware
MacroLab Mate M agn etos Impala |
1 Self-Healing N o - - - 1
1 Ota C ode deploym ent Yes Yes Yes Yes 1
1 H eterogeneous N od e Support Yes N o - - 1
1 Sensor Discovery N o N o N o N o  1
1 Declarative Query N o N o - - 1
1 Event-based triggering N o Yes - Yes 1
1 SOA Integration N o N o N o N o  1
1 Energy-efficient Communication Yes Yes - Incremental software updates |
1 Programming Abstraction Yes Yes Yes Yes 1
1 Large-Scale Support N o Yes - - 1
1 Data A ggregation / Data Fusion Yes - - - 1
1 Zero configuration N o - - - 1
1 Direct N ode Access Yes Yes - - 1
1 QoS N o N o - - 1
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2.2.5 Application Development Specific Middleware
M iddleware can also be used to abstract from the low-level program ­
ming languages and introduce either languages easier to develop, or 
to focus on a special subject such as distributed algorithms. M ost 
approaches use interpreters or compilers to transfer their high-level 
languages to native byte code or to executable code to run  on their 
platform.
2.2.5.1 Flask
Flask [90] is a program m m g abstraction for sensor networks. It is 
based on OcamI and compiles the code into TinyOS native nesC 
code. Flask is a graph oriented language, w here operators and event 
triggers are chained together. Received data/m easurem ents are pro­
cessed through the flow given by the chained operators. This kind 
of program m ing enables fast application development, as operators 
just have to be stacked together like building blocks. Flask introduces 
a workflow based program m ing paradigm  w hich exploits the func­
tional language Ocaml. The input from one function is passed to the 
next one. This allows fast and easy application code development.
The authors evaluate their approach by com paring the - in nesC na­
tively im plem ented - TmyDB w ith the same application im plem ented 
in Flask. The result is a m uch smaller application code bu t w ith  a 
higher communication overhead. The authors introduces two differ­
ent scenarios for Flask: First, a seismic event detector in which a build­
ing block of the chain measures activity every lo  second and sends 
a message to the next work flow element that checks if the sample is 
higher than a certain threshold. The other example is FlaskDB. Sec­
ond, a static im plem entation of TinyDB to dem onstrate the capability 
to create complex program s through the proposed approach.
2.2.5.2 EnviroSuite/EnviroTrack
EnviroSuite [88] /EnviroTrack [2] introduce environm entally im mer­
sive programm ing. Sensors and sensor readings are abstracted into 
high-level objects which are described in their object context file. The 
program m er creates a virtual world by describing the objects w hich 
have to be observed. These object descriptions are then m apped to 
the capillary network; Whenever an object context is true, as it is ob­
served by the framework, events can be triggered. EnviroSuite intro­
duces a new  program m ing paradigm . An abstraction layer maps ob­
ject description to the underlying sensor networks. The program m er 
does not need to be involved w ith low-level program m ing and can 
concentrate on the application programm ing. This approach focuses 
on the task of abstraction and program m ing paradigm s and there­
fore does not take the dynamic topology of sensor networks into ac-
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count. The communications between objects are perform ed through 
non-blocking Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) which is called Inter- 
Object Call.
2.2.5.3 Kairos
Kairos [52] is a program m ing language for WSN to specify an overall 
goal w hich has to be reached while abstracting from distributed algo­
rithms and data and communication m anagem ent and inter-node co­
ordination. A program m er writes a centralised program  in a program ­
m ing language w ith  the abstraction extensions from Kairos. Kairos 
introduces three abstraction levels for the developers. The first is the 
node abstraction w hich allows accessing a node via an identifier and 
working w ith  a list of nodes. The next abstraction layer is called one- 
hop neighbours w hich allow obtaining the inform ation of the neigh­
bouring nodes w ithout knowing the underlying topology of the net­
work. The third abstraction is called remote data access w hich allows 
accessing the nodes inform ation such as sensor values as variables in 
the used program m ing language. Kairos uses a pre-processor to iden­
tify Kairos abstraction extensions in the used program m ing language, 
translates the annotations to native code and compiles the code into 
binary code. The binary code is compiled for every node in the net­
work as the centralised problem  is divided into node-specific tasks by 
Kairos.
2.2.5.4 Discussion
The solutions w ith different focuses from global program m ing to 
functional program m ing are provided for WSN. The advantage of 
program m ing abstractions is the low-messaging and energy-saving 
task specialisation bu t on the other hand the flexibility of service or 
data-centric approaches are not covered m these solutions as shown 
in Table 11. Each time a requirem ent changes or environm ental changes 
appear the application logic has to be changed and deployed over the 
network again. This makes program m ing abstractions very suitable 
for m onitoring scenarios. The im plementations were available for dif­
ferent hardw are platform s shown in Table 10.
Table 10: Application-development specific middleware
M iddlew are Platform
Flask Tmote Sky
EnviroSuite /  EnviroTrack Mica2
Kairos Mica2, Mica2Dot
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Table 11: Features of application-development middleware
Flask EnvlroSulte/Track Kairos |
1 Self-Healing - N o N o  1
1 Ota Code deploym ent N o N o Yes 1
1 Heterogeneous N ode Support Yes, HnyOS Yes N o  1
1 Sensor Discovery - N o -  1
1 Declarative Query Yes N o -  1
1 Event-based triggering - Yes - 1
I SOA Integration - N o - 1
1 Energy-efficient Communication Yes Yes - 1
1 Programming Abstraction Yes, Ocaml-llke Yes Yes 1
1 Large-Scale Support Yes Yes Yes 1
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion - Yes - 1
1 Zero configuration N o N o - 1
1 Direct N od e Access Yes N o Yes 1
1 QoS II - 1 - I  - I
2.2.6 Middleware for Large-Scale Sensor Networks
Sensors can be deployed in large-scale scenarios such as global weather 
observation and monitoring. Several aspects have to be considered 
in large distributed networks. Usually, the network is very hetero­
geneous w ith different sensor hardw are and different communica­
tion protocols. The middleware requires to provide connectivity over 
large distances and should therefore use gateway and relay nodes.
The configuration and maintenance should be autom ated to manage 
a large num ber of nodes. In the following we describe the m iddle­
ware solutions that have been designed to address the requirements 
of large-scale sensor networks.
2.2.6.1 Global Sensor Network (GSN)
The Global Sensor N etwork (GSN) [3] is a m iddleware that abstracts 
from the underlying heterogeneous sensor network technologies. Hardware- 
specific w rappers are used to connect different types of sensors. Each 
sensor has to be defined in a w rapper that abstracts the hardw are 
to a virtual sensor. A w rapper either represents a sensor in the over­
all GSN framework or combines several sensors and actuators. There 
is configuration work to be done to get a seamless integration of the 
sensors. The automatic configuration and deploym ent capabilities are 
very limited as each sensor (or virtual sensor) has to be defined in a 
configuration file.
2.2.6.2 Pachube
Fachube [101] was a web based platform  connecting sensor data in 
a unified framework. Pachube uses RESTful interfaces that enable 
devices to push their sensor data to the platform. Triggers and noti­
fications can be used to push  out alarms on user-based events. The
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data can be accessed via RESTful API bu t also via RSS-feed based 
publish/subscribe pattern. Pachube is a context broker as it does 
not provide low-device and low-Iayer functionalities. Pachube can 
be seen as a typical Web 2.0 application as it offers a community 
based approach to integrate sensors, graphs, visualisation and user 
management. Pachube enables individuals to publish their observa­
tion and m easurem ent data using sensing devices on a web based 
platform  and share it w ith  other users a n d /o r  potential consumer ap­
plications/services. However, Pachube was sold to Xivley and is now 
a proprietary solution.
2.2.Ô.3 Large-Scale Middleware for Ubiquitous Sensor Networks (Lamses)
Lamses [69] is a server-side m iddleware abstracting from heteroge­
neous sensor nodes and providing SQL-like query interfaces similar 
to data-centric middleware. In addition to these functionalities Lam­
ses provides large-scale processing of sensor data, hardw are abstrac­
tion and context-aware and intelligent processing. To provide large- 
scale processing Lamses introduces a binary representation of the var­
ious sensor states.
2.2.Ô.4 An architecture for a worldwide sensor web (IrisNet)
IrisNet [49] proposes a large scale architecture for sensors w ith the 
capabilities to connect not only wireless sensing devices, bu t also off- 
the-shelf sensors such as webcams connected to desktop computers. 
IrisNet is organised in a hierarchical structure w ith  a XML database 
as backend. The XML database is distributed according to the loca­
tion. The data can be retrieved via XPath queries.
2.2.6.5 TinyCubus
TinyCubus [92] consists of three m ain components: A data m anage­
m ent framework, a cross-layer framework and a configuration engine. 
The data m anagem ent framework controls different components used 
in sensor networks such as routing and aggregation algorithms. Based 
on the underlying network, the available hardw are, application and 
scenario requirem ents and optimisation param eters the framework 
decides w hich component has be to be used on each node. The Cross- 
Layer Framework allows low-level components to call functions from 
the higher level and vice versa. The Configuration engine is responsi­
ble to distribute and install code in the network.
2.2.6.6 Middleware for smart gateways
Bimschas et al. [11] introduce an intelligent gateway for handling sen­
sor data. The proposed gateway predicts the value of a sensor by 
using Bayesian learning models. This allows to provide a predicted
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cached response to a given request. This m ethod speeds up  the re­
sponse time and saves energy in the network due less message ex­
change, bu t on the other hand it affects freshness of observation and 
m easurem ent data as the data is not real-time. For this reason an accu­
racy probability factor should be introduced which is based on learn­
ing data and the latest inform ation state. This factor could be used 
as an indicator if a service should rely on this sensor or if a new  sen­
sor in the near environm ent has to be queried, moved, or discovered. 
Especially w hen using sensors as a service in orchestrated processes 
the m iddleware has to decide if the overall process can be perform ed 
w ith the cached inform ation or if the task has to be aborted.
2.2.Ô.7 Discussion
Large-Scale Sensor Networks require frameworks for the integration 
of several heterogeneous sensors into a unified platform. GSN and 
Pachube (now Xiveley, former Cosm) are fully im plem ented avail­
able solutions. W hereas GSN includes w rappers for different sensor 
hardw are to abstract from the device itself, Pachube only enables to 
gather data via http  requests w hich im ply that all sensor devices need 
an IP-cormectivity. Lamses focuses on data-processing in LSSN and 
introduces a binary form at to process the current sensors state. The 
advantage is the easy compression and fast processing abilities which 
allow to detect events even in a large distributed network. The solu­
tion proposed by Bimschas et al. introduces techniques how to exploit 
gateways in sensor networks to provide faster response times and sav­
ing energy by introducing sm art caches.
Table 12: Middleware for Large Sensor Networks
Middleware Platform
GSN Abstraction through hardware wrappers
Smart Middleware Bimschas et al. None
Pachube Restful enabled devices
LAMSES Desktop Application(XML)
IrisNet Web Application(XML)
tinyCubus TinyOS
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Table 13: Features of middleware for Large Sensor Networks
GSN Pachube Lamses IrisNet tinyCubus Smart Middleware |
j  Self-Healing N o N o N o Yes N o  1
1 Ota Code deploym ent N o N o N o N o  1
1 Heterogeneous N ode Support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1
1 Sensor Discovery N o N o Yes - Yes 1
1 Declarative Query Yes N o Yes - N o  1
1 Event-based triggering Yes Yes Yes Yes N o  1
1 SOA Integration Yes Yes N o N o Yes
1 Energy-efficient Communication N o N o Yes Yes 1
1 Programming Abstraction Yes N o Yes Yes N o  1
1 Large-Scale Support Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes 1
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1
1 Zero configuration N o N o N o N o N o Yes 1
1 Direct N od e Access Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes 1
1 QoS N o N o N o N o N o N o  1
1 Structure Dynamic, centralised Dynamic, centralised - - Dynamic, centralised |
2.2.7 Quality of Service Oriented Middleware
WSN capabilities and data are shared between different applications 
and stakeholders. To guarantee that vital applications, such as health- 
m onitoring scenarios, are prioritised over the other applications w ith 
less priority. The overall WSN infrastructure can include a Quality 
of Service (QoS) layer. This layer can be a part of a midleware solu­
tion or it can be introduced as m iddleware in its own. The following 
describes some of the QoS m iddleware solutions.
2.2.7.1 MILAN
MiLAN [60] is an approach to optimise the param eters of a sensor 
netw ork based on the requirements of an application. The application 
defines a QoS level for different values of interest w hich are required 
to run  the application. MiLAN then com putates a set of physical sen­
sor devices which can be used to fulfill the given task. During the 
life-cycle of the application, MiLAN checks the sensor set and the pro­
vided QoS requirements and can rearrange the set w ith other sensors 
to fulfil the QoS request. MiLAN changes the sensor set according 
to the overall sensor network lifetime. MiLAN tries to combine ex­
isting mechanisms such as service discovery and task allocation into 
one single solution. MiLAN can be used as an extension to existing 
m iddlew are solutions as it does not provide its own data processing 
and distribution mechanisms. The significance of MiLAN is in intro­
ducing QoS param eters based on the application needs to configure 
the network. The configuration should ensure the m axim um  network 
lifetime for all sensors. A health m onitoring scenario is introduced 
where MiLAN is used to control and m onitor several health sensors. 
D uring non-stress periods the application has a low QoS need from 
the capillary sensor network and during emergency situations Mi-
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LAN has to ensure a high QoS from the involved sensors. The QoS 
level is used to configure the network and to enable a long overall 
network lifetime.
2.2.y.2 MidFusion
M idFusion [5] assumes that the applications do not know about the 
underlying network and does not have to provide a pre-defined QoS 
level requirement. M idFusion calculates the quality of services depen­
dent on the dynamic network. In M idFusion sensors join and leave 
the set of possible service changes. Each time a change in the topol­
ogy occurs, M idFusion changes its QoS param eters. M idFusion also 
includes functionalities for automatic sensor discovery and integra­
tion into the network. The QoS level of the sensor selection for each 
application is calculated by using a Bayesian network in which appli­
cation inform al requirements and available sensor capabilities are the 
param eters of the network. As sensors and requirements are chang­
ing the network is adapting over time.
2.2.y.3 Discussion
MiLAN and m idfusion introduce QoS-aware m iddleware functional­
ities for WSN. MiLAN requires application knowledge to calculate 
and ensure a certain degree of QoS w here M idFusion collects infor­
m ation about the application requirements via self-learning networks.
The features are shown in Table 14. Wireless sensor networks could 
operate in environm ents where different stakeholders such as the 
public, government and the private sector w ill share the capabilities 
of those networks. M iddleware which utilises the underlying m id­
dleware and provides QoS for different stakeholders. The QoS-aware 
m iddleware solutions as discussed in previous sections are often in­
troduced as a part or as an extension to other existing m iddleware 
solutions and require further components and cannot run  standalone.
2 .3  DATA  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  I N  S E N S O R  NE T W OR KS
The communication of Cyber-Physical Data includes the data gath­
ering from the physical sensor nodes to the data and inform ation 
through the networks to finally publish the processed data via pub­
lish and subscribe channels. In this section we provide an overview 
about the techniques that have been used throughout the thesis. In 
particular, we introduce the research area of dissemination methods. 
Especially the fundam entals of flooding and gossiping m ethods as 
they serve as background for the m ediated gossiping approach intro­
duced in Section 4.2 and the publish/subscribe mechanism as it is 
utilised in our middleware approach in Chapter 3.
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Table 14: Features in quality of service middleware
MILAN MidFusion |
1 Self-Healing N o N o  1
1 Ota Code deploym ent N o N o  1
1 H eterogeneous N ode Support Yes Yes 1
1 Sensor Discovery N o N o  1
1 Declarative Query N o N o  1
1 Event-based triggering || - | - |
1 SOA Integration || - | - |
1 Energy-efficient Communication - -  1
1 Programming Abstraction || - | - |
1 Large-Scale Support || - | - |
1 Data A ggregation/ Data Fusion || - | - |
1 Zero configuration || - | - ]
1 Direct N od e Access || - | - |
1 QoS Yes Yes 1
2.3.1 Information Dissemination
In sensor networks, the communication between gateways and espe­
cially the propagation of the data to available services becomes a chal­
lenging task, as the size of network and consequently the num ber of 
gateways and sensor nodes grows. The requirements for large-scale 
sensor networks such as dynamic topology and update strategies to 
reduce the overall network load are also im portant issues that are 
supported by enabling communication between the gateways in dis­
tributed sensor networks.
Gateway-to-Gateway (G2G) communication to exchange and update 
inform ation am ong the gateways for query processing, data fusion, 
scalability and reliability is an im portant aspect that enhances the per­
formance of sensor networks and could also enable to save power on 
resource constraint devices. In conventional static network topologies, 
queries are routed from one node to the next one w ith  the assum p­
tion that the nodes are available at any time. However, in changing 
sensor network environm ents nodes can join and leave the network 
due to factors such as battery outage, natural obstacles and mobility. 
These changing environm ents dem and communication protocols that 
adapt to dynamic topologies and are robust against changes. Gossip 
or Epidemic Protocols are often used in distributed structures where 
the topology is decentralised and dynamic. In this section and in 
particular in  Section 4.2, we present a deterministic node selection 
strategy for the gossip protocol based on the context of the sensor 
nodes. The context of a sensor node in  this work refers to current 
status of the node and also the environmental variables. The context 
attributes include features such as location, capabilities and observed 
feature of interest. The solution is incorporated in  our middleware 
architecture described in Chapter 3 w here we use a context m odel
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that is adapted from the W3C Semantic Sensor N etwork Ontology^ 
to describe the attributes and current features of sensor nodes. The 
sensor nodes use a negotiation mechanism to identify available gate­
way nodes and after handshaking w ith them, nodes are associated to 
the closest gateway in  the network. While associating to a gateway, 
the sensor nodes publish their context inform ation into the gateway 
repository (for more inform ation we refer to [44]). Queries to discover 
and access the sensor data in the proposed framework are distributed 
in two-steps. First they are routed to the gateways w hich are respon­
sible for the queried topics. In the second step and after identifying 
gateways holding related context data they are forwarded to the cap­
illary network w ithin the set of nodes that are associated w ith those 
gateways. This means each gateway will publish the context it is ca­
pable to measure and capture and the query processor will first iden­
tify the related gateways and then the query will be forw arded to 
related capillary networks to access the data. The G2G communica­
tion and da ta /q u ery  propagation is perform ed through a m ediated 
gossip mechanism that attem pts to maximise the probability of dis­
covering queried sensor data in a distributed network. In the follow­
ing Section, we introduce gossip based algorithms and subsequently 
describe publish/subscribe methods.
2.3.2 Gossip Algorithm
In Gossip Protocols [105], N nodes in the network communicate in 
a peer-to-peer m anner to other nodes. The decision on which node 
will communicate next, can be either m ade random ly or determ in­
istic. The underlying networking aspects are not part of the gossip­
ing algorithm and it is assum ed that node to node communication 
via m ulti-hop is supported by lower layers. The messaging mecha­
nism  is divided into virtual rounds where in each round i, a node 
can send a message to another node. Therefore, in each round the 
num ber of nodes that start the gossip communication increases ex­
ponentially. This leads to fast and reliable inform ation dissemina­
tion. In a network of N nodes the worst-case scenario will lead to 
0 (log(N)) -f 0 (ln(N)) +  0 (1) rounds where in each round the distri­
bution of nodes that do not send any messages follows the exponen­
tial distribution pt+ i =  w ith 0 (Nlog(N)) as the num ber
of messages sent. Table 15 shows that the random  gossip approach 
leads to fast dissemination bu t also to high traffic communication 
in  the network. A side effect is that messages can be communicated 
redundantly  which is especially not desired in power-constrained en­
vironments.
We utilise gossip mechanisms that are commonly used in peer-to-peer 
communication scenarios. The gossip mechanisms are know n to scale
8 http:// WWW.w3.org/2003/Incubator/ssn/XGR-ssn-20110628/
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Table 15; Performance of probabilistic Gossiping
N odes Rounds Messages
10 4 10
100 8 200
1000 11 3000
10000 15 40000
25000 16 109949
50000 17 234949
well in large networks independently from the topology of the under­
lying structure w ith simple im plem entation complexity.
The m ain flaw in gossip algorithms is the num ber of messages re­
quired to inform  the entire network. In [75], an approach is intro­
duced to split the network into several sub graphs based on network- 
related metrics to reduce redundancy. The sub graphs form  intra and 
inter cluster cormections w here the fanout of the clusters is analysed 
in term s of reliability according to the underlying topology.
Spatial Gossip based algorithms [72] communicate w ith nodes regard­
ing to a spatial area to inform  nearby nodes first a n d /o r  to group 
nodes in the same area. O ur approach in Section 4.2 is not limited to 
a spatial param eter d. We extend this m odel to any semantic distance 
defined in a context model, this includes spatial information, hierar­
chical inform ation (subclass relationship), and other param eters de­
fined through relationships in a semantic model.
Voulgaris et al. [127] describe a peer-to-peer overlay network that ex­
ploits the structure of the underlying inform ation and proposes m eth­
ods to semantically group them. In our approach in Section 4.2, we 
use the existing semantic m odel and form groups based on the rela­
tionship between similar concepts.
2.3.3 Publish/Subscribe Mechanism
The Publish/Subscribe Pattern [24] is an event-driven mechanism in 
w hich publishers announce topics or channels on a specific subject 
[36]. All subscribers to a topic will receive messages if an event is 
produced. In WSN this kind of inform ation propagation m ethod is 
mainly used in m onitoring scenarios w here sensor nodes observe an 
object and send alert messages in case of a change in the sensed val­
ues. This leads to less energy consumption com pared to pull (query) 
approaches as data is only transm itted in case that changes are ob­
served by the sensing device. In this thesis, we assume that the sen­
sor nodes will propagate the observation a n d /o r  m easurem ent data 
to the gateway node if a change in the physical world occurs.
The gateway nodes often store the received data in  a database for tem-
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porary use (i.e cache). The queries are then forw arded to the gateway 
that holds data on the context related to a query. In case the requested 
data is not available in the gateway cache, the query is forwarded to 
the underlying network. The gossiping m ethod is then applied in two 
scenarios, w hen a change is observed in a node, the data is sent via 
a gossip-based mechanism to the gateway. This type of propagation 
also enables data aggregation as the data is transm itted via m ulti­
ple hops. In the same way, a query can be also propagated in the 
capillary network while attem pting to maximise the likelihood of ac­
cessing the requested data by traversing less num bers of hops. This 
m ethod in  particular is helpful in cases we do not know which exact 
nodes in the capillary network hold an observation or measurem ent 
data that is requested via a query.
2.4 DATA PROCESSING FOR SENSOR NETWORKS
In Cyber-Physical Systems, especially in  the Internet of Things, sen­
sors m onitor physical attributes such as light, tem perature, noise, 
movement and humidity. The data com municated by sensors con­
sist of time-series values that are sam pled over a defined period and 
then transm itted to a sink/gatew ay for further processing. In this sec­
tion, we introduce inform ation processing and abstraction methods 
for Cyber-Physical Data, in particular time-series and numerical data 
processing algorithms.
Time series data is not as easy interpretable as for instance a docu­
ment, video or any other data available on the Internet. Platforms 
such as Xively9 (former Cosm) or Nimbits^° allow publishing and 
visualisation of stream ing data from sensor devices, however, they 
lack processing and analytic features; The data remains in the same 
raw condition and makes it difficult to detect interesting information, 
especially w ith regards to the vast am ount of sensors that will be con­
nected to the Internet in the future and lead to consequent challenges 
that form  the Big loT Data issue [34].
In the research dom ain of sensor networks there are well investigated 
topics such as event and pattern detection, data m ining and context- 
aware com puting [134]. However, m ost approaches use raw  sensor 
data for their analysis in a specific application dom ain [29, 124, 66,
128, 32] w here it can be assum ed w hich events and particular infor­
m ation are going to be detected. With the emerging large volumes of 
heterogeneous data and their various application scenarios, new  do­
m ain independent approaches are needed that can abstract from the 
underlying data and enable a hum an/m achine interpretable repre­
sentation of the data. Sensor abstraction from raw data has two major 
advantages: a) As a replacement of raw sensor data, abstractions can
9 https://xively.com/
10 http://www.mmbits.com/
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be used for further processing and annotation. Abstractions are less 
granular as raw  data and therefore require less data-space and com­
m unication traffic, b) Abstractions are easier to understand by the 
end-user or to be interpreted by autom ated machine processes. For 
instance, instead of transm itting the raw  samples [-5 C, -3 C, ..., -2 
C, 0 C, -4 C ] it m ight be more valuable and require less com muni­
cation to transm it an abstract concept such as "cold". The higher the 
data is abstracted to, the less its communication costs. However, this 
will come w ith  the trade-off of losing some part of the inform ation 
and also requires context inform ation in w hich the data has been ob­
tained [118]. The required granularity of the inform ation depends on 
the application a n d /o r  the requirements of the end-user. In this sec­
tion, we focus our attention on approaches and m ethods that can be 
used to abstract from the raw  data to higher-level representations and 
can be run  on m iddleware solutions. In the following, we state more 
precisely the definition of inform ation abstraction and motivations 
behind its application. We introduce a workflow w ith several steps 
from pre-processing to the representation of abstractions. For each 
step, we provide some possible algorithms and m ethods that can be 
applied and give an overview of the state of the art in information 
abstraction from a technical and research point-of-view and discuss 
the current requirem ents for inform ation abstraction.
2.4.1 Abstraction and Knowledge Representation
This section defines and discusses the term s inform ation abstraction 
from sensor data and its different forms of representation including 
different levels of abstraction, its distinction to other research areas, 
and discusses motivation and challenges of creating abstractions from 
sensor data.
2.4.1.1 What is an Abstraction?
The term  abstraction as we use it in this work, is coined in the area 
of context-aware computing, describing the transition from different 
levels of context incorporation from a sensing layer to a perception 
layer and finally to a situation layer [21]. This transitioning process is 
defined by Chen and Kotz [16] as deriving higher-level context data 
from lower-context (raw) sensor data by collecting, aggregating and 
inferring raw data w ith  additional knowledge from the environm ent 
w ith  the goal to adjust the sensor devices behaviour to the current 
context. With the Internet of Things, where data eventually has to be 
m ade available and understandable for the end-user, the focus of ab­
straction moves from a device point of view to a more user-centric 
position. Sigg et al. [118] define abstraction as the ""amount of pro­
cessing applied to the data"' w ith  the goal to raise the level of context 
abstraction including the error probability induced by each transition.
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We define two granularity levels of abstraction w ith the aim to repre­
sent the knowledge w ith a user-centric focus; lower-level abstraction 
(or data abstraction) and higher-level abstraction (or semantic abstrac­
tion). We define the process of abstraction as the derivation from raw  
data to more valuable and understandable information.
Lower-level abstractions represent atomic and static inform ation w hich 
can be obtained by gathering data from a single local sensor stream 
and by combining the data w ith inform ation from the local sensors' 
m eta data such as type, range and capabilities. Atomic in  this case, 
m eans that this is the lowest abstraction level after processing of raw 
sensor data. Static in this context means that the abstraction is a sin­
gle and independent observation m ade at a fixed point in  time and 
does not include inform ation about a sequence of observations. Man- 
tyjarvi [91] describes this as "'smallest atom ary quantity of context 
inform ation w ith semantic meaning"'. For instance, a door sensor can 
m easure two states, either the door is open (0) or closed (1) (assum­
ing that a door cannot be half-open and m ust be either opened or 
closed). The abstractions "'open'" and "'closed'" represent the situa­
tion and cannot be split into smaller abstractions. Both abstractions 
do not refer to a sequence of actions over time. Data inform ation can 
be obtained through data processing techniques such as pattern and 
event detection that analyse the raw sensor data of a single node and 
inform the user/netw ork  about the occurrence of the event.
H igher-level abstractions however can be inferred by observing 
several sources of lower-level abstractions to get the global picture 
about occurring activities and m ultivariate events. A certain pattern 
of open and closed doors during specific times of the day and other 
lower-level abstractions can lead to the higher-level abstractions "'be­
ginning of work day'" and "'end of work day'". Higher-level abstractions 
can be obtained by machine learning techniques such as classifica­
tion and clustering of lower-level abstractions over time. Different 
approaches such as logical inference w ith the help of reasoning mech­
anisms and rule-based systems can be also used for this purpose.
The representation form  of the abstraction can vary in different appli­
cations for sensor data. Graphical user interfaces including geograph­
ical m aps can visualise the abstracted data and allow the end-user to 
perceive information, events and changes in  the environm ent quickly 
and sometimes even w ithout being an expert in a certain field. Se­
mantic representations of inform ation such as those defined in the 
Semantic Sensor Ontology [19] can provide interlinked inform ation 
obtained by the abstraction process to the user and can be used to 
query the status of the real world. Transferring the abstractions into 
a machine understandable form at also leads to a higher machine- 
interpretable representation and can raise the interoperability of data.
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Figure 7: Common Information Abstraction process, defined by examining 
different approaches
24.1.2 Motivation for Information Abstraction
There is a huge dem and for new data processing techniques and con­
cepts to cope w ith the issues of the big data problem. We endorse that 
inform ation abstraction can be used as a m ean to reduce the deluge of 
data. Focusing on the abstracted information rather than the num er­
ical data, can bring two m ain advantages, network traffic reduction 
and the enhancement of comprehensiveness for the end-user. Instead 
of transm itting the raw data to the user, abstracted data can contain 
less data but focus on the information w hich is useful for the user. 
Com pared to lossless compression techniques, abstraction does not 
focus on reconstructing the initial data but allow extracting the infor­
m ation that is interesting for the user. Data abstraction can be used as 
a fundam ental base for existing approaches such as outlier detection, 
activity recognition and other emerging areas in the dom ain of sensor 
networks.
Information Abstraction exploits several techniques and m ethods from 
different research areas to provide comprehensible inform ation from 
a large am ount of raw data to the user that are introduced in the 
following.
2.4.1.3 Creating abstractions
In the following, we introduce a general workflow that has been de­
fined by examining several different approaches for information ab­
straction in the dom ain of sensor data (details in Section 2.4.6). Ei­
ther the approaches that have been examined follow the workflow 
as shown in Figure 7 or im plem ent certain parts of it. Therefore, we 
extracted the following main steps that serve as a common ground 
for the workflow: Pre-processing to bring the data into shape for fur­
ther processing, dimensionality reduction to either aggregate the data 
or reduce its feature vectors, feature extraction to find lower-level ab­
stractions in local sensor data as defined in Section 2.4.1, abstraction 
from lower-level abstractions to higher-level abstractions and finally 
representation to make the abstracted data available for the end-user 
a n d /o r  machines that can interpret the abstracted data. We introduce 
the different steps and key techniques used in this domain. All meth-
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ods that are dem onstrated use a synthesised test data set. The syn­
thesised data set consists of 2048 samples. The first 1024 samples are 
Gaussian random  num bers between 0 and 100, the next 512 samples 
represent Gaussian random  num bers between 0 and 300 and the last 
512 random  num bers are in between o and 100. This has been chosen 
to m odel some kind of activity in between two periods of no activity 
and also to represent dynamicity in the data.
2.4.2 Pre-Processing Methods
The raw  sensory data passes through a pre-processing stage to pre­
pare the data for further steps. Pre-processing can be done on the sen­
sor node to reduce transm ission cost and filter unw anted data. This 
can include mathematical /  statistical m ethods to smooth the data by 
applying moving average windows, or m ethods from signal process­
ing such as band-, low-, high pass filter to focus on certain frequency 
spectra. Transmission cost can be reduced by only sending certain in­
form ation of a current sampling w indow  to the base station /  gateway 
such as m inim um  a n d /o r  max values or the m ean value of the cur­
rent window.
The pre-processing is not only limited to a single sensor node, cer­
tain approaches use in-network processing to aggregate the data be­
fore further processing by finding the minim um , m ean or m axim um  
value in  a set of sensor nodes before transm itting the data to the base 
station. Despite local aggregation, in-network techniques can also be 
used to improve the accuracy of the data by calculating correlation 
w ith data from neighbouring nodes. The survey of Figo et al. [37] de­
scribes pre-processing techniques in more detail regarding time and 
space complexity. The applied pre-processing techniques introduced 
in this section are shown in Figure 8 and described in the following:
2.4.2.1 Signal Pre-Processing
A  filter can either be a simple hardw are circuit or simple algorithm 
that removes unw anted parts of a signal in frequency dom ain by cut­
ting the signal after/before a certain frequency. This leads to the ad­
vantages that less data has to be subm itted and  further processing 
steps have a focused dataset instead of analysing the raw data includ­
ing the background noise. However, the trade-off for a cut in the data 
is that outliers or other interesting data can be missing.
Low/High-Pass Filter: A low /high-Pass Filter cuts off the current sig­
nal in frequency dom ain after/before a certain threshold: called the 
cut-off frequency. Arora et ah [6] use a lowpass filter to smooth the 
signal in  order to prevent a split of activities in the later processing. 
Friksson et al. [32] use a highpass filter to remove low-frequency com­
ponents in a road-anom aly detection scenario w here sensors are de­
ployed on a car. The filter removes subtle changes in the acceleration
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Figure 8: Pre-Processing Techniques
signal and passes only high-frequency signal that are most probably 
caused by holes and cracks in the road.
Bandpass Filter: A Bandpass Filter has two cut-off frequencies, the 
lower and the upper frequencies and will only pass the signal in be­
tween. Stocker et al. [120] use a bandpass filter to pre-process signals 
from a vibration sensor deployed at a road pavem ent to retrieve only 
data that is created by passing cars. Wang et al. [128] use bandpass 
filters for bird observation, as it is known that the birds produce a 
sound only in a certain frequency range. Olfati-Saber [99] introduces 
an approach for a distributed filter that includes several high and 
low-pass filters deployed over a sensor network to minimise the over­
all background noise and increase the accuracy of the observations 
by combining data from several sensor nodes.
2.q.2.2 Mathematical/Statistical Pre-Processing
In contrary to signal processing, mathematical pre-processing tech­
niques work on the data instead on the signal and frequency domain. 
Data windows are used to aggregate the data over a w indow  period 
and transm it it either to the base station (e.g. gateway) for further 
processing or disseminate the aggregated data over the network for 
in-networking processing before further processing.
M in, Max: The difference between the m inim um  and maximum in­
side a sample w indow  can be used as a pre-processing step for further 
feature detection. Farringdon et al. [35] use the averages including the 
range of the m in /m ax  difference to detect the orientation of a sensor 
badge attached to person. Based on the values they detect if the per­
son is standing, sitting or lying down.
M ean, M edian: The Mean or M edian is usually used to smoothen the 
data by removing peaks and noise from the signal. The moving aver­
age (median) can be applied on streaming data by taking only the last
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TL values into consideration and then subsequently shifting forward 
the sliding window. G hasem zadeh et al. [47] use moving average as 
a pre-processing step in a body sensor network to detect patterns in 
the neurom uscular system based on EEG signals. In their application 
scenario the moving average is used to cancel high frequency noise. 
Variance, Standard Deviation: Both, variance and standard deviation 
are used to represent the volatility of the data. Golding and Lesh [50] 
calculate the variance and standard deviation of the raw  data to track 
people w ith cheap sensor devices.
Correlation, Integration: Especially w ith  multi-dimensional data from 
accelerometers, correlation and integration are used to get velocity 
and position. By calculating the derivation of the speed, the distance 
can be approximated.
2.4.3 Dimensionality Reduction
To cope w ith the large am ount of data that has to be processed and 
stored, dimensionality reduction techniques can be applied to reduce 
the size and length of the data by applying different m ethods on the 
data while keeping the key features and patterns.
The goal of dim ensionality reduction is to reduce the length of an 
input Vector w ith length n  to a reduced vector of size M w here 
M «  TL. Different m ethods have been introduced that either aggre­
gate the data or filter certain samples of the original data to reduce 
the length of the initial data. This section gives an overview of some 
of the frequently used techniques.
Discrete Fourier Transformation: The Discrete Fast Fourier Transfor­
mation (DFFT) transforms a signal from the time-dom ain to a fre­
quency domain. The signal is aligned along the frequency axis, result­
ing in an output vector of frequencies ranging from low-frequency 
to high-frequency coefficients. To reduce the dim ensionality of the 
original time-series data, the data is transform ed via DFFT into the 
Fourier coefficients. Then only the first few coefficients are used to 
represent the original sequence. The shortened transform ed vector 
is subsequently used in the inverse DFFT to reconstruct the original 
data. The formula for transform ation and inverse transform ation (=re- 
construction) are shown in Equation i  w here n  is the output length,
Xic the transform ed signal and X^ the reconstructed signal. In Fig­
ure 9, the original data and the transform ed data w ith only n  coef­
ficients are depicted. Here n  also describes the length of the output, 
the smaller the reduced vector, the lesser its resolution.
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Figure 9: Original Data and reconstructed Fourier transformation with less 
coefficients
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Wavelet Transformation: In comparison to the Fourier transform a­
tion that loses the time information of the data and transforms the 
data globally, discrete wavelet transform ation (DWT) preserves the 
time dim ension and transforms the data locally leading to a faster 
calculation. The Fiaar wavelet transform ation originated in 1910 by 
Alfred FFaar [55] is still frequently used in the domain of time-series 
analysis [121]. The transformation takes a i-D  input vector and trans­
forms it into two sets; a set of averages referred to as the smoothed 
values, and the differences referred to as wavelet coefficients. Similar 
to the Fourier Transformation, the wavelet transformation works w ith 
input vectors w ith a length of a num ber in the power of two (2, 4, 8, 
16 ...). The transform ation is a recursive algorithm that in each step 
calculates the average of the input for any 2 values, St and Si+i re-
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Figure lo: Data transformed via DWT into different resolutions. Left 
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spectively, and the difference between the value to the average by the 
formula in Equation 2 and dem onstrated in the following example:.
coeffic ien ti Si — Si+i
sm ooth i =  (2)
Let us assume that the input vector for the transform ation is: Xg =  
[2, 2, 3, 1, 5, 9, 1, 3]. During the first recursion step, averages and dif­
ferences for Xg are generated. Afterwards, the averages serve as in­
pu t for the next recursion step. The Differences are stored separately 
and kept in a different vector. The result after step one is: sm oo th  =  
[2, 2, 7, 2] and coeffic ien t =  [0, 1, 3, 1] The differences are attached to 
the previous differences, after the second recursion step the result 
is: sm oo th  =  [2, 4.5] coeffic ien t =  [0, 2.5, [0, 1, 3, 1]] The recursion 
ends w hen only a single averaged value remains leading to the result: 
sm oo th  =  3.25 coeffic ien t =  [1.25, [0, 2.5, [0, 1, 3, 1]]] In Figure 10 the 
process is visualised by applying the DWT over the sample data set. 
On the top, left the original data is shown.
Piecewise Aggregation A pproxim ation: The PAA [74] transform a­
tion is similar to the DWT smooth coefficient. However, PAA takes 
an output w indow  length as a param eter to calculate the averages 
of the original data. The com putation of the PAA involves the pro­
cess of reducing the dimensionality of a time-series by averaging the 
data; this is shown in the following: PAA transform s a time-series X 
of length n  into a reduced vector X =  (xi,X2,...,Xin) w ith length m. 
Each element Xi is calculated w ith the formula shown in Equation 3.
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Figure i i  visualises the process of applying PAA on the sample data 
set.
m
Xi —
n
( n /m j i
L  X,
j=rL/m(i—1 ) +  1
(3)
By applying the process to the series X =  (4,8 ,3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10,5 ) 
w ith length n  =  12 and an aimed reduced vector X of length m  =  6 
we get the result X =  (6,2.5, 1, 1, 1, 7.5).
Variable PAA: PAA has the drawback that it works w ith a fixed w in­
dow length that in the worst case aggregates the same data event if 
there is a lot of activity and aggregation w ould lead to a loss in in­
formation. As an extension we introduced an adaptive PAA approach 
that adapts the length according to the data activity for ultimately less 
data communication and better reconstruction of the original data. 
To select the different levels of granularity a m ethod has to be intro­
duced that based on the data activity chooses the right length m  of 
the reduced data. The variability measure defines how far values are 
spread out. This can be used to create a higher granularity in val­
ues that are more distant to the m ean of the data. The variable PAA 
[46] approach assumes that the values further away from the mean 
are more interesting and those values should be represented w ith a 
higher granularity then data that is close to the mean. To select m, we 
introduce functions for each statistical m ethod that lead to a higher 
granularity based on the distribution of the data. In case the variance
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Figure 12: Variable PAA and the Adapted Window Sizes
is in the first quartile of the distribution a smaller m  is selected. If the 
variance is w ithin the range of second quartile, then a m edium  m  is 
selected. In Figure 12 the variable PAA is applied to data. In times 
of more activity in the data, a higher w indow  resolution is chosen. 
Variable PAA is the building block of the SensorSAX dimensionality 
reduction algorithm that is introduced in Section 4.3 
Symbolic Aggregate A pproximation: The Symbolic Aggregate A p­
proximation [82] transforms a time-series into a discretised series of 
letters e.g. a word. SAX transforms the data into a reduced set by ini­
tially applying PAA first. Afterwards, the data gets discretised into 
letters by applying breakpoints according to a Gaussian distribution 
to the PAA output vector. The breakpoints |3 are generated according 
to an alphabet size a, which later represents letters from an alphabet. 
The PAA transform ed vector is then discretised so that each point is 
between the interval (3 ]^ w ith (3o =  — inf and |3^nf =  inf. Fig­
ure 13 shows a data series and the reconstructed time-series after the 
SAX transformation w ith different alphabet sizes a.
2.4.4 Feature Extraction & Abstraction
After pre-processing of the raw data and the dimensionality reduc­
tion, features (e.g. interesting events) have to be extracted. Feature 
extraction describes the process of extraction of representative sen­
sor data [57]. Feature extraction is an am biguous terminology and 
used sometimes synonymously with dim ensionality reduction, clus-
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Figure 13: Original Data and reconstructed SAX transformations with differ­
ent alphabet sizes
ter analysis and feature selection. Originally based in the dom ain of 
pattern-recognition in images, feature extraction reduces the image to 
certain regions or characteristics to lower the am ount of data that has 
to be processed to find similar images or differences between similar 
images.
In time-series data, feature extraction can be used to detect outliers by 
finding a reduced feature set that separates between regular values 
and outliers. A more detailed evaluation can be found in [64]. 
Abstraction and inference describe m ethods to use the extracted fea­
tures to gain more inform ation of the data and infer knowledge by 
applying different methods. In this work, we group the two steps 
of extraction and inference from features into one, a process that ab­
stracts from the pre-processed data to inform ation that is machine 
a n d /o r  hum an interpretable. In the following some m ethods to ab­
stract from the pre-processed /  dim ensionality reduced data are pre­
sented that are commonly found in the literature.
Clustering: Clustering algorithms group samples w ith similar or close 
attributes (e.g. Euclidean distance) into the same group. In time-series 
analysis the similarity can be com puted by com paring the m easure­
m ent values and also other meta-inform ation such as observation 
time or observation type. A common technique to cluster data is 
the KMeans algorithm [59] that calculates the similarity based on the 
Euclidean distance between data samples. KMeans requires the ex­
pected num ber of groups k as an initial parameter. The first step usu-
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Figure 14; KMeans with k = 2 applied to the data; different colours state 
different cluster types
ally chooses centroids random ly from the samples. Afterwards the 
distance to the centroids of the other samples is calculated and based 
on the distance grouped to the closest centroid. In a recursive pro­
cess, the average of each cluster is calculated and if required shifted 
until the centroids converge to a certain point. Variations of that algo­
rithm  include non-random  centroid starting points (Global KMeans) 
or using the m edian or the m edoids to shift the centroid (KMedian, k- 
medoid). In Figure 14, kmeans clustering is applied to the data w ith 
k=2. The algorithm is applied on the data values, and it can be seen 
by the colour coding that two groups of "lower" values and "higher" 
values are grouped together. Typical applications are the detection of 
outliers or grouping the data into non-tem poral related groups. 
M arkov Chains: The frequency of samples or groups and their tem po­
ral occurrence can be used to construct Markov chains that represent 
the likelihood of temporal relations. The model is able to represent re­
lations between values through tem poral properties such as "Occurs 
After" and "Occurs Before". To visualise a simple M arkov chain we 
use the following measurements [1, 1, 1, 2, 100, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3]. It can eas­
ily be observed that the value 100 is an outlier and its likelihood to 
appear in a sensor stream is low. Also it can be seen that the chain ter­
minates w ith the value 3 and therefore there is only a leading edge to 
itself w ith the probability 1. A graphical representation of the chain 
w ith the samples as vertexes and the probabilities as directed edges 
is shown in Figure 15.
H idden  M arkov Model: H idden Markov Models (HMM) add the
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Figure 15: Markov chain created by the frequency of the values in 
[1, 1, 1, 2, 100, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3]
tem poral dim ension into account and can be used for classification 
purposes similar to the clustering approach above. Fiowever, instead 
of looking solely at the attributes of the data also their tem poral 
occurrence is considered. A FiMM consists of several hidden states. 
The hidden  states are formed by several input factors (emissions), in 
w hich each emission leads to a state w ith  a certain probability. In Fig­
ure 16, a hm m  classification is applied to the same data as used in the 
KMeans example. As a starting param eter we set the num ber of h id­
den states to 3. Based on their values and their tem poral occurrence 
the data is coloured according to its state. This leads to 3 different 
groups two "lower" value groups in different time epochs and one 
"higher" value group. To stress the difference on tem poral clustering 
between the HMM and KMeans approach we compare both in Fig­
ure 17. In the top diagram, the KMeans approach w ith  k=3 is shown, 
grouping the data only based on their values into a "lower", "medium" 
and "higher" value group. In the bottom  diagram  we see the HMM 
classifier w ith  3 states grouping the data into groups also according 
to their tem poral occurrence.
2.4.5 Semantic Reasoning & Representation
Semantic models allow to represent data, its m eta data and the re­
lated context inform ation in  a linked graph model. For instance, the 
groups and events that have been learned through clustering and clas­
sification tecFiniques can be represented. A nd also their relation to 
each other and the raw data can be modelled. The interlinked repre­
sentation of events and observations in  a semantic ontology allows 
to reason from simple events to more abstracted events e.g. from 
simple tasks such as walking, or running to complex group activi­
ties through semantic rules. Comm on semantic representations relay 
on graph models in w hich vertexes represent classes or instances of 
classes similar to the object oriented program m ing paradigm . Rela-
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Figure 16: HMM with three states applied to the data; different colours state 
different cluster types
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Figure 17: Comparison between HMM with three states and KMeans with 
k=3, it should be noted that HMM takes the temporal dimension 
into account while grouping. Top: HMM with 3 states in temporal 
sequence: Bottom: Cluster with three groups
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Figure 18: A Linked Graph containing Classes and Instances linked together 
via Properties.
tionships between the concepts, class and instance are represented by 
connecting edges. Edges can be uni- or bi-directional and also allow 
transitive transition between the concepts. This transitivity enables 
to reason over the graph. In Figure 18, a simple semantic model is 
shown, w ith classes coloured in yellow and instances in blue. With 
the help of query and reasoning languages it can be deducted that 
the higher-level abstraction of the concept "Storm" has to be created 
by lower-level abstractions, in this Figure this is modelled by the class 
instances "Cold" and "Windy".
The Data that is represented in a semantic representation usually fol­
lows some schema or meta-models in certain domains. A common 
schema in the dom ain of sensor networks is the semantic sensor net­
work ontology [19]. The usage of dom ain ontologies increases the in­
teroperability of data from different sources by applying a common 
model.
2.4.6 State of the Art in Information Abstraction
In this section current approaches for Information Abstraction from 
sensor data are presented and discussed. This discussions are divided 
into technical solutions and research approaches. Technical solutions 
are usually software a n d /o r libraries that can be dow nloaded and 
used by the end-user. We focus our selection of approaches on soft­
ware that is mainly used in the scientific community or is devel­
oped by scientific research groups. The technical solutions provide
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the m ethods and techniques that have been introduced and can be 
composed for special purposes. The research approaches that are also 
presented in this section have the goal to abstract from raw sensor 
data to higher-level abstraction.
2.4.6.1 Technical Solutions
RapidMiner^^ is a software tool that provides m ethods for machine- 
learning, data-mining and statistical analysis. The tool follows the 
ETL (extract, transform, load) paradigm  w here data importers, oper­
ators and visualisation tools are represented as building blocks that 
can be stacked together. RapidM iner was developed for easy and 
rapid prototyping of data analytic chains. It enables the orchestra­
tion of the blocks using an interactive user interface. Therefore no 
program m ing skills are required to perform  mining and processing 
tasks. The free open-source version of RapidM iner is a workstation 
application for rapid prototyping, bu t lacks features for scalability 
and real-time stream  processing. Some approaches are introduced 
[106] to extend Rapidminer to support big data analytics. Others try 
to enable real-time stream ing support [13]; however the algorithms in 
RapidMiner m ight only be applicable in batch processing scenarios.
WEKA [58] is a similar toolbox w ith a strong focus on data mdning 
tasks that can analyse static data. However, WEKA misses features for 
real-time stream handling. The MOA project [10], an advancement of 
WEKA for streaming data is able to handle stream ing data includ­
ing data from social media. However, MOA follows a centralised ap­
proach and lacks scalability for large-scale applications.
The SAMOA [26] project merges stream ing data analytic techniques 
from MOA w ith distributed processing engines such as Apache Storm 
and Apache S4. Orange [28] follows also a visual program m ing ap­
proach, bu t also allows program m ing scripts in Python language. The 
focus of the orange toolbox lies more on the data visualisation rather 
than large-scale or real-time analytics.
2.q.6.2 Research Approaches
In the following, we present research approaches that are used to 
transform  raw sensor data to higher-level abstractions. The selection 
describes the different approaches from different domains and also 
discusses a broad application usage of inform ation abstraction. This 
includes very domain-specific approaches as in vehicle detection and 
classification to very higher-level architectures.
G eosensor Data A bstraction for Environm ental M onitoring A p­
plication: Jung and Nittel [70] focus on providing data abstraction 
for environmental observation applications. M onitoring applications 
usually produce large volumes of heterogeneous data gathered from
11 http://www.rapidmmer.com
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Approach Scenario Pre-Processing Dimensionality Feature Extraction Abstraction 
/ Tnferenre
Representation
GeoSensor Geo-Spatial Data Min-Max Contour Map Slope Grid (Graphical)
Road Vehicle Classification Vehicle Detection Bandpass Supervised Learning 
fMLP Classification)
Inference
Pattern based event detection Generic Event Detection In-network aggregation Shapes of Patterns
Hierarchical Recognition Group Activities Average /  Variance Local clasisification: 
kNN.DT
Global classification
Octupus Smart Building Solvers Hierarchical Model
Envision Environmental 
Decision Support
Semantic Rules Semantic Representation
Information Abstraction Environmental Data Abstraction SensorSAX KMeans Extended PCX
Table 16: Overview of the approaches and their selected methods
sensors distributed over large spatial areas. The authors state that the 
query distribution and processing over raw  sensor data is too slow 
for real-time applications and therefore abstraction methods are re­
quired to make the data available for interpretation.
The authors introduce the "Slope Grid for Sensor Data Abstraction 
(SGSA)" abstraction m ethod which uses several techniques to repre­
sent the gathered data on a m ap divided by a grid, w ith the grid 
representing the abstracted data as a slope that contains further in­
form ation such as minimum , maxim um  and direction of natural phe­
nom ena such as w ild fire.
M aking Sense of Sensor D ata U sing Ontology: A D iscussion for 
Road Vehicle Classification: Stocker et al. [120] detect and classify 
different types of road vehicles passing a street using vibration sen­
sors and machine learning algorithms. The objectives of the work is 
is to acquire knowledge w hich is represented in an ontology by cre­
ating abstractions from the physical sensor layer and the sensor data 
layer.
At first, the data is pre-processed by applying a bandpass filter to the 
raw  vibration sensor signal and filtering out the relevant frequencies 
triggered by cars passing the road. The bandpass filter is realised us­
ing fast Fourier transform ation and by sum m arising the values of a 
time w indow  to provide input for the detection and classification us­
ing machine learning methods.
Stocker et al. use a multilayer perceptron (MLF) neural network clas­
sifier to detect and classify the different patterns gained after the pre­
processing step to class vehicles based on their weight and length into 
the classes light vehicle and heavy vehicle. Due to the nature of MLP, 
a significant am ount of training data is required. Training data has 
to be m anually annotated. The authors used the video data from a 
camera m ounted near to the vibration sensor to validate and classify 
a sample data set that is used as training data.
The outcome of the classification process is then transferred into an 
ontology representation. The authors use rule based inference to m ap 
the outcome of the classifier to the ontology. The ontology consists 
of concepts such as feature of interest (vehicle type) and observation 
result time. For each classified car, an individual is created in the on­
tology w ith  the relevant context information.
Pattern-based event detection in  sensor networks: Xue et al. [136]
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create abstractions from the raw  sensor data using generic patterns 
that are utilised to report interesting events. In contrary to thresh­
old based frameworks in w hich events or abstractions are generated 
w hen they converge or deceed a certain threshold, the proposed work 
stores and communicates only the shape of the signal (data). The 
patterns capture the semantics of events and are more reliable than 
transm itting and processing raw  data. The authors represent m any 
events in real-world applications such as surveillance and pervasive 
applications in  five basic patterns: horizon, slope, oscillation, jum p 
and spike pattern, that depending on the context are sufficient to ab­
stract from the real world data to represent any occurring event. The 
pre-processing phase of the approach can include distributed (over 
the underlying sensor network) mathematical com putations to filter 
out noise before matching the raw data to the basic patterns by ap­
plying average a n d /o r  m in/m ax. The m appings from raw data to 
pattern representations use in-network processes that run  on the sen­
sor nodes. To lower the size that is needed to store and communicate 
the patterns over constrained devices such as sensor nodes, the com­
pression and dim ensionality reduction techniques such as piecewise 
constant approxim ation and piecewise linear regression are used m 
this work.
A n Experim ent in  Hierarchical Recognition; Gordon et ah [51] present 
an experiment to recognise group activities such as meetings, presen­
tations and coffee breaks. The authors differentiate their work on dif­
ferent levels of abstractions, from lower-level abstractions e.g sensor 
measurements and medium-level abstractions e.g. activities such as 
walking to higher-level abstractions such as m eeting or coffee break.
Their approach utilises a hierarchical model w here sensor nodes are 
on the bottom  of the hierarchy and more powerful nodes e.g. sm art­
phones are on the top hierarchy levels. The higher the data is pro­
cessed through the inform ation hierarchy the more context is consid­
ered and higher-level abstractions are created.
On the sensor node level, data pre-processing techniques are applied 
on smartphones. For this purpose, feature extraction and classifica­
tion are used. However, the work does not present any evaluation yet 
and are planned in future research work.
Octupus: Sm art Buildings, Sensor N etw orks and the In ternet of 
Things O ctupus [38] attem pts to bridge the gap between the data 
level requirements and the Internet of Things. The authors introduce 
a system that creates abstractions of data that is created by sensors 
and links it w ith physical objects and phenom ena that are represented 
in a model. The model is similar to the work by Gordon et al. [51], 
divided into different layers. H igher layers represent more-abstracted 
inform ation and include the context of the physical object. The Oc­
tupus platform  introduces solvers that abstract and link from lower 
layers to higher layers. Solvers represent the operators that are used
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on certain sensors to achieve the inform ation extraction. A sample 
solver for "Talk Attendance" includes models to aggregate the infor­
m ation from sensors in a m eeting room m easuring the usage of seats 
and also m odules to integrate calendar events. The paper describes 
a higher-level architecture of the approach, however does not go into 
detail how the abstraction is achieved in an autom ated manner. 
Semantic Event Processing in  Envision: The Envision framework 
[87] combines semantic models and complex event processing via 
rules to infer events in real-time. The approach introduces event pro­
cessing services (EPS) that translate the raw data into semantic events. 
The semantic ontologies of Envision represent the instantiated events 
inferred by the EPS bu t also the patterns and rules that led to them. 
The system is semi-automatic, and rules and patterns have to be de­
signed via an interface w ith the event pattern  language (EPL). Similar 
to the Octupus framework. Envision describes an architectural view, 
bu t does not go into detail of aspects how the system can be au­
tonomous. Especially in cases w ith  millions of different sensors, the 
m anual annotation of event processing services is not feasible. 
Semantic Perception: Converting Sensory O bservations to Abstrac­
tions: The work by Henson et al. [62] uses abductive reasoning to 
infer abstractions from current sensor observations. They utilise the 
parsim onious covering theory (PCT) that is predom inantly used in 
the medical dom ain to find the best explanation of a disease based 
on a set of observations m ade by a doctor.
A PCT-based model is represented by a uni-directional graph that 
connects diseases w ith observations that are likely to lead to the par­
ticular disease. In the work of Henson et al. an ontology is introduced 
w hich allows reasoning from observations that are m ade to particu­
lar abstractions. The reasoning process follows abductive reasoning, 
w here the abstraction is chosen that has the m ost m easured obser­
vations. The ontology and the concept of an abductive reasoner are 
described and examples are provided. However, it is not clear how 
the connection between abstraction and observation is created and 
m aintained in the system. It is assum ed that ontology engineers de­
scribe the model, this leads to similar bottlenecks as described in the 
Envision framework.
Inform ation A bstraction for H eterogeneous Real W orld In ternet 
Data: In our recent work [8] and [45], we extend the approach by 
H enson et al. w ith a m ethod to m odel the graph in an autom ated 
manner. We use probabilistic graph modelling techniques and m a­
chine learning methods to find interesting m easurem ent data and au­
tonom ously generate a PCT graph linking observations and abstrac­
tions. The ontology is divided hierarchically into different levels of 
abstraction, nam ely low-level and high-level abstractions. Low-level 
abstractions represent single events m easured by a particular sensor, 
high-level abstractions are aggregated inferred abstractions incorpo-
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rating several data sources and processing steps, based on the model 
by [51].
The m odel uses clustering algorithms to find similar events to gen­
erate the first unlabelled low-level abstractions. A hidden-M arkov 
model is used to include the time dim ension to infer relationships 
between abstractions over time. A rule-based engine is used to label 
the abstractions. The approach still requires a priori knowledge such 
as the labelling rules, however aims in the future work to provide 
autonom ous extensions and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
2.4.7 Discussion
There has been significant work on communication and processing as­
pects of Cyber-Physical Data, however, there is a need for integrated 
solutions that contemplate the workflow from data acquisition to ex­
traction and knowledge representation. In Table 17 we summarise the 
contributions of this thesis beyond the state of the art. In the follow­
ing Chapters and Sections we address the existing work and ultim atly 
present an integrated system for knowledge acquisition in Chapter 7.
Contribution Extended State of the Art
A Context-Aware Middleware
Handover Scheme The mobility of sensor nodes has not been addressed on a higher appUcation level by 
middleware approaches as shown in Section 2.2 and is mostly dependent on the imple­
mentations on the lower network layers. However, the heterogeneity of different hard­
ware and software platforms demands integrated solutions to cover different platforms 
and aUow unified access to the sensor data.
Mediated Gossip Information dissemination methods as introduced in Section 2.3.1 mainly focus on the 
hierarchical or spatial grouping of the overlay network. In multi-modal environments 
more context informations have to be included such as semantic and topical attributes.
SensorSAX SAX as introduced in Section 2.4.3 lacks the support for constrained environments and 
sensor data. It uses a fixed window size to aggregate the data even in times where there 
is no activity in the sensor data. This leads to high data transmission and can lead to an 
increased energy consumption.
Abstraction Creation
Abductive Reasoning Model Common abstraction approaches introduced in Section 2.4.6 relay on inductive and de­
ductive methods. However, inductive and deductive methods imply that all information 
is available during the abstraction process. In sensor environments it can occur that only 
certain information is available which can be used to infer abstraction.
Temporal Reasoning Model Current available approaches do not include the temporal aspect that information can 
change over time.
Automated Ontology Construction
Discrete KMeans Clustering methods as introduced in Section 2.4.4 use numerical data as input. With the 
use of aggregation techniques such as SAX, discretised symbolic patterns emerge and 
can not be be fed into traditional clustering algorithms.
Property Extraction and Naming Current knowledge acquisition approaches use a priori knowledge to extract and label 
events. To address the Big Data challenges new automated techniques are required to 
construct named concepts based on autonomous rule systems.
Table 17: Contributions of this Thesis beyond the State of the Art
Part II
C O M M U N I C A T I O N  FOR CYBER-PHYSICAL
DATA
A C O N T E X T -A W A R E  M I D D L E W A R E
Wireless Sensor Networks are usually based on a variety of hard­
ware, software and protocols. The problem  arises in  the managem ent 
of this variety of heterogeneous sensor nodes especially in configura­
tion, maintenance, control and data provision [18].
In this chapter, we introduce a m iddleware com ponent that provides 
a unified connection layer w hich uses the inform ation from the under­
lying layers to seamlessly integrate the heterogeneous sensor nodes 
to higher-level services and applications. We provide a connectivity 
abstraction layer that interacts w ith  different platform s using specific 
plug-ins developed for each particular platform.
In order to connect and manage sensors to the m iddleware providing 
high-level connectivity, a plug-and-play approach is targeted. This 
will minimise the configuration effort for network engineers and sys­
tem  designers. A solution similar to the IEEE 802.11 WLAN associa­
tion standard is developed in this chapter, w hich allows zero-configuration 
node management. Nodes register to nearby base stations from w here 
they are controlled. Each node publishes its context inform ation such 
as distance to base station, radio strength and latency by which the 
managem ent strategy is adapted.
This will provide intelligent control and access mechanisms to the 
nodes, for example: Nodes w ith weak battery will be queried less of­
ten (in non-critical queries), queries could be handled from the cache 
to save energy, depending on the data freshness preferences specified 
by the consumer. The sensing data from faulty nodes could be served 
instead from the nodes in the same spatial area and similar capabili­
ties (with some quality and accuracy compromise).
The middleware presented in this chapter provides a generic approach 
to different platforms, operating systems and protocols w hich are 
m anaged through the same central system. In this chapter, we assume 
that the lower layers from physical to session layer are im plem ented 
efficiently. Efficient in the sense that optimisations for energy-saving 
m ethods and routing over several hops are provided by existing solu­
tions that are not in the scope of this work.
3.1 CONTEXT-AWARENESS IN SENSOR NETWORKS
The sensor node context is the meta-inform ation w hich is not related 
to the real sensing operation and information. This can be the current 
battery status, location, radio inform ation and its capabilities; in gen­
eral the context and inform ation that helps to understand more about
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the sensor and its surrounding [109]. This information, for example, 
can be used to make decisions on how  queries from the user to the 
sensors can be distributed.
Despite the energy-optimisation, nodes tend to be faulty due to in­
ternal factors such as low battery and external factors such as envi­
ronm ental conditions and radio-telecommunication issues. Another 
problem  is to find and locate the wireless nodes. If they are deployed 
in a w ide area, routing and discovery is also an issue which has to be 
considered.
The context inform ation from the sensor nodes can be used to address 
some of these issues and as a result, the energy consumption can be 
reduced and emerging bottlenecks can be detected. If we discover a 
sensor node w ith low energy status or heavy traffic required to query 
the node due to a great hop distance between node and sink, this can 
be com pensated by introducing caching and replacement strategies 
w herever applicable.
In order to create a uniform  base, platform -dependent w rappers im­
plem ented as (plug-ins) are used to create a generic access interface to 
the nodes. On the sensor side, m anagem ent m odules are introduced 
that im plem ent the proposed negotiation and association mechanism 
according to the capabilities of the particular system. On the sensor 
network edge (e.g. gateway), each m odule has a counterpart which 
establishes the connection to the nodes. Table 18 gives an overview 
of the param eters and their occurrence in various systems. Since the 
spectrum  of different platforms is broad, only the m ost frequently 
used platform s have been considered. Only some of the existing sys­
tems are evaluated.
Requirement SunSpot TinyOS Contiki 6L0WPAN
Battery Life Information X X X
Signal Strength X X X
Hop Distance X X X
Response Time X X X X
Table 18: Context Information provided by different approaches
We have created a set of fundam ental attributes for context inform a­
tion used by the proposed m iddlew are system. However, additional 
inform ation can be used to get more detailed inform ation from a 
node. In order to design and im plem ent our m iddleware solution, we 
focus on several IEEE 802.15.4 based platforms:
1) The Oracle java-based SunSpot [119] platform  w hich supplies spe­
cial Java capable nodes and the therefore required operating system.
2) The TinyOS operating system (OS) [77] w hich is an open source 
OS supporting several different micro-controller families and radio 
chip-sets w ith  a large user community.
3) Contiki, [30] a similar open source (OS) which also supports sev-
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eral different hardw are devices.
4) As there is an increasing interest to run  IP Stacks on the sensor 
nodes we also introduce the integration of 6LowWPAN [96] protocol 
into our system. As 6L0WPAN does not supply context information 
such as battery life signal strength, it depends on the underlying OS, 
if the data can be provided.
The battery life inform ation will be used in order to retrieve the infor­
m ation if a specific node should be queried in non-critical interactions 
or not, and if the data value should be supplied by a cache running 
on the middleware. The querying of a specific node also depends on 
other factors such as num ber of hops in between and the priority of 
the needed freshness from the query.
We use the received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) w hich is com­
m on for IEEE 802.11 based networks and can be obtained from m ost 
of the observed platforms. As different systems have different m ea­
surem ent ranges, we used approxim ate m appings between them. The 
signal strength inform ation and other factors such as other supplied 
location data can be used to identify the position of a node.
Using the inform ation of the am ount of hops between a particular 
node and a gateway and also the RSSI and battery inform ation of 
each hop node. We can obtain inform ation about the distance to the 
specific node and the probabilistic value of availability of the node.
The hop inform ation is supplied by the underlying MAC and routing 
layers.
Time of Arrival (TOA) could also be used to get distance and location 
inform ation of the sensor nodes. TOA refers to the travel time from a 
transm itter to a receiver.
All of this data is gathered and processed by the middleware connec­
tion layer. The connection layer is used as a base for higher layers.
O n top of this layer we build  the application layer w hich can sim u­
late IP connectivity or Web Service integration and orchestration. The 
advantage of using a m iddleware approach rather than using node 
based implem entations such as 6L0WFAN or executing web services 
directly on the node is that for each change in the application, the 
m iddleware can adapt to the changes. In a network of several hun ­
dred nodes redeploym ent is difficult. M anual deployment of each of 
the nodes is time-consuming and, as an alternative, deployment over 
the air is energy-consuming due to the heavy network traffic neces­
sary.
3.2 MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURE
We have im plem ented our solution on a gateway com ponent in our 
research work [44]. The gateway component provides a connection 
between heterogeneous sensor devices w ith  low processing and com­
munication capabilities and higher-level services and applications on
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the Internet. The gateway can be equipped w ith several air interfaces 
such as IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth to support a variety 
of communication links over the physical layer. The network proto­
cols such as 6L0WPAN [96] and Zigbee protocol stack [142] are also 
supported to enable network layer communications. In Figure 3.2, the 
m ain components and basic workflow of the system are depicted. The 
sensor nodes transm it either raw  data or run  our SensorSAX module 
that will be introduced in Section 4.3 and transm it aggregated infor­
m ation to the data collection com ponent on the gateway. The data 
collection layer includes different interfaces and is able to collect and 
store data from heterogeneous nodes. After collecting the data, it is 
forw arded to the processing layer. In case the data was not aggregated 
and discretised by a SensorSAX module, the gateway applies the pat­
tern  creation and discretisation process by applying the SensorSAX 
algorithm. The abstraction process is then perform ed by using abduc­
tive and tem poral reasoning methods introduced in  Chapter 5. The 
abstracted data is finally accessible through the data provision layer 
in w hich different mechanisms such as web services or a graphical 
user interface as introduced in Chapter 7 can be used to access the 
data.
3.2.1 Data Collection
The data collection tier provides w rappers for different hardw are and 
software platforms and supports communication between different 
sensory devices and the gateway. The w rappers are im plem ented as 
plug-ins for different data sources. The data collection layer provides 
an abstract view and hides the complexity of underlying devices (i.e. 
sources) and the proprietary hardw are and software specifications. 
The w rappers include a protocol for negotiation and association of 
sensory devices to the gateway. This m odular design makes it feasi­
ble to automatically setup and to connect a large am ount of heteroge­
neous sensor sources. The gateway implements different plug-ins for 
TinyOS [77], Contiki [30] enabled devices and Oracle SunSpot [119] 
nodes. Further additional plugins for WiFi or the Zigbee standard can 
be developed by attaching the respective hardw are interfaces to the 
gateway and developing the w rapper plug-ins to handle the com mu­
nication between the standard interface and the data collection com­
ponent. The architecture also supports large-scale setups in  which 
gateways can establish connections between other gateways in WSNs. 
In large scale Gateway-to-Gateway (G2G) communication scenarios, 
the communication process used to exchange and update inform a­
tion am ong the gateways for data processing including the reasoning 
is described in Section 4.2. For evaluation purposes of the abstrac­
tion creation process introduced in Chapter 5, we also im plem ent a
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Figure 19: The System Overview
plug-in in order to access a large sensor data repository (UK Coastal 
Observatory) via a provided API to get more representative results.
3.2.2 Sensor discovery and registration
This section focuses on the connectivity layer. The connectivity layer 
establishes the connection w ith sensor networks. Connector M odules 
associated to each sensor/protocol platform  are connected to a sink 
node. External nodes connect directly to these sink nodes or via m ulti­
hop connections. It provides a common interface that high-level ap­
plications and services can access the underlying sensor network and 
its capabilities. W hen a new node is activated, the inform ation about
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the node and the association process is stored in  the device registry 
designed in  the m iddleware component. The device registry contains 
inform ation about the sensor type and capabilities, association time, 
lease duration, and the context inform ation m entioned before. This 
inform ation is later used by other applications. The registry is part of 
the knowledge layer. In addition to the device information, semanti­
cally annotated inform ation is stored in this layer. Each sensor type 
has a semantic description template w hich will be instantiated w hen 
a new  node is associated to a gateway. The goal of this annotation is 
to get a semantic description m odel that other processes can exploit 
for inferring the status and capabilities of each node.
The inform ation processing layer uses the data from the connectivity 
layer. In this layer, intelligent data analysis is performed. Different 
algorithms and mechanisms can be deployed in this layer in order 
to discover different patterns a n d /o r  events from sensing data or to 
correlate information. They are introduced in Section 4.3 and Chapter 
5. This inform ation will be m ade available through the service provi­
sion layer w hich allows Publish/Subscribe service in which users can 
be inform ed about the network. In addition to the Publish/Subscribe 
approach other interfaces are introduced for granting access to the un ­
derlying layers. To establish a reliable connection between nodes and 
gateway an approach similar to the association and negotiation proto­
col from the IEEE 802.11 Standard has been adopted shown in Figure 
20. Before a device is able to exchange inform ation it has to be regis­
tered m  at least one gateway The gateway will send a beacon signal 
every few seconds w hich the devices can use to register themselves 
to the gateway Then, after receiving a beacon signal the node has to 
verify if it is allowed to connect to a specific gateway This is done 
by sending an authentication request to the gateway. The request in­
cludes the ID of the device and the encryption settings, if available. 
The ID is needed to identify if the device is allowed to connect. En­
cryption settings can be also used to establish a secured connection 
between device and gateway Messages send by a device or by the 
gateway m ust be acknowledged; if a request or response does not get 
acknowledged w ithin a certain time w indow  (depending on the dis­
tance between device and gateway) the request or response will be 
sent again. The response time can also be used to approxim ate the 
distance between a node and the gateway.
The authentication response informs the node if it is allowed to pro­
ceed in  the negotiation process or not. If it is allowed, the device 
has to request association w ith  an association request. The request in­
cludes: battery status, signal strength, hop-distance (if possible) and 
the capabilities of the device and their current state. The middleware 
will send a response, which includes the lease time of the association. 
D uring the lease time period, the device m ust renew its lease to indi­
cate the m iddlew are that it is still available. The lease renewal process
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Figure 20: Proposed Association and Negotiation Protocol
requires that the renewal request contains the same inform ation as an 
association request. The response contains the new  lease period. The 
inform ation about the capabilities and the current sensing informa­
tion are used to build a cache of information. In case that the sensor 
becomes unavailable or battery life is low and an approxim ate m ea­
surem ent is needed, the cache can be exploited. If accurate data is 
needed, the accuracy and freshness inform ation will be provided via 
the processing layer. If the lease expires w ithout renewal, the device 
is deleted from the device registry The lease duration time depends 
on the battery life and the distance to the node.
User queries will be routed to find the right sensor island/sensor 
node am ongst different gateways w hich can satisfy the request by 
the user. In a first approach the gateways are linked together in a 
peer-to-peer w ay Each gateway knows its neighbours. If a gateway 
cannot satisfy a request by the user the query is send to the con­
nected gateways. This simple flooding mechanism will be improved 
in Section 4.2 by hierarchical indexes and intelligent knowledge dis­
tribution mechanisms.
3.2.3 Knowledge management
There are three main repositories for the inform ation w hich is gath­
ered by the gateway
The device registry stores the data needed to get inform ation about 
which devices are registered, w hen they are associated, w hen the 
lease expires and w hat type of sensors are connected.
The data storage saves the inform ation about the sensors capabili­
ties. During association and lease renewal the sensor delivers its cur­
rent sensing information. Each transaction is saved to build a session 
w hich can later be used to compensate missing nodes or save trans­
mission activity in the network.
The semantic data storage saves the inform ation of the nodes in a 
machine-interpretable representation. As an upper ontology we use 
the Semantic Sensor ontology^ from the W3C Semantic Sensor Net-
1 http://purl.odc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn
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work Incubator Group [19] and extended it to represent more context 
inform ation in the modeP. While the device registry and the data stor­
age are updated on every transaction, it needs some time to change 
the Semantic Storage and its semantic interdependence on every up ­
date. This is w hy only meta-information is stored in this storage. A 
semantic context model based on the W3C SSN ontology is devel­
oped. The SSN ontology allows to represent the inform ation about 
sensor instances, each time a new sensor registers, a template for the 
sensor type is loaded and filled w ith the inform ation from the sensor. 
In this case w ithout an existing template for a specific sensor node, 
the assum ption is that the middleware plug-in developer for the par­
ticular sensor type will provide the template or the sensor node will 
send semantically annotated data according to our model. The SSN 
ontology allows to give more inform ation to a measurem ent capa­
bility of a sensor node, bu t does not provide inform ation about the 
sensors context itself except for location and energy status. We intro­
duce a new Entity "SensorContext" which can be used to describe the 
sensors context w ith the same properties used to represent a m easure­
m ent capability see Figure 21. This allows to obtain more information 
about the sensor such as network information, signal strength and 
hop distance to the nearest gateway.
2 http:// personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/F.Ganz/ssnExtended.owl
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3 .2 4  Data Processing
The data processing layer provides caching, storage and processing 
functionalities. In Chapter 5, we focus on this layer and describe how 
our proposed solution is im plem ented in this part of the gateway. The 
data processing tier uses caching and storage functions to minimise 
direct interaction w ith the sensory devices. The im portant aspect of 
the gateway is the ability to process and interpret the data and cre­
ate higher-level abstractions. This provides a local com puting and 
data abstraction and a global data/concept communication paradigm  
w hich allows more efficient communication and integration of large 
sensory data.
The data processing tier consists of three sub components: data 
discretising, abductive reasoning and tem poral reasoning. The data 
discretising component is used to discretise the raw  sensor data into 
lower-dimensional representations. This com ponent utilises an ex­
tended version of the Symbolic Aggregate approxim ation (SAX) algo­
rithm  [82], called SensorSAX and introduced in Section 4.3 optimised 
for sensor data, to convert continuous data (e.g. {i,2,3,4,5,4,3,2,i}) into 
a compressed discretised representations (e.g. {a,b,b,a}). The abduc­
tive model stores the m apping between discretised representation 
and abstractions (e.g {a,b,c,dj represents "attendance" in a room). The 
abductive reasoning and tem poral com ponent infers the current ob­
servations and determines w hich abstractions are the m ost plausible 
ones (introduced in Chapter 5).
3.2.5 Data Provisioning
The data provision tier provides different interfaces for the data ac­
cess such as Web service interfaces, and APIs to query and retrieve 
the abstracted concepts for traffic efficient communications. It also 
provides direct raw data access if it is required. The data provision­
ing layer provides the interfaces via an API to connect to the m iddle­
ware. In Chapter 7, we provide an integrated system that utilises the 
m iddleware API.
3.3 MIDDLEWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In order to illustrate how the association and m anagem ent of sensor 
networks works, we have developed a dem onstrator showing con­
nected and associated nodes, the capabilities and the context data. As 
a basis, we use the linked sensor data platform  developed at the Uni­
versity of Surrey w hich is called Sense2Web [7] and integrated into 
our connectivity module. Sense2Web is a linked-data platform  for 
publishing sensor data and linking them  to existing resources on the 
semantic web. As our connectivity m odule produces individuals of
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the extended W3C SSN ontology it becomes less complex to connect 
both  platforms.
In this prototype we use Oracle SunSpot nodes w ith  the deployed 
m anagem ent module to connect to the gateway. The gateway has a 
SunSpot compatible sink w hich send a beacon signal in a three sec­
ond interval. The SunSpot can receive the signal and start to authenti­
cate against the gateway. In our current prototype we use simple plain 
authentication and each node can request association by sending its 
type information, and the context inform ation described earlier. The 
gateway will then create an association response. W hen the node as­
sociates to the gateway a tem plate for SunSpot nodes is loaded and 
individuals are created from the instances respectively. In Listing 1, a 
snippet from the ontology is shown in w hich an individual of a node 
w ith  its context inform ation is created.
Listing 1: Instance of Template
<rdf:Description rdf:about="#SUNSPOT—<xxx).8B54"> 
<hasSubSystem rdf;resource="#SunTemperatureSensor"/> 
<hasConnectionInfo rdf:resource = "#responseTime"/> 
<hasRadioInformation rdf : resource = "#SignalStrength "/> 
<hasRoutingInformation rdf;resource="#hop_Distance"/> 
<hasEnergyInformation rdf:resource="#energyLevel"/> 
<rdf :type rdf : resource="#System"/>
< /rdf: Descrip tion>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="#SensorContext"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource = "#System"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource = "#Class "/>
</ rdf:Description>
SensezWeb links the context inform ation to other data sources. The 
geographical inform ation such as the location of the gateway and the 
location of the nodes is shown on a modified google m ap3 as it can 
be seen in Figure 22.
In an initial evaluation, the software was installed on 8 SunSpot nodes. 
They were activated one after another. The period for association for 
this nodes was around 4 minutes. 145 messages have been sent includ­
ing the beacon signal. The overall num ber of messages exchanged 
was 177 w ith a size of 4017 bytes and an average load of 67 bytes per 
node during the transaction process.
3.3.1 Discussion
The m iddleware component presented in  this section introduces the 
following novelties: A sensor discovery and association mechanism 
that enables to automatically connect from heterogeneous sensor nodes 
to a gateway. The sensor nodes have to deploy a small m anagem ent
3 http://maps.google.com
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Figure 22: Sense2Web Application
module that follows the specifications described above. By following 
these specifications, an autonom ous discovery and association can be 
established regardless of the underlying networking protocols.
The collected meta-information from the associated sensor nodes is 
stored in a semantic representation. The semantic representation al­
lows to create a linked model of the nodes. Relationships are formed 
by linking nodes that are in the same location, a n d /o r  nodes that have 
the same m easurem ent capabilities or observe the same phenomena. 
In Table 19 a short sum m ary of the features is shown. The features 
and their selection have been discussed in Chapter 2.
Heterogeneous Node Support A variety of nodes is supported as long as they implement a manage­
ment module that follows the negotiation and association mechanism. 
The gateway and the sensor nodes have to communicate over the same 
network interface type.
Sensor Discovery The discovery of the sensor nodes is supported by providing a auto­
mated configuration approach, that is able to associate and negotiate 
the settings between gateway and node without manual interaction.
SOA Integration The middleware supports the access to the nodes either via RESTful 
services or via a SPARQL endpoint.
Energy-efficient Communication The association and negotiation consider the nodes context informa­
tion such as battery level and distance to the base station.
Zero configuration The proposed association method does not require manual interac­
tion, besides the deployment of the management module to the sensor 
node.
Direct Node Access Nodes and their data can be directly accessed via a Web interface or 
using the provided services.
Table 19: Features of the middleware component
The middleware, however, at this stage is not able to provide con­
nectivity in mobile scenarios in which sensor nodes can move from 
one area to the other covered by different gateways. This requires a 
scheme for the proposed association mechanism and a distributed
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overlay network between the gateway. Despite mobility and large- 
scale netw ork aspects, the communication between sensor node and 
gateway regarding traffic optim isation has to be considered. These 
enhancements for the m iddleware are introduced and discussed in 
the next chapter.
E N H A N C E D  D A T A  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  F O R  
M I D D L E W A R E
In the previous chapter we described the development of a novel m id­
dleware component for gateways for resource constrained devices 
and proposed a mechanism for node-to-gateway association. In this 
chapter we discuss enhancements for the communication aspects of 
the middleware. We introduce support for mobile nodes, Gateway-to- 
Gateway communication for a seamless communication between sev­
eral setups of sensor nodes and gateways by forming and introducing 
a distributed overlay network based on the gossiping communication 
m ethod for the m iddleware component. In addition we develop a 
novel m ethod to reduce the com munication traffic by sending data in 
times of high activity and aggregate the data w hen there is only low 
activity in  the data streams. We propose a new  algorithm called Sen­
sorSAX that extends the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) 
introduced in Chapter 2 to the sensor domain.
4.1 MOBILITY SUPPORT FOR MIDDLEWARE
A limitation of the m iddleware approach introduced in Chapter 3 is 
the lack of support for mobility scenarios w hen nodes move from one 
gateway to another. In this section, we address this issue and discuss 
challenges in supporting continuous data and service access while 
the resources are ubiquitous. We assume that w hen a device (i.e node) 
moves from one area to another it connects to different gateways. We 
also assume that the users access the data using web services.
We discuss the challenges and the requirements for mobility support 
in ubiquitous environments and based on this discussion, we propose 
a resource mobility scheme that supports service continuity for end- 
users. In our work, the resources are not limited to wireless sensor 
nodes and other mobile sensing devices can be supported. We pro­
vide a generic use-case and im plem entation of a prototype based on 
the use-case requirements. The evaluation results shows up to 30% 
reduction in service loss by applying our solution.
We describe a service-enabled scenario, w here sensors can move be­
tween different areas and can be associated w ith  different gateways. 
Afterwards, we identify the issues and define requirements to sup­
port service-continuity. Our approach for a continuous service provi­
sioning and a discussion for gateway-to-gateway communication to 
handle the handover and reduce the loss of service is introduced sub-
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sequently. We provide the im plem entation and evaluation results of 
the proposed mobility scheme and discuss the results.
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4.1.1 Mobility for Cyber-Physical Resources
In this section, we describe a scenario in w hich sensors provide data 
access via web services. As shown in Figure 23, service requests can 
be satisfied directly by a service provider running on the node, or by 
interm ediate gateways that provide service capabilities and forward 
the data requests to the node. To ease the readability of the following 
sections we use abbreviations of the particular com ponents addressed 
in this section. The services are m ade available by Service Providers 
(SP). The connection between the sensor devices and the SP is done by 
Sensor Gate Ways (SGW). We use this scenario to extract and identify 
the challenges that occur during a mobile scenario.
Figure 24 shows a mobility scenario that includes different interest 
groups in  the service-enabled loT. In this scenario a user queries a SP 
for web services. The SP finds the sensing resources that can provide 
data related to the query. SP obtains the inform ation of the available 
devices and uses this inform ation to process the sensor description, 
find, select and forward the query to relevant resources to respond to 
the user queries.
As show n in Figure 24, a publisher (SOo) registers the sensing de­
vice into SGWo (Step 1). This is supported  by the autom ation process 
that we have developed in Chapter 3. The sensor device association 
process provides initial discovery and device description publication 
mechanisms. SP can access the sensors to retrieve the inform ation (via 
a communication link, simplified in this case through connection a) 
through a SGW and provides the data or the access interface to the 
end-user via a service provisioning mechanism.
In current loT scenarios, SGWs can be owned by different stakehold­
ers [48] [41] [25] similar to different mobile operators in cellular net­
works or WiFi access points owned by different providers in which 
mobility tasks could include handover and device tracking. However, 
in service-enabled loT solutions, resource-constrained devices raise 
new  issues that have an im pact on the handling of mobility.
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In Step 2, SOo moves physically from SGWq to SGW i. During this 
process, queries are still forw arded to SGWq which is no longer re­
sponsible for SGq. In this step only after successful re-association to 
SGW 1 and the update of the access path for the SP to SGWi (shown 
as link b in Figure 24), a connection to SGq can be established.
In Step 3, the sensor moves physically to SGW2. In this case a cover­
age loss appears as for some time the area is not covered by any SGW. 
In this step, mechanisms are needed to m aintain the connection be­
tween user and the service offered by SP. The service providers access 
path is updated to the new  SGW2 (shown as Link c). The previous 
SGWi releases the SG and forwards the existing connections to the 
new SGW2 after the connection is established again.
In this section, we can see that sensors are associated w ith only one 
SGW and therefore SP is not updated w ith the changes in the under­
lying topology. This leads to several challenges, which are caused by 
the change of the location of the sensor device. In the next section we 
will identify the challenges and clarify the contribution.
4.1.1.1 Problem Identification and Requirements
Several challenges arise during the movement of the sensor nodes in 
the scenario discussed previously. At the service level, services can 
become unavailable because of the loss of access to the sensor. This 
can be due to several reasons. Gne reason is that the handover has not 
been communicated between the new and old SGW and therefore SP 
is not informed about the new access path to retrieve the sensor data
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via the new gateway. This is depicted in  Figure 24 (handover delay) 
between the movements from SGWo to SGWi. Another reason for 
service unavailability is the loss of signal coverage during the move­
m ent process. This is depicted in the Figure 24 (coverage loss) during 
the handover between SGWi and SGW2 occurring while the sensor 
moves in no coverage areas and therefore no SGW can reach the sen­
sor node. It should be noted that the coverage loss m ust not be related 
to the SGW change and can occur also due to other issues (e.g. net­
work or device failure). A nother challenge on the service level is the 
inflexibility of common service providers. The service provider use 
SOA that is not designed for mobile scenarios and cannot autom ati­
cally update the access paths regarding to topology changes as they 
occur in mobile scenarios.
The aforementioned issues can hardly be addressed on the SP level. 
The SP cannot support mobility and keep track of the devices. Fur­
therm ore, if SP w ould handle the mobility of the sensor nodes, it 
m ust be aware of all possible nodes, gateway providers and m ust 
also handle accounting and security related matters. In a scenario 
w here different SPs are owned by different groups this would hinder 
an implementation. To solve the m entioned issues we address them  
on a gateway level w hich allows us more flexibility in device tracking, 
security and connectivity issues.
Since in this work mobility is handled on gateway level, communi­
cation has to be established between the different SGW responsible 
for the nodes during the movement. The communication has to con­
sider the above m entioned issues: Handover Delay and Coverage Loss. 
Especially in scenarios w ith different stakeholders security and trust 
is a challenge contemplating the seamless service continuity. In our 
work, the security issues are addressed in a secure sensor sharing 
framework [79] and a trust evaluation mechanism [80], which can be 
extended to construct a security /trust platform  in the generic loT sce­
nario. We do not discuss the details of the security related issues and 
will focus on seamless service continuity for the m entioned mobility 
scenario.
4.1.1.2 Static Resource Association
We first revise the static sensor device association used in non-mobile 
scenarios as shown in Chapter 3 and then we extend our discussion 
to addressing the mobility aspects. In the resource association pro­
cedure, SGWs send out beacon signals w hich are recognised by the 
wireless sensor devices. If a sensor node receives a beacon signal, it 
than starts the authentication and registration process. SGW stores 
the meta-information about the sensors such as capabilities, battery 
life, location, signal strength in a device database and provides a uni­
fied access layer to access the sensors data for the external users.
In Chapter 3, only a single setup w ith several sensors and one SGW
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has been discussed. For large-scale networks, this has to be extended 
to enable mobility between different SGW w ithout the loss of service.
In mobility scenarios between two gateways, the nodes will be reas­
sociated to the new  SGWs in the current design during a handover 
process. However, for the SP, the sensor node seems to be connected 
to the old SGW and not be available. This will happen at a certain 
point w hen the node is moving and re-associating w ith the new  gate­
way before the SP is inform ed about the change of responsible SGW.
This m ight result in a service that is not able to serve any requests 
as it is still using the old SGW to query the sensor data although the 
node is not connected to it any more.
4.1.2 A  Resource Mobility Scheme
To address the disruption issue which arises from the mobility and 
the delay in the communication, we propose a resource mobility scheme 
for the service-enabled loT scenarios. The scheme introduces two 
modes: a caching and a tunnelling m ode w hich are discussed in 
this section. The caching m ethod is used to address the delay issues: 
Handover Delay and Coverage Loss. In the caching mode, the gateway 
caches the last reading from the sensor every time it is queried and 
also during the initial sensor association. The cached data can be then 
used to serve queries w hich cannot be satisfied directly from the sen­
sor node. On the other hand, the tunnelling m ode addresses the In­
flexibility of SP to handle changes in  the underlying topology or the 
case that SP has not been updated  about the new  location of a par­
ticular sensor node. In case that SP still queries the old SGW, w hich 
will forward the query to the new  SGW and access the node via a 
tunnel and sends it to the SP in tunnelling mode. In Figure 25 and 26, 
the schemes for the caching and tunnelling modes are depicted. The 
association phase is the same for both, tunnelling m ode and caching 
mode and will now be described.
In the association phase between sensor and SGW the sensor receives 
a beacon signal from SGWi sent as Send_Beacon() and thereupon 
requests authentication w ith S ta rt_ A u th en tica tio n (n o d eId ). If the 
sensor is allowed to associate to the node, perm ission is granted by 
G r  ant_P  erm is si on  ( ).
The node requests a session from SGWi Request_Session_Id() and 
a session Id is retrieved via Retreive_Session_Id(). The session Id 
contains the nam e or address of the current associated gateway. To 
handle the issues w hich arise during the service provisioning we in­
troduce two modes.
i)  Caching:
The proposed scheme introduces a cache, for each SGW to store the 
latest data of each connected sensor in a cache on the gateway level.
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This data is used during the handover delay to respond to the queries.
The service remains available even during long sensor disconnection 
(i.e moving in an area w ith  no coverage to another SGW). If a user 
queries the SP and SP tries to access the sensor data via a SGW w hich 
cannot access the requested sensor, cached data is used to serve the 
query.
After the association phase in Figure 25, the sensor sends its current 
data to SGW by S end_Im tia l_D ata() and SGW caches this data. The 
cache is also updated  during every successful sensor query w ith the 
latest sensor data. In case that the sensor node starts to move, it will 
not receive a new  beacon signal due to coverage issues, for that case 
the caching mode applies. During the movement of the sensor node, a 
user uses the SPs services by sending Service_C onsum ption(). The 
SP queries the responsible SGW i, w hich is not able to contact the 
particular sensor. SGWi will use its latest cached sensor reading to 
respond to the SP C ached_D ata() which will also be used to serve 
the request of the user via SP.
The trade-off for this approach is the inaccurateness in term s of data 
freshness. In some critical scenarios w here the freshest data needs 
to be guaranteed, such as medical or surveillance scenarios this ap­
proach is not suitable. However, in non-critical scenarios, the caching 
approach can be used to keep the service available and also improve 
the response time as the sensor has not to be queried directly and the 
data is served from the cache. Especially for composite services that 
consist of several sensors; this could be helpful to m aintain continuity 
w ith the loss of only one accuracy param eter of one sensor while the 
other sensors rem ain available.
2) Tunnelling:
The tunnelling approach can be used during the handover while the 
sensor node is already connected to the new  SGW bu t the SP has 
not been updated w ith this movement information. This could be 
the case for static SPs w hich do not support the changes in  the un ­
derlying topology. While SP is not updated  w ith the new  SGW in­
formation, the SGW can tunnel the request to the new  SGW in the 
tunnelling mode of the proposed resource mobility scheme. This is 
possible because the sensor node can subm it ID of the new  SGW to 
the old one during the re-association phase. After the first associa­
tion to SGWi / the sensor starts moving and will receive a stronger 
beacon signal from SGW2, the sensor sends its current session w ith 
Send_O ld_Session(session) to the new  SGW%. After the authentica­
tion the sensor node receives a new  session. SGW2 starts the nego­
tiation w ith SGWi w ith M .obility_N egotiation() and SGWi estab­
lishes a tunnel connection to SGW2 via E stab lish_T unnel().
In case SP has or cannot be updated w ith the underlying change 
the old SGW can reroute queries to the new  one as shown in Figure 
26. The user wants to subscribe a service at the SP w hich will query
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the old SGWi via G atew a'y_Query(SGW i,serLsorId) to retrieve the 
sensor data. The SGWi / however, is not in control of the sensor device, 
bu t is aware of the new  location w hich has been exchanged during 
the M obiU t'y_N egotiatlon(). The old SGW will forw ard the query 
from the SP to the new  SGW via the established tunnel. SGW2 can 
query the sensor via Q uery_Sensor(sensorld) and send this data 
back via the tunnel to the SGWi • In case the sensor at the new  SGW 
is not available any more, cached data (as in the caching mode) can 
be used. The old SGW will reply to the SP w ith the tunnelled data 
and the user can be served.
However, the trade-off in this mechanism is the longer response time 
for service consum ption as the query will get rerouted from one SGW 
to the other which increases the messaging.
4.1.3 Implementation and Evaluation
In order to evaluate the designed resource mobility scheme we have 
im plem ented the scenario of a service provider, several SGWs and 
mobile sensor nodes in our simulator that is explained in detail in 
Section 4.2.
The sensor nodes provide atomic service interfaces similar to the 
CoAP im plem entation on real nodes. The nodes connect to the near­
est SGW and publish their inform ation on it. SGW informs SP regard­
ing the available sensor nodes and SP provides a composite services 
consisting of the atomic services.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, we use: av­
erage response time (avg), m inim um  response time (min) and maxi­
m um  response time (max) metrics, shown in Table 20. These are the 
m easurem ent times in microseconds as it takes to respond to a single 
user query. The error rate is defined as the ratio between successful 
queries and failed queries responded to the user. Failed queries occur 
in  cases that a sensor cannot be queried or its data is not available.
We evaluate three different scenarios w ith different mobility and 
coverage patterns. We first change the frequency of movement for 
the nodes between different areas covered by gateways. We assume 
a slow scenario similar to a slow movement and a fast scenario w ith 
high frequency between different gateways. With this parameter, we 
w ant to evaluate our two different modes in term s of response time 
and error rate (^service unavailability). The other param eter is the 
frequency of connectivity loss between sensor and any gateway. This 
happens in scenarios where the sensor cannot connect to any gate­
way and therefore the service is interrupted completely. In the slow 
mobility pattern, we assume that a sensor node changes its location 
from one gateway to another gateway every 2 seconds. In the fast m o­
bility pattern, the frequency how often any node in  the network can
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Table 20: Comparison between different modes and direct access
mode avg min max Error Rate
Fast Mobility Pattern
Tunnel Mode 10100 2090 10149 0.0
Cache Mode 9421 2018 10106 0.0
Direct 9635 2023 10107 0.58
Slow Mobility Pattern
Tunnel Mode 9981 2024 10112 0.0
Cache Mode 9625 2020 10011 0.0
Direct 9632 2012 10100 0.34
change a gateway is m uch higher (every 0.2 second a node changes 
its gateway location).
The experiment setup consists of 10 sensor nodes which can con­
nect to two different gateways. We simulate 10 requests that query a 
service from SP. The requests query the service 10 times resulting in 
a total of 100 queries. We took the averages of 50 runs and present 
the results in Table 20. The Apache JMeter Benchmark tooP is used to 
simulate simultaneous HTTP client requests to query the composite 
service provided by the service provider.
1) slow mobility pattern - no interrupt through loss of coverage
In this case, we assume that during the w hole movement process, the 
node does not lose any connection to a gateway. In our results in Table 
20, we show that in both modes the service availability can be guaran­
teed com pared to the direct mode w hich runs w ithout any mobility 
mechanisms and has an error rate of 34%. The response times are not 
significantly different in  all three modes. Nevertheless caching mode 
is faster (but less accurate) than the direct mode, and the tunnel m ode 
scores the worst as more communication steps are involved (but it is 
more accurate). The communication overhead for the tunnel genera­
tion and forwarding of the request is higher than other solutions.
2) fast mobility pattern - no interrupt through loss of coverage
The results for the fast mobility scenario shown in Table 20 are similar 
to the slow mobility pattern  in term s of response time. The significant 
change is the higher loss of service in the direct mode (38%). This is 
due to the fact that a higher change frequency also leads to a higher 
handover messaging and therefore longer gaps in the connection. In 
case the sensor is moving away from an area covered by a gateway 
the services using that sensor become unavailable. The only feasible 
m ode is the caching m ode in w hich existing data is delivered to the 
service provider at the gateway level.
1 http://jmeter.apache.org/
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4.2 M E D I A T E D  G O S S I P I N G  F O R  S E N S O R  N E T W O R K S
In this Section, we extend the m iddlew are introduced in Section 3 
w ith an overlay data communication network. We assume two differ­
ent types of nodes: Resource-constrained sensor devices communicat­
ing via the IEEE 802.15.4 standard w ith  simple m easurem ent capa­
bilities (temperature, light, accelerometer) and high-capable devices 
such as mobile phones that support several interfaces of communica­
tion such as IEEE 802.15.4 to communicate to the constrained devices 
bu t also GPS, 3G, LTE , Wi-Fi and Bluetooth interfaces, w ith less sens­
ing capabilities. These high-capable nodes will be used to run  the 
m iddleware and will act as gateways connecting the sensor nodes 
w ith higher-level applications and services. Those devices are able 
to form a peer-to-peer overlay network to support larger spatial areas 
and scalability. The sensor nodes can connect to the gateways through 
a zero-configuration and discovery approach introduced in Chapter 
3 and Section 4.1. The nodes register themselves to the nearest station 
and subm it their m eta-data w hich include their capabilities and other 
related node information. The m iddleware saves this data, annotates 
it w ith  further context inform ation and integrates it into the overall 
context model. Based on the available capabilities and the context 
information, the m iddleware can publish topics to w hich other appli­
cations can subscribe to. The topics are also represented in  a semantic 
representation which will be built and published automatically w hen­
ever new  inform ation is available (e.g. join/leave of sensor node). For 
example, if tem perature sensors are connected to a gateway in loca­
tion A, a new  topic "Sensor in A" will be published on the overlay 
network.
4.2.1 Context-Based Mediated Gossiping
To reduce the num ber of com municated messages in the gossip proto­
col while retaining the fast dissemination, we propose a deterministic 
node selection. A network is virtually split into semantically similar 
groups based on the context inform ation of the network. This leads 
to a new  N* which is defined as N /C  where C is the am ount of the 
introduced groups and N  the num ber of initial nodes. This limits 
the messaging only to a certain group. The groups are defined by 
generating sub graphs also called overlay networks. The overlay net­
works are created according to the structure of high-level concepts 
(i.e context definitions) in a m odel and form a logical network. The 
context inform ation is stored in a semantic m odel based on the W3C 
Semantic Sensor Network Ontology in  w hich concepts are linked in 
a hierarchical structure. Virtual groups are form ed based on their 
subclass relationship in the context model. One example is an appli­
cation scenario in which gateways nodes are distributed among dif­
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ferent rooms in a building. The different rooms will therefore be the 
criteria to group the network. This approach is not limited to spatial 
information and can also be applied to other relationships defined in 
the context model.
As shown in Figure 27, groups are created based on relationships de-
Conceot cl Concept c2
« s u b C  a s s O f »<<subC lassO f>
« s u b C la s s O f y  « s u b C la s s O f »  ^
Figure 27: Context Based Grouping
fined in the context model. This leads to two different types of connec­
tions, intra-group connections w here nodes of one group com muni­
cate w ith each other and inter-group connections where nodes of dif­
ferent groups communicate. The degree of linking and therefore the 
reliability of the overlay network and the gossip algorithm depends 
on the fan-out of the inter and intra connected nodes. The fan-out in 
tu rn  depends on the underlying topology. This is further discussed 
in the Evaluation Section. The following describes the grouping and 
context publishing processes.
1. Contact: New sensor nodes join a gateway node and submit their 
capabilities according to the protocol provided in Chapter 3
2. Annotation: The gateway annotates the capabilities w ith the avail­
able context information such as location a n d /o r  observed object and 
links them  to a concept c.
3. Topic Publication: The gateway gossips the new topics in a seman­
tic distance d to its close neighbours. To keep a connection between 
the different groups, the high-level concept of the group is gossiped 
to the remaining network w ithin a semantic distance of d +  1.
4. Topic Location: Topics can be found and subscribed to, by reason­
ing over the context model, to find gateway nodes responsible for a 
certain concept.
5. Event Publication: In case of a new event the responsible gateway 
gossips the information to the nodes in the same group and to the 
node in the semantic distance d +  1. The main advantage of using 
a publish/subscribe pattern in this scenario is that messages from a 
certain event are only published in one group w hich limits the overall 
traffic of the network.
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The semantic distance d describes the num ber of sub concepts in one 
group. In a semantic distance of one, all nodes are split into one group 
w hich can be inferred through one step in the context model. The next 
group is form ed by clustering all nodes w hich are one step further 
(one class level above) away from the initial concept c. The commu­
nication is therefore divided into two steps, the intra-communication 
between nodes in one group and the inter-communication between 
the groups. This m ethod is useful for gateway-to-gateway (G2G) purg­
ing and in case the gateway holds different data that can be related to 
a requested query according to different attributes. The same groups 
in capillary networks can be used to m ediate the gossiping mecha­
nism. In this Section, our m ain focus is on dissemination and propa­
gation of data and queries between gateways and between the nodes 
in the capillary network. Different clustering m ethods can be used in 
the capillary network to form  the logical networks w ithin a capillary 
network. The clustering solutions are not in the scope of this Section 
and a survey on clustering solutions for sensor networks can be found 
in [1]. We assume that the nodes are form ed in the logical groups 
w ithin the capillary network and then introduce the m entioned gos­
siping mechanism. For G2G communication, however, the relations 
between topics and the structure of the context are used to form the 
logical groups. For example, gateways that provide environmental 
m onitoring data can be assigned to a group. The environmental m on­
itoring can then be divided to different sub-categories such as surface 
monitoring, water control and underw ater sensors. To evaluate the 
current approach, we annotate a set of assum ed concepts. However 
m  a real world scenario a topic-context m odel for this purpose is also 
required.
4.2.2 Evaluation of the Gossip Approach
In this Section, we compare our deterministic approach w ith the ran­
dom  based gossip mechanism and a simple flooding mechanism in 
term s of sent messages, dissemination rate and reliability according 
to the underlying topology. We assume that the group count is given 
by C =  log(N). To compare the rate of dissemination, we have to con­
sider that in the deterministic approach we first have the intra group 
communications and then the communications between the different 
groups. This requires one more round to inform the network, see 
Figure 28; However it decreases the overall num ber of messages (see 
Figure 29). To describe our results we introduce a statistical simulator 
to run  benchm arks on different topologies.
The dissem ination rate is based on how m any rounds are required 
to inform  each node in the network of a given change, triggered 
by a certain event. The flooding scales well in small networks as 
each node propagates the inform ation to the neighbour node and the
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Figure 28: Dissemination rate of different mechanism
am ount of neighbouring nodes com pared to the overall network size 
is high, however, in large networks a node has only a small am ount 
of neighbours and messages spread only from a defined starting 
point. The worst case of rounds needed to reach the whole network is 
O(log(\/N)) w ith a message num ber of 0 (N). This could be utilised 
to spread inform ation to the nearest neighbours first bu t this is not 
covered by this benchmark.
The probabilistic approach com pared to the flooding mechanism is 
m uch faster, as in each round a node starts gossiping. This leads to 
an exponential growth in transferring messages. On the one hand this 
approach accelerates dissemination, bu t on the other hand increases 
the message amount. In our deterministic approach of context-based 
grouping gossiping is only done inside the groups and then relayed to 
the next group which needs one more round to complete the dissem­
ination, bu t decreases the message count and therefore reduces the 
energy consumption. Com pared to the probabilistic approach w here 
the next messaging node is selected randomly.
Assuming for each message transfer, the nodes use radio com muni­
cation and subsequently use restricted power sources. Therefore re­
ducing num ber of messages using the proposed solution reduces the 
power consumption.
The performance of the algorithms depends on the fan-out and the 
inter linkage between the nodes and the groups [103]. The algorithms 
perform  well up to a certain failure rate as described in [84]. To eval­
uate the algorithms in a practical scenario, we developed a simulator 
software^ which is able to generate different random  network topolo­
gies w ith different fan-out patterns such as power law distribution
2 the software can be downloaded from http://purI.oclc.org/net/unis/dmw
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Figure 30: Gossip Simulation Software
Table 21: Performance of deterministic gossiping in different topologies
Topology: avg Fan-Out Messages Rounds
2D Mesh 3 86 9
Small World 2 TOT TO
Power Law Distributed 4 86 9
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Figure 30 shows a screenshot of a random ly generated network 
w ith TO Nodes w ith an average fan-out of 5 and small world proper­
ties in w hich each node is connected to any other node by a m axim um  
num ber of 7 hops. Table 21 summarises the results of the proposed 
deterministic gossiping mechanism in different network topologies.
The conclusion of that result is that a certain average fan-out of each 
node is required to achieve the performance gain shown in Figure 28 
and 29.
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Figure 31; Multi-Resolution Message Format showing the message structure 
and sample message in readable data and encoded.
4.3 MULTI RESOLUTION COMMUNICATION
In this section, we provide a communication approach for multi-resolution 
data transm ission that allows the sending of high-resolution data (i.e 
raw  data) in times of high activity and aggregated/com pressed data 
in time w indows during w hich no events occur in sensor observa­
tion and m easurem ent data. We propose a novel approach to create 
and transm it aggregated patterns of data by applying Symbolic Ag­
gregate Approximation (SAX) [82] to the sensor data unless higher- 
resolution data is required, this approach is nam ed SensorSAX. We 
store the raw data in a ring buffer on the local sensor node to provide 
high-resolution raw data, if required, bu t only transm it aggregated 
patterns to a gateway node in  times of low activity. We define a mes­
saging form at (Figure 31) that includes aggregated patterns. These 
patterns represent the m ost interesting features and its context infor­
m ation and can be used for inform ation abstraction [45].
The aim is to reduce the am ount of data by having a high granu­
lar representation of the sensor m easurem ents at times w hen there 
is high activity and a lower granular representation in times of low 
activity. This requires a message form at that stores the period w hen 
the observations have taken place and the SAX representation which 
is explained in Section 2.4. Due to the differing lengths of the SAX 
patterns, the observation period is required to reconstruct the origi­
nal data from data that has variable granularity.
To select the different levels of granularity a m ethod is introduced.
The m ethod uses the data activity level and choose the right length 
m  for the num ber of samples that are used to construct the reduced 
data. In the following the details of the message form at and the vari­
able granularity selection m ethod are described.
4.3.1 Pattern Creation for constrained environments
The m ulti-resolution message includes the pattern  id, obtained by 
CRC32 hashing the start and end time of the w indow  and the sensor 
device id, the base32 representations of the pattern period, device id
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and gateway id, and as the payload the SAX representation over that 
period. In case higher resolution data (i.e raw data, or a higher SAX 
resolution) is required, the raw data is stored in the local cache of 
each sensor and can also be transm itted. The node can be queried 
w ith the pattern  id  from the m ulti-resolution message to obtain more 
precise values.
The SAX algorithm  is mainly used as a building block for detecting 
patterns and outliers, data aggregation, clustering and classification 
from and in time-series based data ([73], [137], [83], [93]). Some of 
the m ain advantages of the algorithms are the high compression rate 
while retaining the m ain features of the original data and providing a 
distance m easurem ent function w ith high correlation on the distance 
function of the original data. The algorithm is divided into three steps: 
Normalisation, Piecewise Aggregation Approximation (PAA) and dis- 
cretising of the aggregated data. During normalisation, the data is 
processed to have a standard deviation of 1 and an average of o to 
enable comparison of data from different sources and reducing the 
num erosity of the sensor data.
1: function PA A (outputLength, da ta)
2: w := length(data)/outputLength
3: output t> Output Vector
4: while pointer < length(d a t a )  do > Iterate data
5: segment .= d ata^p o in te r,p o iT L ter+ w )
6: outputn =  mean(segment)
7: pointer =  pointer + w
8: end while
9: return output
10: end function
Figure 32: The Original PAA function
Piecewise Aggregation divides the original data of length N into n  
equally sized w indows by taking the m ean of each window. This re­
sults in a reduction of data size from N to N /n  data points. A shorter 
w indow  length n  results in a better reconstruction of the original data, 
however more data space is needed to store the data and eventually 
higher energy consum ption by higher communication costs. The orig­
inal PAA algorithm is depicted in Figure 32. The function takes two 
input parameters; the list data containing the raw  values and the de­
sired output length. The function iterates over the data and takes 
the m ean of the list segments to achieve the desired outpu t length.
The output is a list that contains the segment means. For instance, 
running the function w ith the param eters data:[i,2,3,4,5,6] and out- 
putLength:2 leads to an output of [2,7.5].
The data is then split vertically according to the alphabet size a.
The break lines are distributed vertically according to the Gaussian
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function SENSORPAA(mm0ut, maxOut, p, data) 
Wmin ’•= length(data)/m m O ut 
Wmax := length(data)/m axO ut 
W i n i t  TV niax
output 
pointer := 0
while pointer < length(data) do
W  =  W iT tit
segm ent. data^poî-nteT/poiTiter-i-w) 
if stdDeviation(segment) < p then 
w  := w  4-1 
else
outputn =  (w, m ean (segment)) 
pointer =  pointer + w 
continue 
end if
if w >=  WraiTL then
outputn =  (w,mean(segment)) 
pointer =  pointer +  w  
end if 
end while 
return output 
end function
Figure 33: The modified PAA function in the SensorSAX algorithm
distribution, more lines closer to 0 (as o is the m ean of the distribu­
tion). The am ount of break lines is dependent on the alphabet size, the 
more letters are used, the m ore break lines w ill be used to split the 
data vertically, each break line standing for one letter. Each window  
is assigned a letter, depending on w hich break line the average of the 
w indow  resides under. The complete process of discretising raw data 
into a SAX representation is depicted and described in Figure 34. The 
drawback of the original approach is in the constant w indow  length, 
the sax developers state that it is infeasible to choose the right p a­
ram eters n  (window length) and a  (alphabet size) deterministically 
because of their high data dependency [82]. The authors therefore 
empirically choose the best param eters, based on several different 
datasets and the experimentation of different combinations of n  and 
a. However, in sensor environm ents it is often the case that there is 
no or less activity in  the sensed data and therefore it is not neces­
sary to transm it data w ith  the same w indow  length. We adapt the 
piecewise aggregation step of the SAX algorithm to have a variable 
w indow  length, depending on the volatility of the data. This leads 
to a better reconstruction rate of the original data and less energy 
consumption, as less data is transm itted, as shown in Figure 35 c). 
Instead of a fixed w indow  length we use the param eters m inOut as
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Figure 34: Dimensionality Reduction Process of SAX
-10,
(a) The blue line represents 100 data points of a sine 
curve. The green (dotted) line is the curve after nor­
malisation
(b) The normalised curve is divided into 9 windows. 
Each window represents the mean of 100/9 data- 
points from the original data. That leads to a com­
pression rate of n /N  9/100
(c) The output windows of the PAA are then divided ver­
tically. Each segment is assigned to a letter. The seg­
ment in which the curve is in per window forms the 
SAX word, in this case CDDCBAAAB
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Figure 35: Evaluation of SAX and SensorSAX
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(a) The reconstruction error rate of SAX and SensorSAX 
over different random datasets with different size. To 
be comparable the output window length of SAX is 
the average length of the variable SensorSAX win­
dows.
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(b) The reconstruction error of SAX and SensorSAX over 
different random datasets with different activity and 
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(c) The energy consumption of a TMote Sky Sensor node 
for each sensor hardware component measured in 
milliwatts. Transmitting Raw Data, SAX transformed 
data and SensorSAX transformed Data
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m inim um  length of the output (N /n), m axOut as m axim um  output 
and p as a threshold value for the sensibility to reduce the output 
length for less active data. O ur extended algorithm calculates the cur­
rent activity in the observed data set based on the standard deviation, 
and either chooses a larger w indow  length if there is low activity to 
reduce transm ission cost, or a shorter w indow  length w hich will lead 
to higher transm ission costs bu t better reconstruction of the original 
data, including im portant features that are needed by the abstrac­
tion creation process in the following sections. The extended PAA 
algorithm is depicted in  Figure 33 that accepts the input parameters: 
m inOut, maxOut, p  and data, and produces an output list w ith an 
average length of m axO ut/m inO ut. In Figure 35 a) several random ly 
generated datasets w ith  different lengths were generated and then 
discretised. In average (over 100 random  datasets per dataset size), 
SensorSAX has a better reconstruction rate of the original data. To 
measure the error in reconstruction we used the Euclidean distance.
In Figure 35 b) several random  datasets w ith different variance in the 
data were generated. Independently from the volatility of the data, 
SensorSAX leads to a better reconstruction rate. To evaluate the power 
consum ption on a real w orld node, we used TMote Sky [113] nodes 
that transm it sensory data over a certain time window. We com pared 
energy consum ption of raw  data transmission, SAX processed data 
transm ission and SensorSAX processed data transmission. Figure 35 
c) shows that SensorSAX perform s the best in energy consumption, 
even though more mathematical steps to com pute standard deviation 
are required.
4.3.2 Variable Granularity Selection
In order to choose the right granularity and therefore estimate the 
length of the reduced vector m, the correct m ethod to m easure the 
activity in the data has to be selected. In the case of high data activity 
a finer granular representation is desired, thus m  has to be close or 
equal to n. In the case of low or no activity m  has to be low or close 
to 1.
To measure the activity in the data we pre-selected four statistical 
methods that can give insights about the activity in the data, nam ely 
variability m easured as variance var, m axim um  m ax, m inim um  m in  
and m ean m ean . The particular selection of m  according to the differ­
ent methods is described and discussed in term s of its applicability 
as follows:
1. max: First, an average maximum of historical data is identified.
If the currently observed data frame is close to or higher than 
the previously identified maximum, m  is chosen closer to n  to 
achieve the desired high granularity. However, the application 
of this m ethod is only useful for data that has interesting out-
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Figure 36: Granularity selection based on the quartiles of the data distribu­
tion for the variance
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liers higher over a certain threshold; for example, this could be 
applied to presence data where presence could be identified us­
ing local maxima.
2. m in: Selecting m  based on the m inim um  has the same applica­
tions as choosing the m axim um  value discussed above; however 
it is applicable w here a higher granularity should be achieved 
for small values.
3. m ean: Taking the m ean to select the granularity will result in 
higher granularity data values that are stationary around a cer­
tain value. This reduces the granularity in  cases in cases w ith 
m any outliers.
4. var: The variability m easure defines how far values are spread 
out. This can be used to create a higher granularity in values 
that are more distant to the m ean of the data. This includes 
the features of the min, max approaches. FFowever, it does not 
favour values that are around the mean. In this work, we as­
sume that the values away from the m ean are more interesting 
and those values should be represented w ith  a higher granular­
ity then data that is close to the mean.
To select m, we introduce functions for each statistical m ethod that 
lead to a higher granularity based on the distribution of the data. In 
Figure 36, the function to select the granularity and thus m  according 
to the variance is shown. In case the variance is in the first quartile 
of the distribution a smaller m  is selected. If the variance is w ithin in 
the range of second quartile (=Median), then a m edium  m  is selected.
4.3.3 Evaluation of the M ulti Resolution Communication
Before we evaluate our approach we show that changing the output 
length m  has an im pact on the data size and the data reconstruction. 
We use several data sources, nam ely presence, power consumption, 
light level and noise level m easured in an office environm ent over
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Figure 37: Impact on data size and correlation of reconstructed data by us­
ing different window length m
6 weeks resulting in 280000 samples. We divide the dataset into 50 
frames w ith a length of 560 samples. We show in the top graph in Fig­
ure 37 the correlation between original data and reconstructed data 
created by using a length m  from 1 (lowest granularity/fram e) to 560 
(using the full frame). In the bottom  graph the data size under the 
different lengths m  is depicted. We applied our m ethods to different 
sensor data sets, namely Passive Infrared (FIR), the power consum p­
tion of a workstation (Watts), the noise level (Mic) and the light level 
(light) gathered in an office environment.
We evaluate our approach in two steps. First, we study the extension 
of SAX w ith a variable output length m  using different granularity 
selection methods. The data reduction size and the Pearson correla­
tion between original and reconstructed data from the dimensionality 
reduction algorithm are used as evaluation metrics.
We then evaluate a communication scenario w ith the multi-resolution 
messages by m easuring the traffic size in a real-world setup on Telos 
B nodes.
4.3.3.1 Variable Granularity Evaluation
It is im portant to select the right function to detect activity in the 
data and chose the variable length m  for the dimensionality reduc­
tion algorithm. We use a dataset obtained from a presence (passive 
infra-red) sensor deployed in an office environment. The dataset con­
tains 55000 data samples measured over one week. The data is trans­
formed into a reduced dataset using the SAX algorithm. However, in­
stead of using a fixed window  length n , we choose a variable length 
m  by measuring the data activity. The data activity is m easured using 
the common statistical methods var, m ean , m ax and m in. After the 
transformation, we compare the similarity of the original and recon­
structed dataset by using Pearson correlation and also compare the
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Figure 38: Change of the window length m (red) over the dataset, showing 
smaller m for less active areas and higher m for more active areas
size of the original and reconstructed datasets. By choosing the var 
as selection m ethod, the dataset is reduced by 36% w ith a correlation 
factor of 0.94. For m e an  27% and 0.95; For m ax 0.68% and 0.92; And 
for m in  29% and 0.99 respectively As discussed earlier, the reduction 
and reconstruction strongly depend on the underlying dataset and 
this evaluation of only one dataset can be insufficient. This explains 
the large reduction and high correlation w hen choosing the min ap­
proach. However, we argue that, as a general approach, the variability 
of the data, thus outliers in respect to the mean, reflects the range of 
most interesting values.
In Figure 38, we show the data and the changing granularity of the 
window length w ith the variance method. In times of high activity 
the granularity rises and vice versa in times of low activity.
4 3 3 2 Node Evaluation
We evaluated our approach by simulating data transm ission from Te­
los B nodes running the TinyOS operating system. During the sim u­
lation we collected the data from the tem perature sensor on the Telos 
B node every hour for 30 days, leading to 720 samples. Each raw data 
sample to be transm itted includes timestamp, value, device id and 
gateway id (where the data is subm itted to) w ith a size of 22 byte per 
sample and 15.840 bytes during the whole sampling period.
We ran our simulation w ith different w iadow  lengths over the 
same 720 samples. We created a pattern payload w ith the m ulti-granular
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SAX representation. Our results show that we can reach a reduction 
in transmission traffic of the data by sending our messages. Instead 
of transm itting 15.840 bytes we could reduce the size to 10.240 bytes 
(36%) and a correlation factor of 0.93. However, if more precise data 
is required, the user/application can query the sensor that caches the 
raw data.
4.3.4 Discussion
In this section and in Chapter 4, we introduced enhancements for the 
previously introduced m iddleware component. This chapter provides 
a scheme for mobile nodes that can move between areas covered by 
different gateways. To facilitate the creation of a large-scale sensor 
network, an overlay layer has been introduced that, based on sem an­
tic properties, can be divided into sub graphs and ""sub-networks"'.
To optimise the communication between sensor nodes and gateways 
a new aggregation m ethod called SensorSAX is introduced. Sensor­
SAX aggregates and communicates data based on the activity in the 
sensors data stream. SensorSAX reduced the data traffic im posed on 
the network up  to 80%. In Table 22, a sum m ary of the features for the 
enhanced m iddleware is shown.
Data Aggregation The middleware component has been enhanced by providing a data 
aggregation mechanims that reduces the data traffic between sensor 
nodes and gateway. This method is called SensorSAX and aggregates 
the raw data based on the data activity and communicates discretised 
values.
Large-Scale Support To support several gateway-setups, an overlay network based on the se­
mantic representation model has been introduced. The overlay method 
introduces a mediated gossiping approach that disseminates queries 
based on the topical semantic distance.
Mobility Support A mobility scheme has been introduced that allows to support mobile 
nodes by providing two modes (caching, tunneling).
Table 22: Features of the enhanced middleware component
In the following chapter we use the enhanced m iddleware and Sen­
sorSAX as building blocks for inform ation processing techniques.
Part III
DATA PROCESSING FOR CYBER-PHYSICAL
DATA
A B S T R A C T I O N  FOR C Y B E R -P H Y S I C A L  D A T A
In this chapter, we introduce a new  paradigm  for handling sensor 
data by providing and exchanging abstractions that represent pat­
terns, events and occurrences or other machine interprétable concepts, 
instead of communicating the raw sensory data. We divide the ab­
straction process into two stages. First the raw sensor data is trans­
formed into a low-level abstract form, represented as SensorSAX pat­
terns. The SensorSAX patterns contain aggregated inform ation based 
on the m ean values of data from variable data windows. We use the 
SensorSAX m ethod from Chapter 4 for the symbolic representations. 
SensorSAX w hich is designed based on the original SAX algorithm 
(See Section 4.3) leads to dim ensionality and num erosity reduction 
and is the building block for m any pattern and outlier detection algo­
rithms ([73], [137], [83], [93]).
The SensorSAX patterns are then used to infer higher-level abstrac­
tions obtained through a novel abductive and tem poral reasoning 
m ethod that are described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. This chap­
ter contributes two novelties by reducing communication traffic and 
providing data abstractions:
1. Providing an abductive reasoning m odel based on the Parsimo­
nious Covering Theory [108] in w hich sensors report different data 
that serve as the input for the model. Based on the data obtained 
from sensors, we abductively rule out the most unlikely phenom ena 
that could have been caused by the sensors observations. The m odel 
is used to infer from the symbolic representation (SensorSAX) of the 
sensor data into higher-level abstractions such as "warm", "dark" or 
"no-attendance".
2. Using the outcome of the extended non-tem poral Parsimonious 
Covering Theory in a tem poral dom ain by introducing a H idden 
Markov Model that includes the tem poral dim ension of the data. By 
taking the changes of states over time into the abstraction process it 
is possible to detect events that occur over time.
5.1 ABSTRACTION CREATION
The aim of abstraction creation in this work is to generate higher- 
level abstractions from raw sensor input and transform  the raw data 
to smaller size machine interpretable or hum an understandable con-
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cepts. The abstraction creation process consists of three m ain compo­
nents: Data Discretising, Abductive Reasoning and Temporal Reason­
ing, as shown in Chapter 3, Figure 31.
Abstractions
High Tide People in Rom
Discretized Data
SAX Patern 
"aaca"
SAX Patern 
"abcad"
SAX Patern 
"abiaba"
Raw SensorBata
Raw Sensor Data 
Stream
Raw Sensor Data 
Stream
Raw Sensor Data 
Stream
PiR Sensor PJR Sensor PJR Sensor
Figure 39: Processing from Raw Data to Abstraction
The data discretising transform s the raw continuous sensor data 
into a dim ensionality reduced "'pattern"' representation using Sen­
sorSAX. The patterns are then evaluated and linked to abstractions. 
This allows a possible abstraction to be found, based on the observa­
tions. To abstract an event or phenom ena, its current and past states 
are taken into account. To include the tem poral dom ain we propose 
a tem poral reasoning model.
5.2 ABDUCTIVE REASONING
We use extend Parsimonious Covering Theory (PCT) [108], an abduc­
tive logic framework, to transform  the sensor data into abstractions. 
The Parsimonious Covering Theory is predom inantly used in the 
medical dom ain to model and infer the disorder of a patient based on 
observations m ade by a doctor. It uses an abductive approach which 
is based on partial observations. To give a brief example: A doctor 
asks the patient during the diagnosis, m any different questions (How 
old are you?. Do you have fever?) to abductively rule out unrelated 
diseases based on the response given by the patient. We exploit this 
approach in our abductive reasoning model. Sensors are reporting dif­
ferent readings. Based on the state of the sensor we abductively rule 
out the m ost unlikely abstractions that could have been caused by
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the present observations such as warm , high-water level and pressure.
The novelty of our approach is to provide a probabilistic approxim a­
tion of the different possible abstractions. Abductive reasoning infers 
the m ost likely explanation given a set of incomplete or partial obser­
vations. In contrast to deductive reasoning in w hich a conclusion in a 
complete and sound system can always be inferred, abductive reason­
ing only gives an educated guess about the m ost likely explanation in 
an uncertain environment. The advantage of abductive reasoning is 
that for partially-observable concepts and incomplete observations, a 
conclusion can be given, w hereas deduction w ould need the complete 
observations to draw  conclusions.
As far as we are aware, the use of PCT in inform ation retrieval was 
first reported by Syu et fl/.[i23] and the use of PCT for sensory data 
was first reported by H enson et al's work in [62]. Henson et al. as­
sume that the raw  sensory data is presented in term s of higher-level 
observations and then apply PCT to these observations to draw  con­
clusions and create a list of possible events. PCT uses two criteria to 
find an explanation for some observations: 1) A coverage criterion 
and 2) the parsim ony criterion. The coverage criterion creates a set 
of explanations w hich includes each observation in the explanation 
set. To reduce the explanations, the parsim ony criterion selects the 
best explanations. M any different parsim ony criteria have been de­
veloped, such as the single-disorder, m inim um  cardinality and irre- 
ducibly criteria. However, setting these criteria and transform ing the 
raw sensory data into observations is not a trivial task and is not de- 
terministically measurable. The following describes the probabilistic 
param eters that are used in our work to select the most likely expla­
nation for a given set of observations.
We define our extended PCT m odel as follows: The abductive m odel 
uses two finite sets to define the scope of an abstraction. They are 
set A, representing all possible abstractions and set O, representing 
all observations that may occur w hen one abstraction is present (Ob­
servations are discretised patterns from the SensorSAX algorithm).
To find the causation between abstractions and observations, we de­
fine a relation C, from A to O. The relationship (a t,0 j) indicates that 
Ui is one of several possible abstractions of an observation o j. Let's 
assume that "ABCD" and "EFGH" are observations 01,02 and "high 
tide" an abstraction u i . The fact that the observations "ABCD" and 
"EFGH" are possible signs for the abstraction "high tide" is denoted 
as (a i ,o i) (a i ,0 2 ) .  The sets A and O and the relationship C create 
the knowledge-base of the model. The knowledge-base is a simple 
(because of a maximum depth  of 1) Bayesian network. For our exam­
ple we assume that we have 01,02 and ui and their relationship in 
our example knowledge-base.
To find a possible abstraction based on the observations, a 4-Tuple 
is defined, w hich is shown as P =  (KB, 0 +) =  (A, 0 , 0 , 0 "^ ) where
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0 + Ç O is the set of current observations m ade by active sensors.
We find two fimctions in  the PCT, nam ely causes(oj) representing all 
possible abstractions of a given observation and effects (oj ) represent­
ing all possible observations of a given abstraction. causes(oi ) w ould 
lead to an abstraction e.g. "bigb tide", whereas effects (ai ) would re­
tu rn  "ABCD" and "EFGH".
A set of abstractions Aj C A is called a cover of a set of observations 
Oj Ç O if Oj Ç effects (Ai) ai is a cover for the observation set oi 
and 02.
This definition makes it likely that there could be different abstrac­
tions for a set of observations. To find out the plausible abstractions, 
PCT follows the concept of ""Occams' Razor"'^ that refers to select­
ing among explanations and chooses that one that makes the fewest 
assumptions. A cover is called a parsim onious cover w hen its abstrac­
tion covers O ^, bu t also satisfies being parsimonious. This means that 
only the simplest explanations are chosen. This leads to the definition 
of simplicity in  the context of choosing the explanations.
To define the simple explanations we use a likelihood weighting 
used to determ ine the plausibility of a hypothesis by calculating its 
probability and com paring it to the probabilities of the other hypo­
thetical abstractions w hich cover the current observations. We use the 
utility functions introduced by Peng and Reggia [104] and extended 
it for discretised data.
In order to define the weights and calculate the likelihood several
p1= 0 .3 0.3 0 .3
A3A2
0 .7c11 =
0 50 402 03
Figure 40: An Example of an extended PCT with probabilities
probability factors are introduced, as shown in Figure 40. A proba­
bility P i defines the likelihood of the different abstractions for each 
Ui G A. In our example, the probability of U] to be the current obser­
vation "high tide" is p i =  0.3. A causal strength 0 <  cij <  1 defines
1 http: /  /  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%2ys_razor
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how frequently Ui causes Oj. Therefore 02, w ith 012 =  0.7 is more 
likely a reason for a "high tide" abstraction than oi w ith c n  = 0.3.
This allows to derive a formula L (A i,0 ‘^ ) to calculate the possibili­
ties for certain abstractions under the current observations:
L (A i,0 +) = L i ( A i , 0 +) x L 2 (A i ,0 + )  xL3(Ai) xL 4(0+ )  (4)
The first product Li (A i,0 +), represents the likelihood to cause the 
presence of the abstractions in the given 0 +. In other words, how 
likely is it that oi and 02 are reasons for ui
l-i(Ai, 0 ' ^ ) =  ~  n  (5)
OjGO* a tC A i
The second product L 2 (A i,0 ‘''), calculates the weights based on ex­
pected observations in the knowledge base w ithin At bu t not ob­
served. If our current set of observations only consists of oi it is less 
likely to be a "high tide" abstraction as 02 is not present.
l2(a,,o+)= n n (6)
aiCAi OiGeffects(ai)
The third product L3(Ai, 0 +), represents probabilities related to pt.
In our example, the chance that the current state is "high tide" will be
0.3 as Pi is defined as 0.3.
wA.,o-)=n^ (7)
O-iCAi
A nd the fourth product L^^Ai, takes the distance of the discre­
tised pattern representation into account. The distance between the 
observed discretised values defines the likelihood of relevancy be­
tween a pattern  and an abstraction. This allows us to take small vari­
ances in the discretised data into account, (e.g. "ABCD" and "ABCE" 
are closer to each other than "BBBB" and therefore "ABCD" could also 
be an observation for the "High Tide" abstraction). The distance func­
tion is defined in the original SAX algorithm [82].
L4(Ai , 0 ^ )  =  d is tan ce  ( O ^, O) (8)
To find the m ost relevant explanations of a set of observations, the 
abstraction w ith the highest probability is chosen by the utility pa­
ram eter Y.
Y =  a* where a* e  Ai : max(L(Ai,0 ‘^ )) (9)
However, PCT was never designed to m odel tem poral observations 
as they occur in processing continuous real w orld data. Sensors make 
observations over time and therefore can change the inferred expla­
nation each time a new  observation is made. PCT however is only
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a Static m odel and only represents the variables during a time slice. 
Therefore, a tim e-dependent model is also needed to infer explana­
tions from observations during a period of time. In the next section, 
we describe the extension of the parsim onious covering theory w ith 
a tem poral component.
5.3 TEMPORAL REASONING
The output of the abductive model can vary over time. Especially in 
sensor networks the state of an observation is constantly changing 
and m ost likely following some patterns. To perceive a concept or 
phenom ena both  the current and past states are required. To model 
and include this tim e-dependent aspect of higher-level concept cre­
ation, we combine the previous static m odel w ith a H idden Markov 
M odel (HMM). The HMM enables to use the abstractions obtained 
from the static abductive m odel to acquire events and processes that 
occur over a certain am ount of time. The tem perature change during 
a day from cold over w arm  to cold that represents a "regular" temper­
ature pattern  can be m odelled as a new  hidden state that is dependent 
on several abstractions inferred during the day. Derivations from this 
pattern can lead to newly observed hidden states that eventually can 
be perceived as outliers.
The output Y(Ai, 0 +), the inferred abstraction under a given set 
of possible abstractions and current observations serve as the input 
for the dynamic m odel as shown in Figure 41. The overall observa­
tion process is divided into several time windows. The w indow  size 
enfolds a fixed am ount of observations, m ade by a sensor and can 
vary depending on the sample rate of the different sensors. To model 
tem poral relations we use a h idden M arkov model, consisting of the 
following 4-tuple: HM M  =  (X,A,Y,B) where X is the set of time- 
dependent abstractions, A is the transition probabilities between the 
different abstractions, Y is the emission param eter - output of our 
previous abductive model, B represents the probabilities bij to make 
a tim e-dependent abstraction xi based on the output oî y  y  Based on 
the frequency and type of occurring events, the HMM model changes 
the probabilities and provides feedback for the static model. For in­
stance in our example from the previous section, it is m ore likely that 
the current observation will be "high tide" after the detection of a "low 
tide" pattern.
This m odel transform s observation and m easurem ent data (origi­
nated from sensory devices) and relations into higher-level abstrac­
tions to formalise concepts and knowledge from the underlying raw 
data. Figure 41 depicts the relations in tem poral and original abduc­
tive reasoning models.
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Figure 41: Complete Abstraction M odel
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5.3.1 Evaluation
To prove the feasibility of the proposed approach we m easure ac­
curacy, data size reduction and latency of the process to create the 
abstractions. We use the UK coastal observation data provided by the 
Strategic Regional Coastal M onitoring Program for the evaluation. A 
plug-in is im plem ented that uses the Channel Coastal Observatory 
A FP and reads the data-stream s into our gateway. The gateway col­
lects the data from several stations and provides the abstracted infor­
mation.
We evaluate the accuracy of the m ethod by com paring the con­
structed abstractions w ith  a tidal time table calculated w ith the help 
of a tide and current prediction program^. We use tidal time table 
data to show that the m odel is able to transform  sensor readings to 
abstractions w hich occur in the real world. We m easure the data size 
reduction (i.e. we only m easure the data size and other communica­
tion protocol overheads are not included) and calculate the average 
correlation between the original and reconstructed data. The results 
show that the data has a correlation coefficient of 0.89 w ith a positive 
direction w hich means that the reconstructed data is very similar to 
the original data. The execution time is also m easured for the con­
struction of a set of abstractions over a data collection period.
5.3.2 Accuracy
The precision and recall metrics have been used to evaluate the recon­
structed data. Precision and recall are predom inantly used in infor­
m ation retrieval to evaluate search algorithms [68]. In this work recall 
is used to m easure the completeness in term s of retrieved and rele­
vant abstractions by the algorithm com pared w ith the real events as 
they are reported. Relevant abstractions are abstractions which could 
be m apped to an event in the real world. Recall is defined as follows:
(re lev an tA b strac tio n s) (T lretrievedA bstractions) , .
re c a ll = ---------------------—  -------------- —-----    (10)to talR elevan tE vents
Precision, in the current work, measures the accuracy of the result by 
com paring relevant abstractions w ith the total num ber of retrieved 
abstractions. It is defined as:
. . (re lev an tA b strac tio n s) H (re trievedA bstractions)
^recxsxon  (rc tricvcdA bstraction )
(11)
Figure 42 shows a set of coastal data collected over a period of time
2 http://api.channelcoast.org/
3 http://www.wxtide32.com/
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High Tide Abstraction Discretised String length =12
Discretised Value 
aabbdeggghfe
Probability cij
(a) First Abductive Probability Set
High Tide Abstraction Discretised String length =12
Discretised Value
aabbdeggghfe
bbbcccbcfghh
Probability cij
0.5
0.5
(b) Second Abductive Probability Set
High Tide Abstraction Discretised String length =12
Discretised Value 
aabbdeggghfe 
bbbcccbcfghh 
hgeeecbcbbcd
Probability cij
0.3
0.3
0.3
(c) Third Abductive Probabilities
HMM Probabilities Transition Probabilities Emission Probabilities
H igh Tide Low Tide=o.9, High Tide=o.i Y =  a* where a* e  Ai : m ax(L (A i,0+))
Low Tide Low Tide=o.i, High Tide=o.g Y =  a* where a* € Ai : m ax(L (A i,0+)j
(d) HMM (Temporal Probabilities)
Table 23: Initial values for the reasoning model
between November and December 201 P .  The top diagram  in Figure 
42 shows the raw  sensory data shown as a time series data. The blue 
line represents the raw sensor data, the height of waves m easured in 
the Weston Bay coastal observation station. The green line represents 
the z-normalised data that is used to discrete and reduce the dim en­
sion of the data by applying the SensorSAX algorithm. The second 
diagram  in Figure 42 shows the constructed abstractions from the 
data. The abstraction process is evaluated using three different proba­
bility sets depicted in Table 23 (a,b). The tables show the training data. 
In particular they show w hich discretised pattern  is represented w ith 
w hat abstraction and w ith w hat probability. To show the feasibility 
of our approach we choose small training sets. The probability val­
ues for the training data shown in Table 23 incrementally use more 
observations. Each table shows relation between discrete value and 
the "high tide" abstraction (shown in Figure 42) and a set of possible 
abstractions. It should be noted that including more data to describe 
an abstraction will result in a more precise abstraction. To find the 
tem poral relationship, the output of the abductive reasoner is also 
used to identify the irregular patterns in the tem poral m odel if they 
do not follow a previously known pattern. This irregular pattern  can 
represent im portant events that may have occurred. In the current 
system, the unknow n patterns are labelled as "outliers" and a user 
can be inform ed or an action can be defined on the gateway for these
4 Due to the space limitations, we cannot show a detailed version of the diagram. A 
higher resolution version of Figure 42 is available at: http://tinyurl.com/c3hf0ll
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outliers. Once an outlier is defined (and labelled) then it can be also 
included in  the tem poral model. The initial transition probabilities for 
the tem poral process in  our sample data set are shown in Table 23 (c). 
This considers tem poral relevance of the abstractions and their occur­
rences (for example in our dataset a high tide abstraction always ap­
pears after a low tide abstraction). The HMM reasoning model is able 
to alter the transition probabilities as more observations are made. We 
use a training length of 10 days (out of 48 days) to improve the ini­
tial m anually entered probabilities based on our model (i.e. the initial 
probabilities are defined manually; however as the system observes 
more patterns it re-adjusts the probability weights according to the 
real occurrences).
First we evaluate the correlation and covariance of the discretised 
and reconstructed data using the SensorSAX algorithm. Figure 43 
(b) shows the correlation of the sample data and the reconstructed 
data over 40 days. As can be seen, the reconstructed data shows high 
correlation w ith the original data.
We compare the detected abstractions w ith  the observation data 
provided by the tidal prediction program . Let's note that the Channel 
Costal Observatory collects and communicates this data to compute 
the observations and in  our proposed m ethod the abstractions (which 
are reduced in  size) w ill be sent from the gateways instead of the raw- 
data streams. Figure 44 (a) and (b) dem onstrate the precision and 
recall over the coastal data w ith different m axim um  word length in 
the SensorSAX algorithm. A maxim um  recall result of 0.93 is achieved 
w ith a maxium  w ord length of 14. In other words, 93% of the real 
occurring "'high tide"' events could be found by our model while 
the data size is reduced by 80%. The precision result is 77% for a 
maxim um  w ord length of 14. There is also always access to the raw 
data on the gateway, in case more evidence is required.
5.3.3 Data Size Reduction
To reduce the communication traffic, gateways can process the data 
and send the abstractions instead of the raw  data. The "'size reduc­
tion"' of the abstraction mechanism relies on the dimensionality re­
duction of the underlying discretisation algorithm. We use the Sen­
sorSAX algorithm which transform s continuous sensor readings into 
string representations. The sample data includes m easurements over 
48 days w ith  a total of 2317 data points. In Figure 44 (c) the size of 
data that needs to be com municated using different methods is de­
picted. The raw data consists of around 246 Kbytes and is unchanged 
for different m axim um  w ord lengths (i.e. the maxOut param eter in 
Figure 4) used to discretise the data using the SensorSAX algorithm. 
The size of discretised data for the same data rises w ith an average of 
around 100 Kbytes, if a longer maxim um  w ord length is chosen. The
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size of the abstracted data stays steady w ith  an average of around 49 
Kbytes that needs to be communicated from the gateway to other des­
tinations. This leads to a reduction of data by nearly 80% com pared 
w ith the raw data.
5.3.4 Latency
It is im portant that the abstractions can be inferred in a feasible time.
To evaluate the latency of creating the abstractions, the execution time 
for different solutions is measured. The execution time is determ ined 
by the length of the pattern  representation defined in the SensorSAX 
algorithm. The longer pattern  representations create more precise ab­
stractions results; however the long patterns in SensorSAX will also 
im ply more data that needs to be processed by the abductive reasoner.
We evaluated the latency over the same dataset that is used in the 
previous section. For smaller pattern  representations (i.e. word length 
< 12) the abstraction creation process takes under 5 seconds (we used 
a Pentium  Q uad Core i5 w ith 2 GHz and 4Gbyte RAM memory). For 
longer pattern  representations, the execution time raises linearly up  
to 22 seconds for the pattern representation w ith a length of 23 as 
shown in Figure 43 (a). In a use case scenario according to latency 
and accuracy requirem ent a trade-off needs to be m ade between the 
m axim um  size of patterns and the latency. The current approach is 
realised as an online algorithm and is executed each time data is re­
quested; however in caching mechanisms of the abstractions need to 
be also developed to enhance the response time.
5.3.5 Discussion
The current work allows to abstract from raw sensor data to inter­
pretable concepts. Software components run  on sensor nodes and ag­
gregate and discretise the raw data to low-level SensorSAX abstrac­
tions. Those abstractions are transm itted to the nearest gateway to ab­
stract it to higher-level abstractions. This requires that the used sensor 
hardw are platform  is able to run  modified code or adapted im plem en­
tations. In this w ork TMote Sky nodes [113] have been utilised. In case 
sensor nodes are not open source or proprietary  and our SensorSAX 
m odule cannot be run  on the node itself, the data discretising process 
can be applied on the gateway level. However this w ould lead to loss 
of transm ission saving on the south bound direction, as still raw data 
has to be subm itted to the gateway.
O ur evaluation results show that we detect 93% of the real occur­
ring events (represented as concept high tide) w ith a saving of 80% 
on data communication on the north bound side of the gateway. 23% 
of the detected abstractions found, were classified as false positives, 
therefore w rong inferred concepts that d id  not occur in reality. 7%
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were classified as false negatives that occurred in reality bu t where 
not m apped as an abstraction. The am ount of false positives and 
false negatives is too high for the system to be used for real-time 
critical scenarios such as flood detection or health observation, bu t 
in non-critical scenarios such as Smart Home, Office and other perva­
sive com puting scenarios, and w ith the huge saving in transmission, 
the approach is applicable. Especially in the case of false positives, a 
dom ain expert is able to examine the raw  data that is still stored on 
gatew ay/node level, bu t not transm itted to save traffic, to rule out 
w rong abstractions.
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discretized word length
(a) Latency to create abstracted data
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(b) Correlation between raw and reconstructed data 
Figure 43: Latency and Correlation Results of Abstraction Creation
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Figure 44: Evaluation Results of Abstraction Creation
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The increasing use of data-producing devices leads to a deluge of 
sensory data that requires new  autom ated m ethods to structure and 
represent the inform ation and to make the data accessible and pro- 
cessable for the application and services that use these data.
This chapter provides an autom ated m ethod to create a semantic 
representation of abstractions introduced in Chapter 5. The seman­
tic technologies have been used in the recent years as one of the key 
solutions to provide formalised representations of the real w orld data 
[116]. The advantage of applying semantic technologies to sensor data 
is conceptualisation and abstract representation of the raw  data and 
making them  machine interprétable and interlinking the data w ith 
existing resources on the Web.
For instance, instead of communicating and representing raw num er­
ical values of a m easurem ent of a weather condition, it is more de­
sirable to use semantic concepts and properties such as BlizzardCon- 
dition, isHighWindCondition or isFreezingCondition m easured and con­
ceptualised by meteorological sensors.
Nevertheless, how  the relationship between the raw  data and its in­
tended concept a n d /o r  relationship is established, still remains one 
of the key challenges in the loT dom ain [20]. This issue is usually re­
ferred to as the symbol grounding problem  [22] which describes the 
fundam ental challenge of defining concepts from num erical sensor 
data that is not grounded in meaningful real w orld information.
In order to overcome the grounding problem, we introduce a rule- 
based system that designates the relationships between discretised 
symbolised data and semantic concepts similar to approaches in the 
text recognition dom ain [130]. We provide an autom ated approach 
for a data driven topical ontology construction that represents the per­
ceptual view of the collected data and relationships between different 
concepts. We have also developed a modified KMeans clustering algo­
rithm  to group similar discretised patterns that later represent nam ed 
concepts in our ontology.
To discover relations between the concepts, we use a M arkov chain 
model to find the most frequent temporal occurrences between pat­
terns and nam e them  according to a set of tem poral attributes. To 
label unknow n concepts and properties, we use a set of dom ain de­
pendent rules. To dem onstrate the feasibility of our model, we in­
troduce an approach that is able to automatically extract rules from 
existing resources on the web for the construction of new  semantic 
concepts by using the raw sensory data.
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Figure 45: From Raw Data to Semantics
We have im plem ented the above m entioned features and applied our 
solution to a real w orld data set w ith m ore than 250,000 samples gath­
ered from different sensors over one m onth period. We show that it 
is possible to create a topical ontology that represents basic concepts 
w hich can be used as a building block for further processing and 
enhancements. We evaluate the approach in term s of reconstruction 
error rate and show excerpts of the automatically constructed ontol-
ogy-
6.1 DATA PROCESSING FRAMEWORK
The m ain objective of this section is to represent m eaningful relations 
and extracted concepts from large am ounts of sensory data from the 
real world data in a hum an and or machine interpretable format. As 
shown in Figure 45, real world phenom ena are observed by collecting 
measurem ents from sensors and the raw data (mostly numerical) is 
sent to a user or a gateway in w hich the data is further processed and 
represented in a meaningful semantic representation.
We provide a framework that infers knowledge from the data and 
constructs a topical ontology representation from the concepts that 
are extracted from the raw  data. In this section, we introduce some 
background knowledge about sensor data and discuss semantic rep­
resentation frameworks.
6.1.1 Real World Data
Real World data is commonly reported through observation and m ea­
surem ent data obtained from sensory devices. Sensor data is often 
com municated as raw time-series data that can consist of a time 
stam p stating the time of m easurement, device Id, and the values 
sensed by the sensor that is on board of the sensor nodes i.e. tem per­
ature, light, sound, presence and other relevant m eta data.
The num ber of sensor nodes that are reporting data is constantly in­
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creasing. On the one hand the price for hardw are is decreasing and on 
the other hand day-to-day devices and appliances are equipped w ith 
more capable hardware. Due to the large num ber of sensor nodes 
and high sam pling rates of sensor data, the am ount of data is not 
bearable for m any data processing algorithms. The deluge of data 
requires a variety of different efforts such as real-time reporting, spa­
tial distribution and the variety of sensors and various qualities of 
the data for effective processing. Therefore dim ension reduction tech­
niques are usually used to reduce the num ber of features from a high­
dim ensional space to a low-dimensional representation [102].
M ost common used techniques are: the Discrete Fast Fourier Transfor­
m ation (DFFT), transform ing the time-based data into the frequency 
dom ain to remove im wanted frequencies before transform ing it back 
to the time-domain. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA), ex­
tracting a new  orthogonal base to represent the original data by cal­
culating the covariance or the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), 
and the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) and its symbolic 
representation, that uses averaged windows, utilised in this work. We 
evaluate and discuss some of these techniques in the evaluation sec­
tion.
To abstract from num erical values and to create higher-level concepts 
from the large am ount of data produced by sensor devices, we use 
the SensorSAX dim ensionality reduction mechanism introduced in 
Section 4.3. SensorSAX discretises the data and generates symbolic 
words representing patterns from the sensor data.
Data discretisation serves as building block for m any pattern and 
event detection algorithms. It enables to m ap reoccurrmg patterns to 
events even if there is variance, time shifting or different means in 
the data [73], [137], [83], [93]. SensorSAX exploits a variable encoding 
rate instead of a constant rate based on the activity in the stream ing 
data and allows higher compression and fewer errors in reconstruct­
ing the original raw  data by only transm itting SAX words in  case that 
there is activity in the sensor data. In this work, we focus on creating 
a topical ontology using the patterns that are extracted from the Sen­
sorSAX patterns.
For instance, a time series sensor data is transform ed into the discre­
tised w ord "CDDCBAAAB"; similar patterns will have resemblance to 
this symbolic representation. The string similarity between patterns 
helps to index and then compare different patterns by reducing the 
am ount of data that has to be processed and allows to associate rules 
to compare a n d /o r  process the discretised words.
To illustrate the symbolic data aggregation, we use an example, the 
word "CDDCBAAAB", is a pattern constructed from sensor data ob­
tained via SensorSAX from an accelerometer that has been attached 
to a door and m easured over 5 seconds. This could lead to the se-
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Figure 46: Framework Overview
mantic concept "doorClosed" or "doorOpened" that can be stored and 
represented in an ontology.
6.1.2 Semantic Representation of Real World Data
The key idea behind using semantic description for sensor data is to 
enable representation, formalisation and enhanced interoperability of 
sensor data. Ontologies can be used to store semantic concepts that 
represent phenom ena and attributes from the real world that are un ­
derstandable for the hum an user and also interpretable for machines 
due to the standardised data representation.
The concepts can be linked together through relationships that ex­
press interactions and dependencies between the concepts. The W3C 
Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group has introduced the Se­
mantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) [19] that provides a m odel to 
annotate sensors and their m eta data, and gathered data. The SSN On­
tology uses semantic concepts to model the physical attributes of sen­
sor networks such as "Sensor Device", "Temperature Sensor", "Radio 
Link". Properties in  the SSN m odel the relationship between concepts 
such as "occuredAt", "observedBy" to relate sensor data annotations 
to dom ain models.
Zhao and M eersmann [141] introduce the concept of topical ontolo­
gies that represent a basic knowledge structure of a certain dom ain 
that can be used as a building block for further enhancement. Topical 
ontologies include the m ain concepts (topics) that appear in a certain 
dom ain bu t unlike a taxonomy also provide basic relations between 
the fundam ental concepts.
We use the SSN Ontology as a starting point for our m ethod and 
extend the ontology by extracting new  insights from the raw sensor 
data to construct a topical ontology representing an extract of the ob­
served domain. The following describes our approach to bridge the 
gap between raw  data and the required semantic concepts.
6.1.3 Overview of the framework
In Figure 46, an overview of the proposed framework to process the 
raw sensory data and construct topical ontology is shown. The fram e­
work consists of three m ain components: Data Pre-Processing, On­
tology Construction and Rule Based Labelling. The raw sensor data
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serves as the input for the framework. A KMeans clustering mecha­
nism  is used to group the data into clusters that form the unlabelled 
concepts. A M arkov model is used to create tem poral relations be­
tween the newly created concepts.
The unnam ed concepts (i.e clustered patterns) and tem poral relations 
are used to create the initial topical ontology. After the initial ontology 
construction, the concepts are labelled using a rule-based reasoning 
mechanism. The rule-based engine processes the context of the data 
and tries to nam e the unlabelled concepts and properties.
1. D ata Pre-Processing: In a first step, the raw  data is standardised 
to a m ean of o and a standard deviation of i  to ensure an even 
distribution of the data over the whole processing period and to 
allow comparison of differently distributed signals. Afterwards 
the data is transform ed to the SensorSAX patterns. This allows 
the m apping of symbolised descriptions to semantic concepts 
in the ontology construction and also reduces the size of data 
communication. The dim ensionality of the data is reduced by 
the aggregation algorithm in SensorSAX.
This step can be perform ed on the sensing devices, in  case the 
devices are not able to perform  the task due to limited process­
ing capabilities, the process can be moved to a node w ith  higher 
processing capabilities (e.g. a gateway).
2. O ntology Construction: The structure creation process defines 
the outline of the ontology construction. A prelim inary ontol­
ogy structure is created by extracting concepts and properties 
using a clustering algorithm and a statistical model. We follow 
a conceptual clustering approach [39] to create semantic con­
cepts w ithout labelling them.
The clusters are form ed based on the similarity of the attributes: 
symbolic representation and the m eta data such as sensor type 
and time range of the measurement. Each cluster is formalised 
as an unnam ed concept in the ontology structure. To m odel 
the properties in our current im plementation, we use a Markov 
model to find the tem poral relations such as "occursAfter" be­
tween the concepts.
3. Rule-Based Labelling: In order to nam e the concepts and the 
properties, we utilise a rule-based mechanism. The rule system 
is based on the Semantic Web Rule Language. It accepts sym­
bolised SAX patterns and adds a nam e tag to the unlabelled 
concepts.
We introduce a system that is able to extract rules based on the 
meta-information and external data sources to automatically de­
fine the labels.
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The following three m ethods are introduced to develop a solution that 
automatically constructs an ontology depicting a perceptual view of 
the sensed environment: clustering the symbolic patterns, creating 
properties via a Markov m odel and nam ing the unlabelled concepts 
via a rule-based method.
6.2.1 Clustering for Concept Construction
In order to reduce the am ount of data that has to be processed, we 
use the SensorSAX algorithm  to create compressed symbolic repre­
sentations of the data. SAX introduces a distance function that allows 
com paring generated w ords such as "ABBA" and "ABBC" and stating 
a similarity between o and i. Common distance measurements and 
string similarity functions such as Levenshtein- or Hamming-distance 
cannot be used on the SAX w ords due to non-uniform  distribution of 
the letters in the m ain SAX algorithm.
The sole com parison of the words is not sufficient, as words can be 
similar bu t m easured by different types of sensors that are not related 
to each other. The words are also dependent on the observation time. 
We introduce a set of inform ation that is needed to cluster the data 
into different groups based on their different attributes. We define a 
triple set A =  [P, t, T], w here P is a SAX word, t  is the observation type 
and T the observation time. In addition, we define a distance function 
(shown as equation 2) to compare the similarity of two triple sets.
saxD ist(P , Q) ' ^  
•'  w \
^ ( d i s t ( p i , q i ) 2  (12)
1=1
distance(Ai, A2) =  saxDist(Pi,?2) *tim eD iff(ti,t2) *typeDiff(Ti,T2) (13)
In the first equation above, the original SAX based distance func­
tion is depicted. saxD ist(P , Q) returns the distance between two words 
P and Q according to the distance function in [83], where n  is the 
length of the SAX word, w  the alphabet size of letters used in the 
discretisation process and the function dist(pi., qi ) referring to a pre­
calculated lookup table for the particular alphabet size w. We extend 
the first equation by adding a factor to compare the time difference 
and type difference between two triples shown in the equation below. 
tim eD iff returning a value between ]o,i] according to the tem poral 
distance of two triples and ty p eD iff returning either 0 or 1 matching 
the type of the triples. Com paring functions values from Euclidian 
and non-Euclidian space can lead to w rong results as the space di­
mensions are not equal. The alternatives are the use of non-linear di­
mensionality reduction techniques and the kernel trick to m ap them
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into a common space, however the complexity for sensor networks to 
perform this step is too high. In the evaluation section we show the 
feasibility of this approach.
The extracted triples from the data are fed into a KMeans clustering 
method [59] that uses the previous defined distance function. Each 
cluster is transferred to an unlabelled concept that is later labelled 
through the rule-based mechanism. We extend the commonly used 
KMeans algorithm for non-numerical SensorSAX based patterns. The 
extended KMeans algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 for two clus­
ters.
In normal KMeans, clusters are formed by calculating the distance in 
a Euclidean space between different sample sets. However, our sam­
ple sets consist of the non-Euclidean members: pattern, type and time. 
Therefore we use the distance function shown in equation 2 to mea­
sure the distances between different triples.
We start with choosing two triples randomly from the data which
Algorithm 1  Modified K-means clustering method 
function clustering(c1 , c2) 
for Pi 6 TriplesP do 
dl = distance(cl,pi) 
d2 = distance (c2. Pi) 
if dl < d2 then 
cluster l.add(pi) 
else
cluster2.add(pi) 
end if 
end for
return cluster!, cluster2 
end function
cl =  random(P) 
c2 =  random(P)
c lu s te r! , c luster2  =  c lu ste rin g  (cl , c2) 
while e ^  0.1 do
cl =  aver age (cluster!); 
c2 =  average (cluster2); 
c lu s te r! , c luster2  =  c lu stering  (cl , c2) 
new  Cl =  average (cluster! ) 
new C 2 — average(c luste rl) 
e =  (cl — new  Cl ) -|- (c2 — new C2) 
end while
serve as the initial centroids for two different clusters. The distances 
of the other triples from the centroids are calculated according to the 
distance function shown above. The triples are then clustered respec­
tively, according to their distance to the centroid. The average of each 
cluster is then calculated with the help of the distance function and
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Figure 47: Clustering the Patterns into Concepts
the centroids are shifted according to the average distances to the 
centroids. The process is repeated iteratively until both  centroids con­
verge to a certain point.
The clustering process groups similar SensorSAX w ords (i.e patterns) 
in  clusters. Each cluster is then represented as an unnam ed concept. 
We use the clusters instead of the patterns, because small deviations 
in  the raw  data produce different patterns. Using large num ber of pat­
terns w ith  small deviations to create our topical ontology will then 
produce a huge num ber of concepts and relations w hich provide little 
information. Instead we group the similar patterns and use represen­
tative concepts (i.e clusters).
6.2.2 Statistics-based property extraction
We use the frequency of unnam ed concepts and their tem poral oc­
currence to construct a Markov chain that represents the likelihood 
of tem poral relations between unnam ed concepts. The m odel is able 
to detect and represent relations between concepts through tem poral 
properties such as occursAfter, occursBefore and occursSame.
We provide two options to use the extracted likelihoods. In case the 
ontology supports fuzzy relations, or weighted properties as pro­
vided for instance by fuzzy OWL 2 [12] the likelihoods are noted 
in the semantic representation and can be used by a fuzzy reasoner 
[31]. If the underlying ontology or reasoner does not support fuzzy 
relations and only crisp and well-defined properties can be accepted, 
we define a threshold that has to be m et to transfer the observed tem­
poral dependency to a semantic representation. The threshold defines 
the level that an uncertain relation should be accepted and included 
in the ontology.
It is clear that by decreasing the threshold level, more relations will 
be included in  the ontology; however the lower threshold level will 
also decrease the accuracy of the property definition in  the ontology. 
The threshold level definition is application and dom ain dependent 
and the extent of relations versus accuracy can be used to define this.
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Figure 48: Temporal Relation based on Pattern Frequency
The threshold can be defined using heuristics or it can be defined 
manually.
In this w ork and in the evaluation section, we show how different 
threshold levels affect the ontology construction. We use a heuristic 
defined threshold of 0.8 to filter unw anted relations. In the example 
shown in Figure 48, using 0.8 as the threshold level leads to defining 
two properties namely: ( Concept 2, "occursAfter", Concept 2 ), ( Con­
cept 3, "occursAfter", Concept i) (the direction of arrows in Figure 48 
represents the tem poral presents of the concepts).
6.2.3 Rule-based Concept and Property Naming
We use the Semantic Web Rule language (SWRL) [65] to label the un ­
nam ed concepts and properties that have been extracted through the 
clustering process. The rules defined in SWRL follow the syntax form: 
a n teced en t co n seq u en t w here the consequent is the anticipated 
nam e to be used to label the concepts and properties and to fulfill the 
antecedent rules. The following shows an example of a SWRL rule:
isT em peratu reSensor(? tm p)& lessT hanO rE qual(? tval,8 )
co ldT em perature
The rules can be used to label a concept as "coldTemperature" in  case 
that the antecedent conditions, "originated from a tem perature sen­
sor" and "the value of the m easurem ent is below 8", are satisfied. In 
our im plementation, we initially define the rules m anually by consid­
ering available sensor types and possible states that can result from 
these types or their combination.
However, in large scale data processing scenarios m anual annotation 
is not a feasible approach and can hinder extensibility and scalabil­
ity of the solutions. There is a need to define mechanisms that can 
automatically extract rules. We define a m inim um  set of inform ation 
needed to define the rules by using sensor type, mathematical oper-
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Table 24: Automatically extracted properties for rule creation
Sensor type ConceptNet Attributes Operator Location
Temperature
#cold <5 London
#warm > 10 London
#cool <10 London
#hot London
PIR (presence)
#absent <200 Office
#present >200 Office
light
#light
#dark
^100
<100
Room
Room
m icrophone
#soft <20 Room
#loud ^30 Room
ator and location. The target is to find the labels that can be used to 
describe the unnam ed semantic concepts. Sensor type and location 
inform ation can be obtained by the sensor description that is usually 
available in  a machine readable format.
Based on the sensor type we can infer possible attributes that can be 
applied as a label. For this purposes we use the common sense seman­
tic ontology "conceptNet" [85]. For instance we can obtain the possible 
labels via the sensor type temperature. Q uerying ConceptNet w ith tem­
perature w ill lead to the result set "warm", "cold", "hot" and "cool". By 
knowing the location of the sensor, we can query the ConceptNet en­
tities and extract related attributes and causal rules relevant to a par­
ticular type (e.g. tem perature, light). In Table 24 we show an excerpt 
of extracted properties that serve as a base for the rule generation.
6.3 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed framework, we use sensor data obtained 
from the testbed in  the Centre for Communication Systems Research 
at the University of Surrey [97]. The data is collected in one m onth 
period from sensor nodes deployed in the offices collecting inform a­
tion about light level, power consum ption of the workstation, passive 
infra-red (PIR), tem perature and noise levels.
We collected 274960 samples w ith one sample every 10 seconds and
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Figure 49: Evaluation of the dimensionality reduction process
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also m ade the data available online^. The evaluation was conducted 
on a workstation com puter w ith  4 Gbyte Ram and 2.4 Ghz dual Core 
processor. Phython was used as the program m ing environment. We 
first transform  the data into a dim ensionality reduced data set. In our 
evaluation we examine the Fast Fourier Transformation, the Principal 
Com ponent Analysis (PCA), the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation 
(PAA) and its discrete form  the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation 
(sax). In Figure 49, panel a), the original and reduced data are shown. 
We have chosen to reduce the 274960 samples to a representation 
of 128 samples. To evaluate the reconstruction error of the different 
approaches, we perform  the transform ation over the dataset into dif­
ferent output vectors (with the length to the power of 2). Afterwards 
we reconstruct the original data from the reduced data by extrapo­
lating^ the data to the initial size to be comparable. We m easure the 
reconstruction error by taking the Euclidean distance between the 
original data and the reconstructed data. In panel b) of Figure 49, the 
reconstruction error (by Euclidean distance) is shown. SAX and PCA 
have the best reconstruction results, w here FFT is third and the re­
construction by using the principal components ranks last. We also 
m easure the execution time of the different algorithms shown panel 
c) of Figure 49. The FFT has constant execution time, where PCA, 
SAX and PAA have linear rise in  execution time by increasing the 
output vector length. In our approach we choose the SAX algorithm 
because of its simple implementation. SAX consists of two loops, ad­
dition and multiplication, in contrast to the PCA and FFT algorithms 
requiring complex m atrix com putations such as eigenvalue /  singular 
value decomposition. We argue that the complexity of the algorithm 
should be considered to be applicable for energy and com putation 
constrained sensor nodes. In this w ork the dimensionality reduction 
is perform ed on a powerful workstation, however, the dimensionality 
reduction process can be out-sourced to the resource constrained sen­
sor nodes. The data is then norm alised and transform ed into the SAX 
representation to reduce its dim ensionality and to make it suitable for 
our ontology construction algorithm. We transform  each observation 
day into one SAX w ord w ith the length of 24 representing one letter 
per hour ending up  w ith 31 words that each include 24 letters.
In a first step the data is grouped using our discrete KMeans clus­
tering m ethod w ith  a group size of k=2 and k=3 as shown in Figure 
51. The k param eter is estim ated by grouping the data over different 
k and for each k  calculates the variance of each cluster group. The 
goal is to keep the overall variance per cluster as low as possible. In 
Figure 50, we show the variance over different values of k and even­
tually set the num ber of clusters to two for the following steps. Each 
data point in  Figure 51 represents a triple (Sax Pattern, Time stamp.
1 http://kat.ee.surrey.ac.uk/data.csv
2 extrapolating by copying the values
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Figure 51: Clustering the Triples into Groups
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Figure 52: Evaluating the Clustered Data from different Sensors with Real 
Calendar Information and showing the Error Rate over 100 Ran­
dom Runs
Sensor type) that is grouped into one particular group. The clusters 
are then represented as a concept. We know from the data that two 
trends can be observed, the data from the power meter, noise and 
PIR sensors have high activity during workdays and rem ain steady 
over the weekend. The goal is to automatically label the unnam ed 
concepts as either workday or weekend and represent this knowledge 
in the ontology.
We evaluate the results of the clustering m ethod w ith real calendar 
inform ation shown in Figure 52. The best case is to achieve an error 
rate of o, thus all triples of the data set have been correctly grouped 
into either the workday or weekend group.
Due to the fact that we choose random  triples as starting point for our 
clustering m ethod the results in each experiment could be different. 
To show the performance of the algorithm in different experiments, 
we run  the evaluation 100 times to get a comparable average, m ini­
m um  and m axim um  of the error rate. The results are shown in Table 
25. In m ost cases the triples are categorised correctly, however, some­
times an odd starting triples is selected and all triples including the 
ones from the weekend are categorised as weekdays resulting in the 
highest error rate of 8.
Table 25; Error Rate in detecting the correct groups from different sensor 
types
Error Rate Watt Light PIR Mic
Average 3.07 346 1.14 1.27
M inimum 0 0 0 0
Maximum 8 7 4 6
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Figure 53: Number of Relations based on the Factors: Cut-off Threshold and 
Cluster Size
The groups are then included in a baseline ontology as unnam ed 
concepts. The tem poral relation between the concepts is extracted us­
ing the statistical model. In this scenario, it is more likely that one con­
cept follows the same concept p (g roup l | group! ) =  0.7 and group 2 
following after group 1 p (g roup2 | group 1 ) =  0.2. This expresses that 
it is more likely that a weekday follows another weekday. As stated ear­
lier the am ount of (temporal) relationships is dependent on cluster 
size and cut-off threshold.
In Figure 53, we show the dependency between cluster size, thresh­
old and resulting am ount of relations that are eventually represented 
in the ontology. Currently there is no autom ated way to choose the 
right param eters and thus heuristics and dom ain experience have to 
be considered while designing the system.
Figure 54 shows an excerpt of the automatically constructed ontol­
ogy. Squares represent classes that can have individuals, instances 
from a certain dom ain and represented as circles in the figure. On 
the left of the figure is the information that can be gathered from the 
sensor devices itself. M eta-information such as observation period, 
deployed devices and their capabilities are represented as SSN con­
cepts. The SAX words and the inferred information that is acquired 
through the framework are shown on the right. The Grey highlighted 
concepts show the novelty of the autom ated process. Figure 55 shows 
a screenshot of the ontology visualised by an ontology visualisation
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Figure 54: A Schematic View of the Constructed Topological Ontology
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Figure 55: An Excerpt of the Automatically Created Topological Ontology
tooP and Listing 2 depicts an RDF/XML snippet of the created on­
tology. The framework can conclude the m eaning of raw sensor data 
and represent it in a topological ontology. The created ontology can 
be downloaded^.
6.3.1 Discussion
The current work allows to create a topical ontology from raw sensor 
data. The created ontology can be used as a baseline for further im­
provements creating richer ontologies. Our approach is divided into 
three steps: Data pre-processing, Ontology Construction and Rule Based
3 h t t p : / / s e m w e b . s a l z b u r g r e s e a r c h . a t / a p p s / r d f - g r a v i t y /
4  b t t p : / / b t t p : / / p e r s o n a l . e e . s u r r e y . a c . u k / P e r s o n a l / F . G a n z / o n t o . o w l
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Listing 2; RDF/XML Snippet of the created Ontology
< r d f : a b o u t = "  h t t p : / A v w w .  s e m a n t i c w e b  . o r g / e r i s / o n t o l o g i e s  / 2 0 1 3 / 8 /  
a b s t r a c t i o n — o n t o l o g y — 17#ABBBCFGAA">
< r d f : t y p e  r d f ; r e s o u r c e  = " h t t p ;  / / w w w .  s e m a n t i c w e b  . o r g / e r i s  /  
o n t o l o g i e s  / 2 0 1 3 / 8 /  a b s t r a c t i o n — o n t o l o g y — iy # S A X _ W o r d "  / >  
< S S N : o c c u r e d A t  r d f : r e s o u r c e = "  h t t p :  / / w w w .  s e m a n t i c w e b  . o r g / e r i s  /  
o n t o l o g i e s  /  2 0 1 3 / 8 / a b s t r a c t i o n — o n t o l o g y — i 7 # 2 o i 3 0 5 o 8 i 2 o o  
: i3 0 o"/>
< S S N : o b s e r v e d B y  r d f : r e s o u r c e  =  " h t t p :  / / w w w .  s e m a n t i c w e b  . o r g /  e r i s  
/ o n t o l o g i e s  / 2 0 1 3 / 8 / a b s t r a c t i o n — o n t o l o g y — i 7 # S e n s o r _ 2  " / >
Table 26: Methods applied throughout the process
Pre Processing 
A pplied M ethod Alternatives Parameter Description Parameter Learning
SAX PCA,DFFT
output length 
alphabet size
Entropy Variance
Ontology Construction 
A pplied M ethod Alternatives Parameter D escription Parameter Learning
KMeans Hiearchical Clustering, MeanShift
K
distance
number of clusters 
distance function
FTest, D ie
Markov Model Hidden Markov Model, Neuronal Network
t cutoff threshold Expectation Maximation
Labelling 
A pplied M ethod Alternatives Parameter Description Parameter Learning
Rule-Based Statistics, Crowdsourcing
n Rule Base
labelling.
We propose an autom ated framework; however, there are certain p a­
ram eters during each step that influence the outcome. In the follow­
ing we describe the param eters in each step and discuss their im­
pact. The used SAX algorithm to transform  the raw  num erical sensor 
data into string representations to reduce the dim ensionality and easy 
comparability takes a w indow  of samples w ith a specified window 
length and turns it into a reduced vector w ith  smaller lengths. The 
choice of the reduced vector length can have an im pact on the next 
processing steps. In case that a very small vector length has been cho­
sen, im portant data such as outliers or certain patterns can be lost. In 
the case that the reduced vector length is chosen high, the effect of re­
ducing the am ount of data is decreased and either too m any noise is 
passed onto the next algorithm or the am ount of data is not suitable 
for the processing intensive clustering process.
Besides the param eter n , to control the reduced vector output length, 
a param eter a, has to be set, to control the size of the dictionary that 
is used w hen transform ing to a string representation. The larger the 
dictionary, the finer will be the granularity resolution of the discre- 
tised representation. We have conducted some research that chooses 
the right param eters based on the variance of the data [46]. This is
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useful w hen interesting events occur outside of the m ean of a data 
window. Other possible techniques for the dim ensionality reduction 
are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Discrete Fourier 
Transformation (DFT). The different techniques are benchm arked in 
the evaluation section.
The Ontology Construction step uses a modified KMeans clustering 
algorithm  that groups similar samples based on their distance. The 
algorithm requires two param eters, the predicted num ber of clusters 
K and a distance function. Commonly the Euclidean distance is used 
to calculate similarity between data points, however here we use a 
modified distance function. In different application scenarios, vari­
ance changes in the sensor data and different scales (time function) 
will affect the results. To prove the feasibility a larger case-study w ith 
data-sets from more domains have to be conducted; however, this 
w ould exceed the scope of this prototypical work. There are methods 
to estimate the am ount of clusters. In the evaluation section, we in­
troduce a m ethod to determine the num bers of clusters based on the 
group variance/expected variance. There are other m ethods to group 
and classify samples that are more use-case specific such as hierarchi­
cal clustering or Mean-shift. To label the groups, we use a rule-based 
approach. The approach is non-parametric, and mainly relies on the 
knowledge base. Therefore the rule-base has to be chosen according 
to the application scenario. Other approaches that leverage the crowd 
sourced mechanisms to label the concepts are for example described 
in[i25]
In Table 26, we show the applied algorithms and summarise the used 
param eters that have an impact on the generated topical ontology.
A N  I N T E G R A T E D  S Y S T E M  F O R  K N O W L E D G E  
A C Q U I S I T I O N
To combine the m iddleware that communicates and captures the data 
and the methods that process the data to understandable concepts, we 
introduce an analytics software that bridges the gap between the dif­
ferent parts and can connect to the m iddleware introduced in Chapter 
3 to provide a simple interface to the underlying sensor networks and 
also provides an interface to the introduced processing and abstrac­
tion methods presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The Knowledge 
Acquisition Toolkit (KAT) can be used as standalone application to 
process data from sources that are not handled by the m iddleware 
component such as static CSV and excel file formats. KAT also pro­
vides an interface to the m iddleware to retrieve data from sources 
m anaged by the m iddleware component. In the following, we intro­
duce the architecture of the software and describe its implementation. 
The workflow description from data acquisition to knowledge acqui­
sition and an exem plary use-case are also discussed.
7.1 D E S I G N I N G  A N  I N T E G R A T E D  T O O L
The m ain focus of KAT is to provide an analytics framework for the 
data that is provided by the m iddleware introduced in Chapter 3 
w ith the processing and abstraction m ethods discussed in Chapter 2, 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The toolkit is divided into three m ain layers 
depicted in Figure 56, nam ely data provisioning responsible to collect 
the data from various input sources, data processing for the data and 
the representation to the end-user. Similar to the architecture of the 
m iddleware component, the toolkit follows an extensible plug-in de­
sign. New components can be included by following the interface 
descriptions for each layer. This facilitates the flexibility of the toolkit 
and allows development of new  plug-ins on each layer. The plug-in 
developer can focus on the logic and does not have to handle the 
im plem entation of the other layers once s /h e  follows the interface de­
scription provided for each layer. In the following we introduce each 
layer and describe the workflow steps from data provisioning to data 
representation.
D A T A  P R O V I S I O N I N G  L A Y E R :  The data has to be gathered for fur­
ther processing. The data provisioning layer provides two modes 
for the data collection. Either the layer establishes a connection 
to a gateway that runs the middleware com ponent or static file 
sources can be directly accessed by the tool. The data provision-
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Figure 56; Architectural Overview of the Toolkit
ing layer provides a unified access API w here a common data 
access interface for the higher-layers is provided. The current 
im plem entation supports static CSV and Excel sheets in addi­
tion to the data provided by the middleware.
D A T A  P R O C E S S I N G  L A Y E R :  The Toolkit allows to select and apply 
different algorithms on the data that have been introduced in 
this thesis. The selection process is carried out m anually in 
contrary to the approach introduced in Chapter 6. The non- 
automatic m ethod selection aims to visualise the m ethods to 
ease the understanding for an analyst a n d /o r  knowledge engi­
neer. In case a data source is going to be incorporated on the 
system, the toolkit can be used to pre-select some of the intro­
duced methods. As shown later in a use-case scenario, different 
data sets require different processing methods to create inter­
pretable abstractions from the data.
D A T A  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  L A Y E R :  The visualisation of the various pro­
cessing methods is provided in the data processing layer. It also 
provides and the representation of the different steps from data 
source selection to the selection and the application of the pro­
cessing methods in a semantic RDF representation. The seman­
tic representation allows to trace the decisions that have been 
m ade throughout the workflow from the initial sensor values to 
the higher-level abstractions. However, not only the param eters
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Figure 57: Workflow from Data Acquisition to Knowledge Acquisition
are represented in the semantic model, but also the abstractions 
and their relationship models through properties.
The software is designed in Python and based on a service archi­
tecture oriented design to allow interfacing w ith other third party  
components.
7.2 F R O M  D A T A  A C Q U I S I T I O N  T O  K N O W L E D G E  A C Q U I S I T I O N
The toolkit complements the work done in this thesis by providing 
a graphical user interface to the collected sensor data and the infor­
mation processing methods. Figure 57 shows the role of KAT in the 
overall architecture. KAT can connect to the m iddleware via the m id­
dleware API or can use static repositories to apply the processing 
algorithms.
We introduce the knowledge acquisition toolkit (KAT). KAT pro­
vides algorithms for numerical and textual data analysis that can 
help to extract meaningful information and represent it in a hum an- 
readable or machine interpretable format. More technical details can 
be found on the official website: http://kat.ee.surrey.ac.uk.
We provide a use-case scenario where we apply the introduced al­
gorithms on two data sets from different domains and explain the
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Figure 59: ECG data (a) and power consumption data (b) loading screen
selection of the applied algorithms to give an overview where and 
how the particular algorithms can be applied on real world data. In 
58, we show the workflow chain of the algorithms that is going to be 
applied on the data. We chose two data sets from different application 
domains, the first data set is from our own sensor test bed deployed 
at the University of Surrey [97]. The data comes from a sensor node in 
front of one of the authors desk m onitoring the power consumption 
of a w orkstation connected to the power meter. The raw data set was 
captured over a m onth and contains 274960 samples.
The second data set is from the machine learning data set repository 
m aintained by the University of California, Irvine and represents an 
electrocardiogram (ECG) dataset w ith 3751 samples, published by Ol­
szewski [100] and found at the UCR Time Series Classification/Clus­
tering page^.
In Figure 59, the file data loading screen of KAT is shown, on the left 
w indow  the ECG is presented, on the right, the power consumption 
data is presented. The tool supports different input sources and for­
mats such as CSV, EXCEL, SQL, CKAN API [132]. In the case that 
several categories inside a data source are available, the user can se­
lect the categories on which the algorithms should be applied on. Our 
aim in this example use-case is to find the outlier in the ECG dataset 
happening at around sample 2400-2600 and to cluster the repetitive
1 http://www.cs.ucr.edu/ eamorm/timeseriesdata
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Figure 60: (a): ECG data after applying variance filter, (b): Watts data after 
applying highpass filter.
"work day" behaviour in the watts dataset and represent it in a se­
mantic representation.
First we apply pre-processing filters to the data. On the ECG data, 
we choose the variance filter to reduce the dataset to samples w ith a 
high volatility in windows. The w indows size can be defined in KAT. 
On the watts data, we choose to filter the noise at the bottom  of the 
data, to minimise the "background power consumption" and focus 
on power peaks (^possible presence in an office) w ith the help of a 
high-pass filter. The processed data can be seen in Figure 60.
To eliminate rigurosity and redundancy we reduce the dim ension­
ality of the data. For both data sets we use the Piecewise Aggregate 
Approximation technique (PAA). The interesting patterns of the data 
now get visible, as shown in Figure 61. In the ECG dataset, it is no­
ticeable that there is certain peak that stands out from the others. In 
the watts dataset it can be seen that there is some regularity behind 
the data. The reader can easily infer that the power consumption is 
high during a work day at office hours and low between the work 
days (between peaks) and on the weekend (long gaps). In both cases 
the am ount of data samples has been reduced significantly, 100 out 
of 274960 samples for the watts data and 50 out of 3751 for ECG 
data. This will ease the processing of the following processing steps. 
The more processing intensive cluster algorithm can now operate on 
less data samples to provide the first level of lower-level abstractions. 
We run a KMeans algorithm on both datasets. On the ECG dataset 
we run KMeans w ith k=3, representing low activity (called the PR- 
Interval) in group o, peaks (called the QT Interval) in group 1 and 
outliers in group 2. On the watts dataset, we use HMM to group it 
into two temporal groups, a group representing a work day and a 
group representing the weekend(probably no presence in the office). 
The clustering of the data is represented in Figure 62. After the clus­
tering step we discover temporal relations between the clustered data. 
For temporal relation discovery we use a Markov chain approach to 
calculate the probabilities of the occurrences of the groups. To ease
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Figure 61: (a): ECG data after applying PA A, revealing the outlier and sup­
pressing the background noise, (b): Watts data after applying 
PAA, revealing the regular pattern of a workday
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Eigure 62: (a) ECG data after applying KMeans with k=3, grouping the data 
into groups of data with low values(o), high-values(i) and out- 
liers(2). (b) Watts data after applying HMM with 2 states, group­
ing the data into two groups of low power (o) and high power (1) 
consumption
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Figure 63: (a): ECG data after applying PA A, revealing the outlier and sup­
pressing the background noise, (b): Watts data after applying 
PAA, revealing the regular pattern of a workday
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Figure 64: Data Graph Representation of the information acquired through 
the abstraction process
the understanding we labelled the groups in KAT. The results are 
shown in Figure 63. A possible representation of the abstractions 
that have been acquired through the overall process can be seen in 
Figure 64. KAT provides functions to represent the data graph in RD­
F/XML format. KAT allows to define param eters how granular the 
data should be presented. For instance, it w ould also be possible to 
include the raw data coming from the sensors that lead to the lower- 
level abstractions, but for presentation reasons we only include the 
information from the lower-level abstractions and onwards. Despite 
the information that has been acquired it w ould also be possible to in­
clude the provenance information e.g. param eters and operators that 
led to the different abstractions. An ongoing research project that cap­
tures the provenance param eters is the PROV-O ontology^ and will 
be included in future work.
2  http://www.w 3 .org/TR/prov-o/
Part IV 
EPILOGUE
C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  F U T U R E  W O R K
This chapter concludes this thesis w ith a sum m ary of the research 
contributions. Furtherm ore, we discuss the outcomes of the work and 
suggest directions for future research,
8.1 S U M M A R Y  O F  R E S E A R C H  A C H I E V E M E N T S
The challenges and objectives listed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 have been 
addressed by the following contributions.
1. We developed a m iddleware introduced in Chapter 3 that pro­
vides a unified access layer to heterogeneous sensor networks 
and data sources. The m iddleware uses a plug-in architecture 
that eases the development of software com ponents for emerg­
ing technologies on the network side and also enables to im ple­
m ent new  processing algorithms that can be integrated into the 
middleware. On the application/service level, new  plug-ins can 
be developed that provide different access m ethods to the data 
provided by the middleware.
2. We im plem ented components for the network side of the m id­
dleware to access a various set of resources such as IEEE 802.15.4 
enabled-devices, Oracle SimSpot devices bu t also web-based 
data sources.
3. In order to support continuous communication in the sensor 
network, the m iddleware supports the movement of sensor nodes 
between different base stations, e.g. gateways, by providing a 
mobility scheme that solves the hand-over problem  introduced 
in Section 4.1. The solution introduces two operation modes, 
caching and tunneling. During the hand-over and in times w ith 
no connection to the data source, the m iddlew are can com pen­
sate queries by providing cached or predicted results. The tun ­
neling mode is used in  cases in which the query cannot be for­
w arded to the gateway that is responsible for the data source 
after the location change. Therefore the m iddlew are com ponent 
allows the rerouting of queries through an overlay network.
4. We extended the m iddleware com ponent w ith the support of 
forming an overlay network between the base stations to be 
more resilient against changes in the underlying sensor and 
data source networks in Section 4.2. The m iddlew are utilises a 
m ediated gossiping algorithm in order to distribute queries and
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inform ation throughout the networks for efficient information 
dissemination.
5. The data communication between data sources and base sta­
tions has been optimised in order to reduce the data traffic 
and increase the communication of significant information. This 
work introduced a novel aggregation algorithm called Sensor- 
SAX in Section 4.3 that reduces the dim ensionality of stream ing 
sensor data bu t remains the features for further inform ation pro­
cessing algorithms.
6. We introduced a new  inform ation processing and abstraction 
m ethod that extracts meaningful inform ation from data and 
also reduces the data traffic by sending patterns instead of raw 
data in Chapter 5. In particular, an abductive reasoning model 
w ith  a tem poral extension that uses the aggregations from the 
SensorSAX algorithm to infer and abstract inform ation to hu ­
mans a n d /o r  machine interpretations.
7. The abstraction m odel has been extended to operate autom ati­
cally by using a clustering and a rule-based approach to create 
an interoperable semantic representation of the inferred inter­
pretations in Chapter 6. The toolkit provides a data driven ap­
proach to construct ontologies from real w orld data autom ati­
cally.
8. In order to provide an integrated solution, that connects the 
m iddleware w ith  a user-friendly interface, we developed a knowl­
edge acquisition toolkit in Chapter 7. The toolkit can connect to 
the m iddlew are and enables the analysis of the data on a work­
station.
8.2 L E S S O N S  L E A R N E D
In this section, we highlight some of the decisions m ade and revise 
considerations that have been m ade throughout this work.
8.2.1 Centralised Middleware vs De-centralised In-network Processing
In this thesis, we introduced a middleware com ponent in Chapter 
3 that runs on resource constrained sensor nodes and high capable 
gateways. The architecture of the m iddleware uses the sensor nodes 
as data sources and pushes m ost of the processing tasks to the higher 
level gateway nodes. It is questionable if this m aster/slaves approach 
utilises the processing power of the entire network. With the help of 
more distributed approaches, decisions can be m ade faster due to the 
early data processing directly at the data source. However, on the 
other hand, the heterogeneity of the vast am ount of different sensor
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hardw are makes it difficult to optimise each algorithm for distributed 
in-network processing. In this work, m iddleware has been used to 
hide the complexity of different hardw are and software platform s 
and to provide a unified access layer to the gathered data. The pattern  
creation and data abstraction m ethods are then also designed in a way 
that can run  on the node w ith affordable com putation and energy 
footprints.
8.2.2 Mediated Gossiping vs Network Layer Routing
The communication protocol defined in Chapter 4.2 is im plem ented 
at the application layer. This choice has been m ade to provide a close 
mteraction between applications and the underlying networks, rather 
than pushing the dissemination and query tasks to the network lay­
ers. This allows a fast development pace in application and service 
development. The advantages lie in the transparency for applications 
and APIs in the information dissemination and query optimisation 
w ith the focus on abstracting from the lower network layers. However, 
other approaches optimise the network layers that allow to utilise the 
network infrastructure and processing capabilities. One assum ption 
of this work is that routing and MAC level interactions are optimised 
for energy efficiency and reliability. By hiding from this complexity 
on the application layer, it makes it difficult for the application devel­
oper to see how  the tasks are perform ed on the network layer.
8.2.3 Information Abstraction vs Outlier and Event Detection
This w ork introduces a new  paradigm  for inform ation processing 
called inform ation abstraction which is discussed in  Chapter 5. The 
differentiation to other established research areas such as outlier and 
event detention is that we assume that inform ation and data insights 
are not always m odelled in the system. In outlier and event detec­
tion approaches, it usually can be foreseen w hat inform ation is going 
to be expected. However, w ith the deluge of data and the growth 
in  Cyber-Physical Data, the task of defining and modelling expected 
events becomes infeasible. However, the detection of false positives 
and true negatives, more precisely, abstractions and events that have 
been inferred by the system that do not reflect the real world a n d /o r  
events can occur in the real world that are not reflected in the system.
We claim that our approach is useful for creating a base line for event 
and outlier detection approaches by reducing the unw anted inform a­
tion flood by removing and filtering unnecessary data and creating 
effective pattern representations. This can be helpful for knowledge 
and ontology engineers that require m ethods to cope w ith the infor­
m ation overload and Big Data challenges in the loT domain.
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8.3 F U T U R E  W O R K
The communication and processing of Cyber-Physical Data is an on­
going research topic and we focused on some of the key challenges 
that w ill arise in the near future. A growing num ber of devices will 
be connected to the Internet in  the future w hich will enable creation 
of various services and applications in the digital age.
We introduced inform ation abstraction and Cyber-Physical Data pro­
cessing solutions that create hum an understandable information. Our 
results show that it is possible to extract automatically meaningful in­
formation from a deluge of data that are produced by various sensor 
devices.
The processing algorithms introduced in  Chapter 5 and C hapter 6 use 
SensorSAX as a building block for the abstraction creation. Sensor­
SAX (described in Section 4.3) relies on the variance m easured in the 
current observed raw  sensor data. The variance is used as an indicator 
for the activity in the data. However, this implies that only data seg­
ments gain attention that have strong movements in  the data. Finer- 
grain solutions can be investigated in order to detect subtle changes 
in the data. This can either be achieved by incorporating historical 
data to learn the thresholds that indicate if the w indow  size has to be 
decreased or increased. SensorSAX also relies on the assum ption that 
the m easurem ent data has a norm alised distribution, w hich is true 
for m ost natural physical information. But is has to be noted, that this 
assum ption can only be hold for long-term observations. The distri­
bution in small observed w indows can change drastically and impact 
the aggregation of SensorSAX. To solve the latter, using probabilistic 
density functions and adjusting segmentations in the SensorSAX al­
gorithm  can be considered.
The abductive m odel that has been introduced in Section 5.2 includes 
the tem poral domain. A logical extension is to consider the spatial 
dom ain to handle cases in  w hich abstractions are more dependent on 
the location of the source data.
In conclusion, processing and handling large-scale and dynam ic data 
streams that often require real-time solutions are key to effective real­
isation and utilisation of the Cyber-Physical Systems and the Internet 
of Things. In this thesis we have investigated and developed novel 
and efficient techniques that collect and transform  the raw  Cyber- 
Physical Data into actionable knowledge that can be used by variety 
of applications and scenarios.
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